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I country are the basis of its well Perhaps a few of the modern girls ing glory, but his desire was to serve
Abra
being; yet mere work or industry is'are noisy thus giving that impres- his country, not himself.
W. M. Munroe & Co., shtpbrokers
not enough. We want to know what sion of the majority. .
Why are ham Lincoln gained a high place in
THREE-TIM E8-A-WEEK
at 114 State street, Boston, announce
is being done in tihe business world, the girls of today so criticised .for the hall of fame, not by might, not
ALL THE HOME NEWS
these charters:
The Last To Graduate From Present High School Building so that we can decide with all our using powder and rouge? It seems by conquest, but by that which too
Schooner Rebecca G. WihlHden, to
In the many persons scorn—service. David
efforts and our -best judgment.
The to be an established custom.
Subscription $3 oo per year payable Id
On board Steamship Boston, 5.42 a.
—A Tribute To Miss Coughlin.
advance; single copies three cents.
load laths at Big Bass River, N. S.,
past 25 years has seen a great 18th century milady used expensive Livingstone gained no wealth yet he
Advertising rates based upon circulation for New York, at $1.35
will not seem to be (lacking in the m., damfino time, Thursday. June 12.
per
m;
change
in
education.
Business,
imported
powders.
Never
before
and very reasonable.
Schooner Henrietta Simmons, to load
Due in New York City at
from being despised and ignored by hj)ve the fashions of dress been more wealth of love. Bismark conquered, 1924.
Benedic: Arnold about 7 a. m.
laths at Big Bass River for New
It was only a little later than the “The Man For the Hour,”
the government, has been placed sensible.
Yet our mode is criticised. but Edison serves.
Catherine
Winifred
Coughlin
York, at $1.50 per m; Schooner Wal- appointed hour last night when the
among our most honored callings. As About 30 years ago bustles, trains, sought revenge: Washington served.
Now that you have this, let’s go
Character Is the diamond that —• tham, chartered to load spruce at, strains of the graduation march Music,
wealth,
a result commercial training is be puffed sleeves and small waso waists Augustus Caesar gained
Orchestra
scratches every other stone.—Hanoi
Big Bass River and Parrshoro, N. S., sounded in Park Theatre, and from Class History,
coming more accepted,
therefore were in vogue.
My contemporaries power and glory, but Paul the Apos back to Sunday of this same week. I
H Thornton
Mr. Cassens during his can’t go back to the day I dropped
for Boston, at $6; Schooner A. & W. behind the wings came a long column Valedictory- Wendell
business and training are being intend to be comfortable and have tle served.
'Testing Ambition,’’
Ogilvie (Br.). to load spruce at of students, headed by Frank R.
drawn closer together
Tradition is success generally shows the presence school course excelled qs a debater. the Diarist in March, 1923.
K. Havenor f assent
Sunday, June 8. Came to, on couch
Tito Kollin Motor Sales Co. has Windsor. N. S.. for Boston at $6 per Stewart, class marshal. Sixty-tour Presentation of Diplomas
dying: prejudices are disappearing: cf some strong desire behind it.
on third floor of Sigma Chi house at
moved into the Blake Oarage, Just m; Schooner Storm Petrel, to load in number they were, the flower of Class Ode Mayor C. F. Snow
education is 'becoming more demo Alexander, the Great, started with a
Orono, got up at 6, shaved and took
vacated by the Snow-Hudson Co., at stone al Sullivan for New York, at Rockland's youth, making an impres- Benediction,
cratic, and business more humane.
desire to enlarge his territory, yet his
Kev. Oscar Stuart
sive picture when finally seated in
walk around town. Noticed many
653 Main street.
$2.50 per ton.
Slowly, yet inevitably the knowl glory was mainly that of destruction.
* Excused
changes, notably the fine cement
a s^mi-cjrcle.
edge mu.st come to those who pretend Napoleon arose to great heights and
* ♦ * ♦
State highway and sidewalks. Orono
Fitting into the picture was the
to be judges of what is a profession, health so they make the simplest and
Lois Imogone Ross
handsomely decorated stage—a labor
looks more prosperous than when I
that understanding the workings of most sensible costumes, which they
tSeeond honors were awarded this the business world helps in this game often make themselves.
was there in 1906.
of fraternal affection, performed by
Some girls
next year’s graduating class under year to Lois Imogene Ross, daughter of living. And it does more, it give.s smoke, but didn’t our great-grand
At 9.30 called on Dr. F. E. Whit
the leadership of Philip Rounds. His of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie A. Ross of i one a wider vision of things.
comb and met G. Lewis Smith of
Look mothers use tobacco and snuff?
associates on the decorating commit Old County road, who was a student : at all the busy life of the country
Boston and Long Cove just ready to
• • • ♦
tee were: Rayunond Perry, Sidney in the general course, and whose and you see in it a great panorama of
leave for his old home, to get some
Catherire Winifred Coughlin
rank
was
but
a
short
distance
re

Bird, Seymour Cameron, Eleanor
elfins and lobsters.
human (beings and nations working
(Miss Coughlin, who is the daughter
moved
from
that
of
Mr.
Cassens
to
Snow, Mary Wasgatt, Carolyn Perry,
Dr. Flanders and I left “Doc”
together to make human life a fulflor ol Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Coughlin
As the and happier thing.
Winola Riehan, Marion Richardson whom the valedictory fell.
Whitcomb’s just in time to make the
of Rankin street, and a student, who
opening number of the commenceand Marion Marsh.
baccalaureate exercises at the Uni
took the classical course, found in
Over the procenium arch hung the ment program Miss Roes’ salutatory
versity of Maine chapel. If ever a
Beatrice M. Stockbridge
history’s pages inspiration for an ex
class motto, “Wj Salute Thee, Oppor- made a distinctly favorable impresclass when leaving college got a
Swan's Island girl, Beatrice May ceedingly well wrftten and well de
tunity.” The letters were well done sion.
good line of talk the class of 1924
Sto<kbiMge. daughter of Mr. and livered essay on “The Man For the
TO THE PUBLIC
in cherry, with a background of ever(She chose for her subject “What Is
got it from Rev. Thomas Whitmore
Mrs. 8. G. Stockbridge, and student Hour.”
green, bordered by white paper. Worth Wihile.” There are two main ■
F’essenden, class of 1908,4’. of M., of
IShe cited as her first illustration
in
the
classical
course,
delivered
the
Rockland Lodge of Elks extends a most cordial wel
chrysanthemums. At the rear of the ' directions into which our life might
Columbus, Ohio.
next essay, which bore as its some George Washington, who was com
stage in large figures was the class j| flow.
One is toward the good; the
After dinner at the fraternity house
come to tlic public to attend the Elag Day Exercises
mander-in-chief of the Continental
1
toward the evil.
By the what poetic title "The l.ure of Color.” Army, and who again became the
designation “1924,” arranged after-other
Dr. Flanders and I called on the Prof.
JToday we acknowledge and delight
the style of the motto. The footlights character which we are now forming,
at the Park Theatre, Sunday, June 15, 'at 7.50 o'clock.
J. H. Huddilstons. Mrs. Iluddilston
in the great part color plays in our man of the hour when he was elected
were banked in lilacs, the whole dec- i--------------------------------------------------- ----and her daughter Rachel were at
Once more our great
lives.
Gone are the stern years of President.
orative scheme being to embody the '
home but the Prof, was in Cleveland.
HONORABLE BRADEORD C. REDONNETT,
color repression. We deck ourselves country was torn apart .and it was a
class colors, cherry and white, and ,
attending the convention.
gaily in shades of brightest hue. and tall, plain, melancholy looking man
it was done very artistically. The
' At about 4 Miss Iluddilston took us
walk along the street with never a by the name of Abraham Lincoln who
flags won by the High School and
all to the campus in a luxurious
one of the best orators who has ever addressed an
thought of eyebrows raised behind became the man of the hour—chosen
Havenor
Cassens,
Valedictorian
Grammar School at the Food- Fair
• Jewett sedan, luxurious alter travel
the window blinds. The modern girl by God as the leader of this dis
audience in Rockland, will deliver the patriotic ad
were also displayed "on the platform.
The greatest mili and the able style of delivery which ing in Fords, et a Is.
strolls by in her scarlet sweater, tracted period.
Interspersing the commencement,
The exercises in connection with
dress. An elaborate program has been prepared, and
twirling her parasol of the same tary genius of the World YVar was he evinced Hast night was eloquent
exercises was music of a high stand
the breaking of ground for the
brilliant of that training.
vivid shade.
Purple, forme'-ly worn Ferdinand Foch, whose
the two awards of twenty dollars each will be given
ard, furnished by the High School
Alumni Memorial Building were very
♦ * * •
only by widows and elderly people, .strategy turned the tide of German
Orchestra, under the leadership of Al
interesting. See Bangor papers dated
to the writer of the best essay on “The Historv of the
Other leaders o<f
the
now adorns the feminine figure, even invasion.
(When
the
applause
for
the
vale

bert R. Marsh: and a strong well bolto her feet, in every shade and tint 1 World War who will not he forgotten dictorian had ceased Alderman John June 9 for particulars.
Flag.”
anced chorus of Senior voices, re
After our fraternity banquet Dr.
—'violet, mauve, lilac, lavender and are King Albert of Belgium and David M. Richardson stepped from the
flecting credit upon the musical di
Lloyd George, the greatest English wings, and in behalf of the Parent- Flanders and 1 left for Rockland.
orchid.
And
why
shpuld
it
be
other

Band Concert by Rockland Band 6.50 to 7.50 in
rector of the city’s schools. Miss
The start was made at 9.50 p. m..
wise? argued the essayist.
Look premier since William Pitt. Standing Teacher Association presented Miss
Eu-ther Steyenson.
The incidental
had flat tire at 10.50, cup of tea and
front of the Park Theatre
around and see nature herself smiling among all these, greater it seemed to Coughlin with a magnificent basket
solo by Miss Celia Brault furnished
bread and butter in Belfast at J2.40
at us in all her gorgeous raiment. And the assayist, was Woodrow Wilson. of rones.
He paid eloquent tribute a. m. and reached my 4»£ per cent
the audience pleading proof that the
Everybody welcome, no tickets necessary.
nothing has ever yet equalled the Gen. Davies also has a right to be to the retiring principal, who has
class has a vocalist of exceptional
silk-floss at Just 2.03 a. m.
Doc’s
awesome mysterious beauty Qf the classed among the great leaders of given 30 years of her life to the in
ability.
Ford coupe rides very good indeed.
the world.
I
rainbow,
flung
across
the
spacious
terests of Rockland High School.
IP. HARRISON SANBORN,
The rehearsal of the students who
,
• • • •
Monday, June 9. up at 6.30, with
1 dome of heaven.
His remarks included his personal regrets. Busy all day trying to clean
took part in the commencement ex
• • • •
Wendell H. Thornton
tribute,
leased
on
some
years
of
as

Exalted Ruler.
up work.
ercises was under the direction of
When the class of 1924 made choice sociation with Miss Coughlin in his
Fred Benner Stewart
the principal. Miss Coughlin, who
Tuesday, June 10, up at 5.30, 52
JHuw
i«.
meet
the
problems
of
today
the
elective
parts
it
made
no
miscapacity
as
submaster.
Miss
places much of the credit upon her
degrees above zero, clear. Working
wns
the
primal
thought
in
the
essay
l
'$ke
in
choosing
as
historian
WenCoughlin
stepped
onto
the
stage
and
assistants, M<ss Rose Adams and
as on Monday, in addition varnished
delivered by Fred B. Stewart, son of
Hollis Thornton, son of Charle:
bowed in acknowledgment of the gift outside of refrigerator; 8.58 p. m.
Miss Doris Black.
a student in the clas and th'1 great ovation which followed
Mi-hr.d
Mrs.
George
T.
Stewart
<nf
Thornton
The program follows:
on board steamer Camden with wife
His popularity was Mr. Richardson’s remarks.
Miss and mother.
* ♦ ♦ *
: Willow street and student in the Lat sical course.
attested
by
the
ovation
he
received
Coughlin
is
remarkably
apt
as
in
S
i«
ntiii
•
Course.
Program
Wednesday, June 11. Arrived in
Lois I. Ross, Salutatorian
Man h.
but Boston at 6.30, fair, clear and cold.
__ _________________________ j '-LMr. Stewart chose as his subject when he stepped forward Oast night an extemporaneous speaker,
High School Orchestra
to
recite
the
deeds
of
valor
which
words
do
not
come
easily
when
one
of Washington." and
While ladies shopped I visited men
Prayer,
hecomin fixed, the suecew or failure I "Ti"
in admirable manner, have marked the four years' course is choked with erpotion.
Rev. Walter S. Rounds
at India wharf. Ralph Waldo Emer
,f our life is determined.
Charac hauled it nt
•
*
♦
♦
of
"Twenty-four."
Music,
son Thorndike—“our Ralph,” wanted
ter is a very different thing from sk' ching In a graphic style the
High , School Orchestra
The class numbered 102 students
Gertrude Smith
If our
to be remembered to as many of his
Salutatory - •What la Worth While,”
reputation. Character is what we are; adoption of the constitution.
when
it
entered
the
school
in
1921,
lenders are not of the right type get
Lola Imogene Rosa
‘A fitting close to the exercises was friends as I saw.
reputation
is
what
people
think
we
and
started
its
career
by
electing
"Edwin Arlington Robinson."
S. S. Boston delayed by vapor in
are.
A man may run away from rid cf them at the next election. But class officers: Secretary. Beatrice the class old, composed by Gertrude
Lucy G Marap
“A June Sung,
Buealoasl a bad reputation, but he cannot run if we have...elected
, . ,a man let us not Stockbridge, the Swan’s Island flirt; Hmith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cape Cod Canal, arrived in Boston
flats of 1024
Give
him
a
George
\V.
.Smith
of
Summer
street,
about
11.
Watched
passengers
away front a bad character, for that is
.—
• .‘The Secretary's Opportunity.”
Our government needs our vice president, Evelyn McDougall; and student in the classical course. stream off, among them Hon. John
himself.
Therefore let go the un dlur.co.
Beatrice K Uoodwtn
backing
but
it
can
get
along
without
treasurer,
Sidney
Snow,
who
has
had
The music was adapted by Miss F. Fitzgerald, one time mayor of
“Business Among the Learned Arts,"
worthy things that meet us—pre...
Florence G. Nelson
this ridicul” and criticism. a puzzled look ever since; and Wen Smith, and the production was a Beantown.
tence, worry, discontent and self
"The Lure of Color,”
dell Thornton, president.
The class
IT
the
bonus
law
is
a
standard
to
credit to the line program:
The ode
Lunch at Filene’s. Two hours at
seeking—and, taking loyal hold of
Beatrice M. Stockbridge
Tenant's Harbor, Me.
The Skinner of St Ives,
Roeckel the things worth wihile—time, work, which the wise and just can repair— was represented in football this sea follows:
Loew’s Orpheum. Great fun getting
son by Ludwig, Baum. Massa.fln and
Misses Ludwig, Sawyer. Brault, Marsh, Ha
all
right.
If
it
is
not
let
us
care

mother on escalator at South Station
Hail to the portals of morning I
gar; Messrs. Rising. S Snow,‘Colomy. Fred present happiness, love, duty, friend fully study the question, find the Frank Stewart.
Basketball took
All the world glows with the light ;
under.
Open for the Season
Stewart. Thornton
ship. sorrow and faith—let us so live
Howard
Ludwig.
Frank
Stewart,
The
golden
fire
in
the
orient
The Standard of Washington,
At 4.30 p. m. aboard the S. S. Bos
—in all true fellowship as to he an flaw in the reasoning, then in the fu Nosworthy and Thornton answered
IStniles on Cod’s world In delight.
Fred B. Stewart
ton. rooms 234 and 236. Notice that
The distant mountain is resting.
inspiration, rtiength and bleating to ture remember that our lawmakers the baseball call.
Poem--"Tiic Mooring."
As a sentinel over the earth,
our room has all the little things for
Clark Russell Staples
those whose lives are touched by are “some of us working for all of
One of the most attractive summer hotels on the Maine
During Sophomore year seven men
Tlie songsters’ carols echo
,:a.” and vote accordingly.
Wash
"The Evening Wind.” front "Sansoni and
convenience and comfort, cute little
ours.
To fill tlie world with mirth!
answered
the
football
call
—
Fred
Stew

Delilah."
C.
Salnt-Saens
ington is dead, ibut his ideals, his
coast. Everything modern and sanitary. Nice place for
* • • *
berth light for us “just before our
The Class of 1224—Solo, Miss Brault
art,
Frank
Stewart,
Ludwig.
Baum,
Hail to tlie siimm1* arising
standards, and his soul live on for
sleep” readers, book for razor strap,
"My Contemporaries,"
Lucy Gooding Marsh
deep sea fishing and bathing. Fine state roads for automo
Massalin,
’
Knight
and
(
’
lark
Staples.
'Seen
on
our
upward
way
!
Elizabeth S. Hagar
ever.
cabinet with three shelves, mirror
The top is tlie goal We are guin.’ig.
Foremost
among
the
lyric
poets
of
Most
of
the
girGs
entered
the
glee
club.
• • ♦ •
biles. Fish dinners a specialty. Board by day or week.
All" we strive for it every daj ,
in the door, running water, thermos
the
day
is
Edwin
Arlington
Robinson
Helen
Griffin
represented
the
class
on
FEATHER MATTRESSES
lia'l to tlie air that is keener'.
Clark Russell Staples
bottle to keep water cool.
formerly
of
Gardiner,
and
to
him
a
Witii
uplifted
face
eaeu
goes
the
girls
’
basktball
team
and
be

Have your Feather Beds made in
For further information call Tenant's Harbor, Me.
At just 5 left for New York, talked
Seldom that the poem fall/s to a
'Cl'iei ini, the trodden pethw.iy
line tribute was paid by Lucy Good
came known throughout the State as
up-to-date feather folding mat'
Anti our banner above us blows!
with and was shown around engine
masculine
member
of
the
class.
It
ing Marsh, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
a superior guard.
The hoys’ team
Telephone 27 or write
tress, one side summer, other side
room by Roy Fox, chief engineer
'Hail to our banner waving’
Albert R. Marsh of Talbot avenue, lid this year, and Clark R. Staples, was strengthened by Nosworthy,
winter. Also renovate all kinds of
(Fox was on the Camden until Oc
ward
of
Mrs.*
Belle
Corthell,
student
iHow bright the clear words shine.
who was a student in the classical
Ludwig, S. Snow and R. Snow. The
fancy
pillows.
If
interested,
tele

Hurrah,
we
are
able
to
read
it,
tober, 1923). Steamer is twin screw,
CHARLES W. RAWLEY, Proprietor
course, and who recently won the in the Latin Scientific course, re Commercial Cluib was started this
That
one
long
glorious
line
!
phone 25-5.
64-73
Parsons turbine, speed of turbines
The year, and the class was represented
Here on tlie summit we hail tltee
public’s favor by starring in a High sponded ably to the occasion.
about 2000 per minute, propellers re
poem follows:
In the wind and the sunshine free—
A. F. IRELAND, Thomaston
School operetta.
by a good number.
The Stewart
Together now, good classmates:
duced by gearing to about 120 turns
THE MOORING
Mr. Robinson was born at Head
brothers. Rising, Nosworthy, Massa“We salute thee, opportunity.’’
a, minute, vessel makes about 18
moo’ing is laid with stout strong cable, iin. Ludwig and Thornton showed up
•
* • * •
Tide in 1869, graduated from Gardi The
A block of granite fast to the end :
knots. (Ask 140 to mail you a copy
Awarding the 64 diplomas was the
ner High School, attended Harvard And p >und and straight Is tile cedar spar
well on the baseball team.
of The Log. giving description of the
College, and in 1896 published his Which floats on the blue and rippling waters.
(During the Junior year Frank pleasant task which fell to Mayor
finest coastwise vessel in existence).
’he rippling, rippling waters
first book of poems. “The Torrent and On
Winchenbach succeeded Evelyn Mc Carlton F. Snow, none the less pleas
On the blue and rippling waters.
Must halt this rambling diary as
the Night Before.” A year later
Dougall as vice president.
The 1923 ant, because he had two flons in the
we are in the East river going under
“The Children of the Night” appeared. The sea around it swirls and swishes,
football championship was du * large class.
the bridges. More later if I find time.
laughing with happy glee:
“A year ago,” said His Honor, ‘‘I
Spurred on by the fruits of success, Sometimes
ly to the Junior mtMrtbers of the
Little wild waves a chasing each other
R. S. S.
he set out bravely for New York.
squad—the Stewarts, Ludwig. Baum, would, doubtless, have scorned the
VESSEL NEWS

The Courier-Gazette

A CLASS OF

SIXTY-FOUR

THE DIARIST
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Wan-e-set Inn-

AN INVITATION
You are cordially invited to attend an

ELECTRIC COOKING

DEMONSTRATION
at Odd Fellows Hall, Rockland

TUESDAY, JUNE 17, AT 2:30 P. M.
under the auspices of the T. and E. Club

A complete menu will be cooked electrically by

MISS JOSEPHINE A. GOTTS
formerly senior instructor in

MISS FARMER’S SCHOOL OF COOKERY

He faced a long road, with* many
rough places.
He knew poverty,
loneliness and neglect.
The terri
ble contrasts of city life are especial
ly displayed in the poem entitled
: Richard Cory.
President Roosevelt
recognized and praised his work and
at this period, 1916-1917, he wrote
some of the noblest poetry in recent
years.
Nowhere have characters
been better sketched than in the old
towns of Maine. Mr. Robinson mortalized a Rip Van Winkle character
in “Miniver Cheevy.”

The sun streams down from the heavens
And the waves play hide and seek;
Life givers, the sun and the ocean
Smile at the steady old mooring,
Laugh at its granite anchor.
Laugh at the cedar spar floating then?
To he moved at the water’s will.
At the little wave’s changing will.

The wind flits around to the no’tlieast;
The pla.vful sea grows silent, and
The little waves stop their playing
And lose their frolicsome laughter.
Are these the selfsame waters.
Restless and rolling and threatening?
The foam of their green crests breaking
• ♦ • •
Comes rolling higher and higher!
While the arm of the wind grows heavy.
Beatrice E. Goodwin
And tears and slashes and whips.
“The Se?retary’s Opportunity” was And tears and slashes and whips 1

the subject of an essay which has a
peculiarity local interest, owing to the
fact that the text of it was furnished
by the .career of a brilliant son of
Rockland.
The author of the essay
was Beatrice E. Goodwin, a student
,
,
in the commercial course, who makes
her home at the Copper Kettle. She
was excused from delivering her
essay.
The private secretary is largely re
sponsible for many of the noteworthy
details of his executive.
Gen. Her
bert M. Lord’s first great work
started in 1909, when he was detailed
by President Roosevelt to assist in
the tariff revision which resulted in
the Payne-Aldrich act.
As finance
officer of the Army Gen. Lord, with
out warrant of law, drew checks for
$1,000,000 for the maintenance of the
sick and wounded veterans arriving
from Overseas.
Again when the
Railroad Administration found itself
unable to meet its regular payroll
Gen. Lord came to the rescue by
signing cheeks running into the
millions. Today Gen. Lord holds the
position of Director of the Budget
and is still carrying on with his slo
gan. “Where there’s a will there’s a
way.”
The essayist also referred to some
i of the high spots in the career of
Joseph Tumulty, well known secre
tary of the 2ate President Wilson.
Florence G. Nelson

T. and E. Club

Tfllhjg the steady mooring, ‘"No harm
Shall come from the sea, the friendly sea,
No harm from the friendly sea 1“

"Business Among the Learned Arts,’’
was the title of a practical essay by
Florence G. Nelson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D. J. Nelson of Knowlton
street, and a student in the commerI cial course.
The industries of the

A ship afar in the welter groans
As she pitches and tosses
And thinks of the harbor who shelters
The mooring safe and strong,
Laid with strong stout cable
And the cedar spar and granite bolding there
J
^J*.r.bor °r safety and shelter!''
Sue thinks as the hare masts strain,

Alld ,ile
,hrieUs Uiru lhc riM|„e
1 Shrieks and howls with angry glee

Tlirough the tattered, the frayed out rigging.

So when the waves of struggle strike us,
And our sky grows dimmer and darker,
And the hope in our hearts grows less,
We think of. the little mooring •
Made fast in tlie sheltering harbor,
Steady and strong and cheery
With the sunlight of youth around it!
Then we grasp our meauing again.
As the pilot gratis the tiller
And sail with a purpose renewed.
So the clasa that is here assembled
Have pulled away from the mooring;
Each in his heart a fond hope holding
Of stormless seas and winds forever fair.
And a course where safety and shelter abide
i Put Hie town with the hills behind it,
And the rippling waters before it.
And the scenes of our cliildhoinl days,
Remain with us forever,, mi file eye
Grown dim and tlie sieiw Mkei and stop!
Our hearts shall be amhol^’tiiere

So all gather tonight at the mooring
Ere the call of tlie world is upon us,
Ere the lanes of the world divide us,
To gaze on the banner that floats there
To rally around and to read there
' We Salute Thee, Opportunity.”
Elizabeth S.

Hager

The girl of today found a sterling
champion in
Elizabeth
Sawyer
Hager, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest E. Hager of Grace street, and
student in the classical course.
Her
essay on “My Contemporaries” was
delivered in sprightly fashion and
held everybody’s closest attention.
-We are condemned for being bois
terous, and because we dc not pattern
after our sedute sisters of yesterday.

I

Massalin, Knight and Clark Staples. idea that public speech might beWith Helen Griffin’s air flights and come my privilege no less than my
Dot Breen’s steady plunge thi girls’ duty: and the motives of any peron offering such a suggestion would
basketlball team won almost every- json
thing.
Ludwig. Nosworthy, S Snow |h&v«e been viewed with the cold eye
Nevertheless it af
and R. Snow went out for the boys’ ( of suspicion.
team.
The class took a hand at fords me great pleasure to be with
dramatics, and presented “Twelfth you tonight and to participate in the
Night.”
Norman Colomy, was the graduation exercises.
outstanding character.
Knight be
“I will spare you the advice that
came the greatest catcher ;n the age is inclined to give to youth on
Knox and Lincoln League.
Rising I any and all occasions, venturing,
struck out 27 men in a 13 inning however, to recall to your memories
game at Thomaston.
The Stewarts, the admonition of your principal dur
Ludwig, Massalin and Thornton were ing the final assembly in the old
a»lso on fleck.
school building—in effect, ‘What you
To show off their dignity as Seniors do, do wdll—<be a good winner—(but if
the class gave a social which netted r you lose you must be a good loser.’
$23.
Herbert Baum was football , It seems to me that this simple creed
captain and the team won the county suffices.
And'With it accept the be6t
championship.
The girls’ basket- wishes for your health, happiness and
bail team captained by Helen Grif prosperity, from one who will al
fin wFon easy victories.
The class ways remember with pleasure his as
was represented by a six-footer, sociation with you.
• • • •
Leola Cole.
The boys ‘broke from
their jinx and won every game hut j (Follows a complete list of the
one.
The class was represented on i graduates, subdivided
intc
the
the team by Richard Snow, captain, courses which they took:
Sid Snow, Nosworthy. Ludwig, Ris I (Classical Course—Kenneth Have
ing and Thornton.
Havenoi Cas nor Caseens, Catharine Winifred
sens was editor-in-chief of Whims , Coughlin, Lillian H. Berlinwsky, Em
and Gertrude Smith wa« business ma
Elizabeth Dorgan,
Elizabeth
agent.
“The Love
Pirates
of Sawyer Hagar. Lucy Gooding Marsh,
Hawaii” was the .last 'public demon Gertrude Smith. Beatrice Mae Stockstration given Iby the Seniors.
bridge, Wendell Hollis Thornton.
The history was replete with "hits”
ILatfo Scientific—'Sydney Pillsbury
which drew much laughter and ap ! Snow, Richard Rice Snow. Clark
plause.
At the conclusion of his Russell Staples, Frank Raymond
history Mr. Thornton paid a feeling i Stewart, Fred B. Stewart.
tribute to the old school building,
College Preparatory—Aino Emily
from which this is the last class to Anderson, Elizabeth Olive Crockett,
graduate.
“It will remain in many i Charles Norman
Colomy,
Fred
memories for a long time, be a use to Mather Knights. Ero Massalin, Ken
its graduates of 54 years it is a sym neth Duncan Noeworthy.
bol of precious and youthful days.
'Commercial
Course—Helen
L.
From it have come statesmen; from Ames, Dorothy Allen. Frances L. At
it have come men of letters: from it wood, Joseph Andrew zXnderson.
has come the class of 1924.”
Olive Edna Bragg. Cecilia M. Bra lilt.
• • * *
(Continued on page two)
Kenneth Havenor Cassens
“Testing Ambltton” was surely a
fitting title for the valedictorians’ es
say.
That premier honor fell this
year to Kenneth Havenor Cassens.
son of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Cassens of
Camden street, who was a student in
the classical course.
Being filled with ambition does not
necessarily betoken success, but
gained glory—with exile to follow.
Juliua Caesar was not averse to gain-

FOR INDIGESTION
TAKE A FEW DROPS OF

BROWN’S RELIEF
IN A LITTLE COLD WATER

AFTER EACH MEAL

NORWAY MEDICINE CO.

|

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will ob
serve children’s day, Tuesday, June
17, from 4 to 6. Games with u short
entertainment will take part of the
time, and a tea for the children and
parents will be served in the banquet
hall. Children of Rebekahs and Odd
Fellows are cordially invited to be
present.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
LOVE WILL FIND OUT THE WAV

Over the mountains
And over tlie waves,
Under the fountains
And under the graves ;
Under floods tliat are deepest.
Which Neptune obey,
Over rocks tliat are steepest.
Love will And out the way.
(When there is no place
For the Rlow-worm to lie.
When there is no space
For receijit of a fly:
•When the midge dares not venture
Lest herself fast she lay.
If Love come, he will enter
And will And out the way
You may esteem him
A child for his might;
•Or you may deem him
A coward for his flight:
But if she whom Love doth honor
Be conceal’d from tlie day •
Set a thousand guards upon tier.
Love will And out the way.

Some think to lose him
By having him confined :
And some do suppose him.
Poor heart! to be blind ;
'But If ne'er so close ye wall Idin,
•Do the best tliat ye may.
Blind Love, if so ye call him,
■He will find out his way.

**

You may train the eagle
To stoop to vour flst ;
Or you may inveigle
The Phoenix of the east ;
The lioness, you may move her
To give over iter prey ;
But you’ll ne’er stop a lover—
He will And out tlie way.
If the earth it should part him.
He should gallop it o’er:
If the seas should o’erthwart him.
He would swim to the shore ;
Should his Love become a swallow,
Through the air to stray.
Love will lend wings to follow.
And will find out the way.

There is no striving
To cross his Intent:
There is no contriving
His plots to prevent:
But ir once the message greet him
That his True Love doth stay.
If Deatli should come and meet him,
Love will And out file way.
—Old writer, unknown.
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A CLASS OF 64
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(Continued from page one)

AFFIDAVIT

CONCERNING ORIENTAL RUGS

Leola Margaret Cole. Do-!; Nela Salvation Army Helps First and Then Looks the Ground
Daggett, Rose Delmonico. Helen Mai
Over—The Past Year’s Work.
Doherty, Beatrice E. Goodwin. Helen
According to cur established custom we are now holding our
Barbara Griffin, H. Earl Grant.
annual sale of
Frances L. Harrington. Evelyn S. Ja
"Aw. you can’t please everybody.'' when a study was made of the cave
cobs.
Flora
K.
Kelley.
Lsabel
M.
1
QUALITY ORIENTAL RUGS
Kirkpatrick, T. Clayton LaCrosse. is a common complaint and there are a plan was developed whereby the
Vivian Leona Ludwig. Helen E. Mad- tew Instances where any institution little family was made again selfwith JOHN PETERS in general charge.
(Take no thought saying. What
docks. Almeda C. Martin. Doris Ellen l.as functioned or any person so acted supporting.
The public is cordially invited to visit the Carpet Depart
shall we eat? or. What shall we
iSorae idea of the scope of the
Marshall. Roxana J. Nason. Florence
as to meet with universal approval Army work is given liy the fact that
drink? or. Wherewithal shall we be
ment, second floor, and see this interesting collection. The
G.
Nelson,
Beulah
M.
Richards.
Elmer
(v
especially In times of stress, but 308 meetings with an attendance of
clothed? But seek ye first the king
prices are exceedingly low.
Austin Rising. Lois Imogene Rees.
there
is
one
flaming
exception.
No
dom of God. and his righteousness:
1O.3S0 were hold in the Citadel for
Eleanor E Sawyer. Edith K. Stow
A
’
Overseas man knocks the Salvation the year ending June 1.
and all these things shall be added
Open air
ell. Raymond E. Thompson. Beatrice
unto you.—Matthew 6:31, 33.
Mae Upham. Marguerite Louis Wells. Army and its World War relief work. meetings numbered 208 with an
1 he Army in its every day work has attendance of 25.042. There were
Roberta May Willis. Frank T. WinFor President
a tremendous advantage in the na 182 conversions and the officers
ehenbach. Alberta M. York.
tion-wide attitude of friendliness spent 182
hours
making
2233
General Course—Lyford B. Ames.
CALVIN COOLIDGE
calls.
This was in the Senior
Herbert Baum, Carl A. Dyer, Howard given it by the service men.
Of Massachusetts
Un the work-a-day efforts of the department. The young people held
A. Ludwig. Lawrence Patrick McAJliffe. Elmer C. Oxton. John Thomas average Salvation Army Post, of 342 meetings with an attendance of
For Vice President
Rohishaw. Madeline Gertruds Rogers. which Rockland's is a good example, 5,224. The enrollment in the Sunday
there is little of the spectacular, School is 102 with 70 on the cradle
Adelaide Lavinia Shepherd. ’
MUSIC AND
CHARLES G. DAWES
much of the discouraging and fre- roll.
There are 27 members of
The
clads
officers
were:
President.
Of Illinois
Wendell H. Thornton; vice president. quently much to dishearten the most the Young People's Legion,
The work of the Army
The relief work has been reduced
Frank T. Wlnchenlbaeh; secretary. optimistic.
COOLIDGE AND DAWES
is not with the well-to-do, not with to cold figures.
Breatd. soup and What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To For
Beatrice M. Stockbridge: treasurer.
the well dressed, the cultured, the milk were supplied to 325 persons.
Sydney P. Snow.
Coolidge and Dawes is a ticket
ward the Interests of Musical Art.
IThe class of '24 is also the lasrt to educated. It is with the threadbare, The Christmas effort reached 425 and
with
the
unemployed,
witli
the
fall

that brings to the people assurance
other
meals
were
served
to
346
per

graduate under the administration, of
I
Blankets, fuel and medicine
of honesty, ability and absolute de- I
Miss Anna E. Coughlin, the school's ing and the fallen—fundamentally sons.
I have bt'en so glad that the Har they were not more attentive and
votion to the nation's highest inter- 1
beloved principal for the past 11 with these up against it, those who was provided to 223 and 1626 gar
need help. It is disheartening to the ments were given away together with mony Club reorganized and natural courteous One experience is painful
years.
Any
words
of
praise
which
ests. Political bistory furnishes no
Employment ly hoped to keep in touch with all to look hack upon. It occurred at a
might be said at this time, would nec i Hirers to year in and year out have 207 pairs of shoes.
concert given hy the High School in
parallel to the turning of the people—
Lodg
essarily be a repetition of what the ni'st of their daily contacts with the was found in 642 instances.
their activities, that it was a matter the assembly room. The chorus was
the plain people as they are often ■
paper and the public at large have woebegone. the sufferers, the down ing was provided for 425 persons and
of keen regret to me that 1 had to under the direction of Miss Phillips.
,
been saying for 11 years.
Miss and outers, but never do the officials ■baths given to 233.
styled—to Calvin Coolidge, who has
Give
admit that there is no hope—"You
This is the every day work of the miss their first open meeting since The girls acquitted themselves most
Coughlin
is
an
educator
of
Very
un

made no bid for popularity beyond j
creditably, but when the hoys took
usual ability.
The fealty which has may lie down, but you’re never out"— Salvation Army and it is easily seen reorganization, given last Monday
the floor, heaven knows what l>osthe discharging of duty, as it has
been shown by her students, is only nd their reward comes in finding a that the meager street collections and evening in the auditorium of the
sessed them ! Their chorus was one
been laid upon him in various po-1
such as could be won by the highest former bleareyed vagabond working the bit obtained through the sale of First Baptist church, with Mr. O’Hara
of the old. songs, and though they
respect and most sincere devotion. with them, shoulder to shoulder, clear the War Cry would be but a drop in as guest soloist. From perusal of
sirions of trust. General Dawes has
began fairly well in tune, they soon
the
bucket
toward
supporting
this
eyed
and
dean
lived.
Miss Coughlin is in a position to re
achieved equal success in positions
To many persons the Salvation great humanitarian work.
To lie the versatile program and fragments sang of, pitch and in any old way,
view her principalship with the feel
of
conversation
picked
up
here
anti
until it was a bedlam, with Miss
of great responsibility, the latest
ing which comes to one whose work Army consists of a thin circle stand- sure the rental of the storey in Sal there. I judge it must have been a
Phillips reduced to an agony of mor
irg at some frigid street corner con vation Army block go far toward
being his clearing up of the chaotic
has been well done.
concert of the highest order and one tification. It was sport for the boys,
Miss Coughlin will remain on the ducting a service a la bass drum and paying the upkeep of the plant but of great delight to its hearers. This
after-war situation, which has won
and did not seem so serious to me as
tambourine or a huddled figure much mere financial aid is needed
High
School
faculty
in
the
depart

him added distinction in Europe as
club, composed of our younger wom it dees to look back upon it. 1 shall
ment of Civics. Her career with the standing beside a triangle supported and this year it is forthcoming in en, contains much versatility of tal
always remember Miss Phillips’ face
well as in this country. It is a part
J school had its beginning in 1895. when iron pot at Christmastide. This the shape of the Community Chest
ent, and the Rubinstein Club will as she fronted that bunch of boys—a
nership in standard bearing which
j she created the department of Eng average passer sees nothing of the which will shoulder the burden of
real work or realizes its vital ini- support for the Army, the Red Cross, have to watch out that its laurels are blaze of color, but with head up,
lish under Supt. John R. Dunton.
■makes immediate appeal to the
No one can
the Home for Aged Women and not usurped by this ambitious or game as could be !
portance to the community. •
The
other
High
School
teachers
voters and will, we are confident, re
• ••«
ether public supported institutions. ganization. It is sincerely hoped that realize her heartsick position. But
who have In 1 pet1, mould the n-ogress
ceive overwhelming support at the
The local branch of the Salvation The campaign is due in the imme this club is now on a firm footing, I wager that those boys have often
of the graduates are: Ethel L. Howthat it may continue a fixture worthy felt sorry for their discourtesy, and
polls in November. The Republican
<• rd. Herbert H. Foster. Frank O. A. my is now located in a commodious diate future, sometime this month, of note, as the Rubinstein Club al in their hearts have offered many a
and
details
are
already
in
the
making
in
"dern
barracks
in
the
heart
of
the
ttaik,
Mrs.
Lena
K.
Sargent.
Rela
convention has done a good piece of
This "lighthouse under guidance of Campaign Direc ways has been, as well as some of sincere apology to their instructor in
L'ayard. business section.
| through the three days of its session Calderwood, Clayton C.
work and merits the unqualified com
COOLIDGE-DAWES
our other local clubs.
music.
lor
the
storm
tossed
sailor on the sen tor Spaulding.
• • • • •
with a roaring, fitting climax last Charles C. Phillips. Raymond D.
• » • •
mendation of the party.
f
life"
contains
a
spacious
auditor

: night and ended amid scenes that en- Bowden. Ralph A. Hanna. Rose M.
In these days of many diversified
Miss
Phillips
is now Sister Emille,
OUTLOOK
IS
BETTER
Powerful Combination
Is thused the hearts of old timers.
ium
where
the
regular
week
night
Adams, Donald H. Cross. Deris
amusements, easily available, good and her visits to Rockland are infre
Mayor Snow’s attempt to solve the
Louise Black. Mrs. Esther Bird, teach and Sunday services are held. There
music is apt to be pushed into the
Named At the Republican ■
problem of dust in the city streets
er of drawing: Miss'Esther Steven is a fine yuunjf peoples department Industrial Leaders and Bankers See background unless there are organi quent. I haven’t seen her since the
old school days.
Last summer I
Business Revival Last Half of
where
the
youngsters
conduct
their
son.
teacher
of
music:
Helen
Bartlett
will be followed by the citizens with
National Convention.
zations like the Wight Philharmonic made ail appointment, but on my way
Year.
I Piper, teacher of domestic science; own services and receive instruction
Society, the Rubinstein Club and the called on Aunt Emma Wight, who
sympathetic interest—particularly by
In addition
Alpheus LaF. Whittemore, teacher in religious principles.
The nomination of Calvin Coolidge
that feminine portion whose business
A business revival in the latter half Harmony Club, to keep the interest proved so fascinating that the time
manual training; Philip A. Jones, tlie second floor contains the comalive. Even if the meetings are in tor my appointment slipped by. and
l irtable living quarters of the Army of this year lias been forecasted by
as housekeepers brings them into to be the Republican candidate for
i physical director.
in unusually large number of indus frequent and their programs not I fayed to see Sister Emilie, to my
President
was
a
foregone
conclusion
•
»
•
•
oliicers
where
they
may
have
reached
constant warfare with this prevail
long, the seed of good music is in confusion and regret. If you dojubt
and their services obtained at any trial leaders, bankers and economists.
After Graduation, What?
ing and obnoxious 'feature of summer many months ago. but there was
They do not regard the present stilled and bound to show results. Aunt Emma is fascinating, just call
hour of day or night.
The third
j Well, tonight, for Instanc . the floors contains the dormitory for men. slowing down precess as serious, but How I wish the boys and girls in on her. 1 wager that you will stay
life. The Courier-Gazette doesn’t need nothing perfunctory about the storm
■ Senior banquet at the Thorndike | a small fee being charged when the rather as a passing phase which fid- school could realize their splendid op much longer than is considered good
of
applause
which
greeted
the
pre

to enlarge upon it—the duta nuisance
portunity in receiving instruction in form for a call.
'Hotel. Il will be a Jolly gathering
’
sentation
of
his
name
at
the
Cleve

[applicant is able to pay.
Here too lowed naturally the expansion of in
is familiar to everybody, and every
music along with their regular
■ with the 64 "grads" and their guests i ii a large "oath room where free dustry during the spring.
• • • •
•
land
convention
Thursday.
The
Would that they might
body knows how difficult it has been
sitting at the festive board.
In ad , baths are given. This bath room is
B.v some it has been called a studies.
John McCormack, "our Jawn,"
states
of
Wisconsin
and
North
Da

realize the importance of this in
dition to the regular courses there
to contend with it through the in
busy spot.
Many come in solely breathing spell, anticipating incrcasscored another triumph when he ap
struction, and the good fortune thus peared at the Par.s Thegtre des
will be the class prophecy by Side ; for a hot bath and many a man has ing businiss.
strumentality of horse-drawn sprink kota. with their La Follette followers
bestowed
upon
them,
so
that
they
ISr.ow and the presentation of gifts intend ragged, begrimed, shoeless
alone prevented the nomination from
Champs Elysees on May 21. He ap
The ex ellent condition of the
ling carts. Even the recent addition being unanimous.
could derive all tlie benefit possible peared as soloist with the Conserva
[by Elmer Rising and Helen Orilfin.
end departed cQcan, decently clothed, country's banks and public utilities
of a motor sprinkler only partially
from
it.
The graduation ball takes place shaven and with new courage.
Three ballots were necessary be
toire Orchestra in one of the Bee
Tile will he an important factor in busi
• • • •
Monday evening in The Arcade, with second hand clothing department ness revival.
meets the situation, for it is a phy fore a Vice Presidential candidate
Have you read the Boston
thoven cycle concerts conducted by_
Looking
back,
I
can
see
liow
much
could
iie
chosen.
Ex-Governor
Low

music
by
Meyer's
Orchestra
of
Au

Globe today? “Mutt and Jeff”
Waiter Da.mrosch. and was recall
conducted in connection with this
sical impossibility to cover the city’s
more
I
might
have
profited
in
this
gusta.
The
patronesses
will
be
Miss
den of Illinois was nominated on the
appear in New England only
twelve times.
floer does a big business.
it ultitudinous miles of streets, con
ISLE
AU
HAUT
direction,
although
I
think
I
did
gain
second, hut refused to accept, and on
Anna
Coughlin.
Mrs.
C.
F.
Snow.
Mrs.
in the
Jn addition to the plant here the
more than some, possibly due to my
stantly stirred by motor vehicles, in the third the convention named Gen.
H. C. Hull, Mrs. John H. Flanagan, local branch will he able to send 100
On passenger lists of recent safi'lVote for J. O. Brown for Represen inborn love for music. Miss Eaiilie
Mrs.
George
W.
Smith.
Mrs.
R
J
anything like adequate fashion. Per- Charles G. Dawes of Illinois.
of Rockland's poor mothers to the tative. first North Haven man in the Phillips was the music instructor Jngs I note such names as Rosa PonThe Republican National conven
Wasgatt. Mrs. Albert R. Marsh. Mrs. summer camp at Christmas Gove.
I seile, soprano of the Metropolitan;
•haps two motor sprinklers, worked
70’72
during my High School life, and
tion which started with almost de
Philip Jones and Mrs. Ernest E. The situation at the camp is ideal— field for ten years.—adv.
Edward Lanknow, bass of the Chito full capacity, might furnish the pressing
remember
with
loving
gratefulness
calm.
working
steadily
k’ Hagar.
.
i eago Opera Co.; George Copeland,
coni, beautiful, sea water, comfortable
her
sweet
patience
and
careful
inp
,anigt. ,tud„,1)h Oanz, „,anlgt and
desired relief, though that is doubt
The long-withheld rain plumps
living quarters.
This summer the
struction. I know her teaching. taith |
, nnni.min., m<rii Mn.
ful. Calcium carbide has been used
down
upon
us
today
in
a
fashion
not
mothers and children desiring will
the opportunity afforded me through or of the Metropolitan.
in many cities with satisfactory re
[go there for a 10-day rest with fo il. in consonance with Rockland's wide the Wight Philharmonic Society, gave
• * • *
transportation, housing—every thing ly advertised merchants day, but it is me my great love for music, and the
sults that highly recommend it for
provided.
In all probability these
I
learn
with
interest that a new
.1 rain that the planted spices stood ambition to study, even though it had
the solving of Rockland’s problem.
course in sight singing has been add
mothers would fail to step outside
to
l,e
in
a
small
way.
anil
also
af

A few tons of the article is now being
the city for the summer, possibly for. sorely in need of.
forded me the opportunity to hear ed to the curriculum of Massachu
experimented with upon a number
their whole lives. This type of ser
and appreciate some of the greatest setts Institute of Technology, and
will he offered each term as a gen
FULL LINE OF
vice is what you support when you
of streets where dust and prevailing
artists.
eral study. It will be a regular 60put your faith in the Salvation Army.
•
•
«
«
winds combine to create unpleasant
COLUMBIA RECORDS
(Help of the sort the Army gives
1 remember, but with no pride, that hour per term option subject. Dur
conditions. If the results prove to be
would be valueless if heralded by
we
all took advantage of Miss Phil ing the school year it is probable
STONINGTON
as hoped for the process will be ex
trumpets and pejus. Very real harm
lips' patience, especially the boys, and that one and one-half hours each
is done oftentimes hy well meaning
FURNITURE CO.
tended, for it will combine the merits
I feel safe in saying that the men week will he devoted to study and
persons who would aid the needy, but
L.
MARCUS,
313-315
Main
Street
and
women of today who were then Instruction, and the remainder to
of efficiency and cheapness. Carbide
are so condescending in hearing and
Rockland, Maine
her
pupils
have often regretted that concert singing. Stephen Townsend
calcium, spread over the street sur
will be the instructor.
talk so much about their own good
• • » •
face, attracts the moisture from the
ness and
their own
prosperity
and about
their personal
gen
I am indebted to the Bulletin of the
air and passes it into the dust.
The Winchester Store ■
erosity that
they
alienate
the
Monday Musicale Club of Toledo for
Theoretically one application is suf
man nr woman they would help and
an anecdote of a celebrated soprano
Where else can you turn for such continu
ficient for a season. This experiment
put hatred and contempt in the place
who was singing with a famous or
if successful will leave the sprinkler
of gratitude.
Another type
of
chestra. The singer was having a
ous, unfailing service as your home power com
would-be helper spends so much time
hard time with her performance, findfor use upon the hard-surfaced
pany gives?
investigating and “looking over the
I ing difficulty in remaining on key.
streets, and Rockland will become
ground” that the object of thiir at
It grew worse as the aria continued.
relatively dust-free. Let us hope the
tention is either dead or gone be
Finally the conductor silenced the or
A thousand men and women, a score of large
experiment yields the largest pos
yond recall before they get started
chestra and turned to the soloist.
on
their
idealistic
reconstruction
power
plants,
thousands
of
miles
of
lines
are
at
"Madame.” he said with a courtly
sible success.
programs.
The Army however re
liow, "would you please give the or
the disposal—INSTANNTLY AND CON
verses the process—it helps first and
chestra your A?"
Perhaps not every Republican will
investigates afterward.
« • • «
TINUOUSLY—of any of our 56,000 customers.
read in full the text of the platform
• • • •
Mephisto tells us that “thirty years
adopted at the Cleveland convention,
For example last witer a family
ago millions of people over the world
To furnish this service—to meet the demand
but the average voter of the party
was found utterly destitute.
The
revered the name of Rosa Sticher.
husband had run away and the wife
Sucher, the great 'Isolde' and 'Brunnfor electric energy, Central Maine Power Com
finds himself in heartiest accord with
with small children was left penni
hilde,' was worshipped almost as a
the principle enunciated in'the clos
pany has assembled property it would cost
less in the dead of winter.
When
diety by Wagnerians.
In 1895 she
ing paragraph:
came here at the instance of Walter
visited by the Army officer there was
$32,000,000
to
replace.
The
money
that
paid
"With us, parties are essential in
Dam’roseh to sing during his Wagner
no fuel ill the house of any sort, the
season af the Metropolitan.
Few
strumentalities of government. Our
children had only old sacks as lied
for this property has been invested by our 11,000
singers in the history of New York
government functions best when the
clothing and their shoes and dresses
stockholder-owners and by banks, insurance
Chief Executive is supported by a
received a more sensational welcome,
were in tatters.
Mother and chil
jtwcnsm
for she was a great actress and a
majority in the Congress of the same
dren showed the effect of going many
companies
and
the
larger
lenders
of
capital.
marvelous
singer.
Today
Rosa
days with insufficient food.
Was
political faith, united hy party pi*in-1
Sueher lies bedridden in a little inn
there any question or investigation?
ciples and aide by concerted action
near Aix-la-Chapelle. Her sole in
No! Help was instantaneous anil
The demand for electric energy grows—the
to carry out in an orderly way a
come is a monthly pension of threo
definite, consistent and well-balanced [
service MUST be expanded.
This gives use
dollars. Some old admirers of the
program. In urging the people to
famous diva have made an appeal
cleet a Republican President and Vice
for more and more capital.
for funds, but the pathetic part of it
President we urge them to elect ti
is that our musical memory is so
the Senate anil House of Represen
Central Maine Power Company raises it
tion even know her name. She is
tatives men and women who believe in
75 years old. broken in body and
the Republican principles, acknowl
When you pack your traveling bag be sure to put
through the sale of its 7'< Preferred Stock.
spirit, and dependent on outside
edge party responsibility and who
short that few of the rising generaih a flashlight. You will need it many times. The
can be relied on to keep faith with
This security is the favorite investment for
help."
the people by carrying out the pro
Maine people.
Its earnings are based on selling
convenience of a flashlight in the emergencies
gram which the Republican party
How $1.00 bought $2500, Is a story
presents and pledges itself to fulfill."
a needed service.
every traveler meets is worth many times its cost.
every automobile owner should hear
There should be an, end to divided
BEFORE they Insure their automo
responsibility among political parties.
bile.
George Roberts & Co., Inc.,
If you wish to invest your savings in such a
10 Limerick Street, Rockland, Maine,
Our form of government calls for
We have the best flashlights—Winchester. Why
Especially when used on a
company,
join
hands
with
over
11
,000
Maine
—adv.
54-72
DAYSON Lnamei Bed—and
parties. No satisfactory national
not get yours this week?
DAYSON Rustless Springs is
people—buy the 7'< Preferred Stock of Cen
progress can lie made through any
Rockland, June 14. 1924.
Personally appeared Frant S. Lyddie, who
on oath declares that he is pressman In tlie
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and
that of the issue of The Courier-Gazette of
June 12, 1 21, there was printed a total of
6,375 coides.
Before we,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

FULLER-COBB-DAViS
MUSICIANS

Dad a Tie!

Fathers Day
June Id™
Gregory’s

BOSTON

BOSTON

BOSTON

Boston Globe

An Investment

Based on Service

Wherever you go

you need a Flashlight

T5he

oYS

P mattress'

other way. it is one of the pieces
of mischief wrought by the primary
that it tends to destroy the whole
some party coherence. A strong
Democratic party and a strong Re
publican party makes for political
security.
We hope t'lat whatever
"blocs” may be born out the coming
elections, there shall he one straight
Repuldiean bloc of irresistible pow
er and stability.
is is the last day for mailing j
check to cover the quarterly [

lent on your income tax. The
little discount that goes with it
, an unusual agreeableness to
i ansartion.

tral Maine Power Company.

The price is $107.50 a share.
is
net.

The yield

A Legal Investment for

Maine Savings Banks

The Downy Cot
You Read About
in Story-Books—

Focusing Type—The out
door flashlight. Shoots a
beam of light 300 feet. Ah
ideal light for the motorists.

All the Comfort
in the World.

For sale hy furniture deal
ers in this community.
Made in Bangor, Maine, by

When your Battery plays oqt
refill with a Winchester.

H. L. DAY SONS &. CO.

Winchester Standard Type—
A popular flashlight for genral
use.
Patented safety
switch. Either nickel or fiber
case.

Write for foider No. 324

Central Maine Power Co.

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
Full DAYSON Line at

Augusta, Maine

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
Rockland, Me.

the

•WtNCH£ST£R

■ONSTIPATION
A congested colon, in*
active lower bowel, re
sult in harmful clogging,
and prevent the daily
movement so necessary
to good health.

CHAMBERLAIN’S
TABLETS
Tafce one tonight, and you will find then
Is more real relieffrom physical distress, more
health, happiness, vitality, menial and bodily
vigor In just one bottle of CHAMBERLAIN'S
TABLETS than you ever dreamed of.

Only 23 cents and told everywhere.

stoub

Know the tremendous pulling power
of Courier-Gazette ads.

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

June 14—Senior banquet at the Thorndike
Hotel.
June 13—Elks Flag Day exercise? in Park
Theatre
June 16—Primary elections.
June 16—Graduation ball of Rockland High
School.
June 1« (Baseball) Rockland High vj
Thomaston High, for Knox and Lincoln cham
pion diip, in Camden
June 19—Camden -High School Commence
ment.
June 24 (St John’s why) c.aremont < ommandery, K T., has outing at Oakland Park.
June 24 {St. Johns Bay) -Camden Coiumandery, K. T., entertains Palestine Comtuandcry of Belfast.
June 24—Democratic National Convention
meets in New York.
July 4—Independence Day celebration at
St. Georges Park, Liberty.
July 5—Opening day at the Knox Arbor
etum.
July 13—State I). A. R. Field Day in KingHeld.
Aug. 4-9—Elks’ Circus and Old Home
Week.

TONIGHT
OAKLAND PARK
NEW

PAVILION

Don’t fail to see the newest novelty—

THE MYRIAD REFLECTOR

Also OUR NEW FLOOR AND DECORATIONS

The Diarist is back for a few days.
See another page.

Wan-e-set Inn, at Tenant’s Har
bor, is open for the season.

MUSIC

FURNISHED

BY

GREELEY’S JAZZ BAND
unsurpassed conditions

Circus day in Rockland generally
comes but once a year. Make the
most of it.

|

THE CIRCUS IS HERE

WITH THE CHURCHES

Sparks Show, Much Bigger
Than Three Years Ago,
Tented On New County
Road.

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject—"Thou Shalt
Know Hereafter."
• • • •
The Gospel Mission services Sun
day afternoon at 2.30 and evening at
7.39 will be conducted l»y Herbert El
well of Tenant’s Harbor.
• • • •
Rev. J. M. Ratcliff will occupy the
pulpit at the Universalist church to
morrow morning at 10.39. The music
will include “Like As the Hart.” by
Spence; "How Lovely Are Thy
Dwellings," by Scott, contralto solo,
Miss Jones.
* * • •
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, "God, the
Preserver of Man." Sunday School
at 12.
The
reading room
is
loeaied in the new Bicknell block and
is open every week day from 2 to a
p. m.

Sparks Circus pulled

into

town

rthis morning considerably later than
scheduled time, lnit in consequence
J the liig parade was not due until
i noonday.
j The circus is showing on the New
County road, with performances at
' 2 p. m. and 8 p. m, daylight time,
I with doors opening one hour earlier
in each instance. Sparks’ show has
I not been here for three years and in
{that time has been greatly aug
mented by the -additions of a large
number of foreign wild animal acts,
ilt Is in fact one of the biggest tent
shows that comes to New England
this season.
tE. M. Jackson, the press agent, is
Johnny on the spot, as usual, over
looking no courtesy.

EMPIRE THEATRE

Today will be the final showing of Richard
A New York Chevrolet touring car,
UNUSUAL DEMONSTRATION
Miss Alice Merrick is announced
Tahnadge in "Fast Company.”
On the
as soloist at the Universalist church numbered 1,192.531. was espied by A.
same program there Is "The Fast Express"
with
William
Dunean.
There
Is
also
a two
The T. & E. Club To Give Demon
C. Jones yesterday.
school tomorrow.
reel comedy.
stration At Odd Fellows Hall.
‘The Dangerous Blonde’’ to be seen Monday
Rockland people who rode to Port
and Tuesday Is none other than Laura La
A. C. Jones is in Boston for the
Preparations are being made by the lante, seen some time ago in her first
purpose of bringing home a sport land last Monday to see the parade
starring picture, "Excitement.”
Miss La
■are now busy explaining why they T. & E. Club for the electric cooking Plante was recently elevated to stardom.
sedan Apperson for a customer.
—
demonstration which Is to he held adv.
didn't see it.
next Tuesday afternoon, June 17, at
iSupt. A. F. McAlary has leased the
A reunion of the Class of 1916, R. 2.39 p. rn. in Odd Fellows hall by
A. Walker Brewster house on Maple
NORTH HAVEN
H. S.. will be held at the Copper Ket Miss Josephine A. Gotts, formerly
street and will make hi*
* home,there. tle Porch Friday evening at 7 o'clock. senior instructor in Miss Farmer's
J. G. Brown for RepresenVol
This
Mrs. Ella Grimes has bought the Those planning to attend must notify School of Cooking, Boston.
i «^r
tativ^Rtrsf
North Haven man in the
demonstration
will
be
not
only
for
Dr.
E.
B.
Howard
not
later
than
Arthur W. McCurdy house on Ma
field for ten years.—adv.
70*7
June
16.
L
the
club
members
hut
through
the
sonic street. Mr. McCurdy will con
kindness of the Club a cordial invi
tinue to occupy it for the present.
i
Plaid and plain polo cloth coats,
Knox Ijodge, I. O. O.’F., will hold tation is extended to every woman in
Misses’" and Women’s, $19.75, in our
Mrs. Mary Saunders of West a drill meeting Monday night at 8 Rockland and vicinity.
Miss Gotts has already given a Bargain Basement.
Also a few
Rockport hands in the first freak po o'clock on the third degree, which
Be sure and
tato of the season. It's a last season's will be conferred on three candidates number of demonstrations in Maine tweeds priced at $19.
spud, to be sure, hut its character at the regular meeting Monday night, cities under the direction of women's visit our Basement Department.
organizations and in all of the larger Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv.
istics have wintered well.
June 23.
places she hhs been requsted by them
to return in the fall and give an
'The housing problem for the High
Mr. and Mrs. .Roger Ludwig and
Don't Insure your automobile until
School students found not only a Mrs. Hall of Belfast motored to Bos other demonstration lasting two and you have heard how $1.99 bought
three
days.
Because
of
her
extensive
ready response from the churches, ton last week and on their return
$2500.
George Roberts & Co., Inc.,
but from Limerock Council, which were accompanied by Miss Helene study in domestic science Miss Gotts 10 Lifnerock
Street,
Rockland,
is
able
to
give
many
interesting
and
has patriotically offered Knights of Coonflte, who attended the Mt. Ida
Maine.—adv.
54-72
worthwhile
points
in
regard
to
cook

Co umbus hall for that purpose.
School* in Newton.
ing which will be of great help to
the housewife.
The attractive building that is be
Rockland will have no warship on
One of the important features In
ing erected by Mrs. Jennie C. Tib the Fourth of July, but it is barely
betts at the corner of Broadway and .possible that the big dirigible Shen- connection with the demonstration is
Talbot avenue is to be opened July tind ah may pass over Rockland in the fact that Miss Gotts uses many
1st and will serve ices, homemade the course of its flight over New new recipes in the course of her dem
cakes, etc. It will I,ear the name of England. If she eontes be sure to onstration among which are Pimento
Beef Loaf. Franconia Potatoes, String
"Ye Broadway Shoppe."
wave a handkerchief or a flag for Beans and Cheese, Graham Nut Muf
"Hucky" Heckbert, the gallant Rock fins. Plain ’Pastry and Lemon Filling.
"I don't want folks to think that land aviator, who is a member of the
The T. & E. Club extends a most
Janies A. French is the only man who
erew.
cordial invitation to all women in
can raise pretty posies," said Dr. H.
Rockland and vicinity who are inter
L. Stevens, yesterday, and just to
While tile regular summer train ested in better cooking and new
prove that he was not kidding he
laid upon the floral editor's desk a service does not go into effect until recipes to attend this demonstration.
bouquet of tulips that ran the whole June 23. the New York train comes
gamut of color and were exceedingly out of its hiliernation a week sooner,
and commencing next Tuesday will
There is trouble ahead for
rich in their texture.
arrive at 9.35 a. m. and leave at 5.25
the motorists who persist in
p.
m.
The
schedule
for
the
summer
violating the speed law.
In
'William Deary of
Cambridge.
Municipal
Court
Thursday
Mass., employed in the engine room will cause our four trains to leave
OU will find it eco
at
7.49
a.
m„
19.25
a.
m.,
1.39
p.
m.
Judge Frank B. Miller* an
of the steamship Belfast, pleaded nolo
and 5.25 p. in., and to arrive at 9.35
nomical to get an
nounced his intention of impos
in Municipal Court Thursday to the
ing a fine, $25 and cost for first
Exide because it lasts
charge of assault and lottery upon a. m., 11.49 a. til., 3.35 p. m , and 8.25
offense and jail imprisonment
Kate Morgan.
A settlement had p. m.
so much longer.
for(second offense—this pun
Reen effected outside of court, and
You will find it eco
Miss Amanda Wood, who has been
ishment to be effective on and
the resopndent was let off with pay
after July 1st.
Judge Miller
nomical to come here
ment of coitts.
His counsel was in -he einploy of the New England
has further indicated his in
Max Waldo Cohen candidate for the Telephone Co. the past four years,
for repair work on any
tention of keeping an eye on
Republican Congressional nomination has resigned to take charge of the
make of battery, be
switchboard
at
the
Samoset
Hotel,
automobile
traffic
personally,
in the 9th Massachusetts District.
cause our work is of the
where she will report June 21. Miss
and of making a note of viola
lasting kind.
tions which are apparent to
At the Grand Army hall. I.imerock Wood has been at the toll operator's
him, in case the Dersons are
street, Monday evening. I!. M. Rice, desk in the School street building,
brought into his presence.
the traveling representative of the and patrons of the New England
House-Sherman
International Billie Students' Associ have found her always accommodat
ing,
and
indefatigable
in
her
efforts
ation, blings a view of world events
Inc.
to
give
them
prompt
service.
The
as broadened through his contact
The old floor has been torn out of
ROCKLAND, ME.
with conditions throughout the coun Samoset is fortunate in securing her Central Fire Station, a shovel serv
try. The lecturer uses specific events services.
ing to rip out much of it.
Today the
of our day that fulfill prophecy. The
old stairway is coming out and the
“It's a long lane that has no turn ground will then be ready for the In
general theme is covered in the book
IF* handl* only ftnulnt Kxide party
let, "A Desirable Government," which ing.” quoth a Jovial Main street clerk stallation of the big steel girders.
yesterday.
His
remark
was
inspired
the association furnishes for 10
cents post|*aid. Address I. B. S. A., by the trick which a Main street
stenographer played on him some
59 Glen street. Rockland. Me.
Rockland's two erratic youngsters
time ago. and the revenge which he who have received much publicity vt
The girl late connected with skulls, bicycles,
A. C. McLoon was high gun at perpetuated yesterday.
the opening shoot of the Rockland dropped into his store one day and dynamite and destruction of prop
Gun 'Club Wednesday '’.killing'' 47 remarked, “Bill." don’t say I never erty, had a heart to heart talk with
birds out of a passible 50. The hoys gave you anything; hold your hand Judge Miller in Municipal court yes
tin ik that he must have been prac carefully." And when Bill did as terday with especial reference to the
ticing down in Miami the past win he wns told the heartless damsel de stolen bikes.
Neither boy showed
ter (or shall we say the present win posited an egg in it and crushed. any regrets for his unlawful activi
ter). R. I.. Knowlton was second Yesterday there came into Bill's pos ties and with consent i f parents both
with a score of 47 and Charles W. session one of those riu-gs which is were given a 10-day furlough in the
Creighton was third with 41. Best attached to a rubber hall filled with county jail.
“Chick" could do was Io pull down water. When the girl came again
fourth money. After the afternoon's he showed her the ring and pressed
It isn’t given to everybody to sit
snort the gunsters repaired to the the bulb. Twenty residents of the at the supper table and see two cowOakland I’ark Casino and all made Brook jammed their way into the moose and a huge bull step out of the
perfect scores with the targets pre store to see what caused the com woods, graze around the back yard a
sented by Landlord Dondefo. Wed motion and tltey all say that the vic few minutes, walk up to 400 foot
nesday afternoon shoots will now be tim blushed like a scarlet beet.
range and then stroll nonchalently
Have you read the Boston
the regular thing for the remainder
hack into the thicket, hut that is the
of the summer.
Globe today?
sight witnessed by Mr. and Mrs.
William Dorman as they were re
Dally — Sunday — Read the
cent guests of Mrs. Dorman’s parents
The most surprised youngster at the
Boston Globe every day.
Northend the other day was Lewis
Mr; and Mrs. Maurice Morton at
l-'i-ierrdship. Mr. Morton hastened to
Hadley. The boy’s "daily dozen" of
explain that even to him it wasn’t a
late had included a habit of leaping |
daily spectacle.
through a window frame in the newt
garage which Clifford Hamilton is!
Kaiser Wilhelm "Der Tag” never
building for the Snow-Hudson Co.
A RELIABLE
carried half the impressiveness that
On this particular day the boy per
Is heard in the young voices of the
formed his usual Wild West stunt,
COMMISSION HOUSE
but not with the expected result for
pupils of Grades I and IL McLain,
when they speak of "The Day." This
in between whiles the W. lfi Glover
3 Paper Hangers
day was Tuesday last when they
Co. had installed some brand new
DRESSED CALVES
were gueiits of their teachers. Misses
plate glass windows. The kid landed
1 3 Painters
on the other side, all right, but with
Mary Nichols and Ida Carey at Gtikhim were about 2090 pieces of shat
■land.
Parents contributed automo
LIVE AND DRESSED
tered glass. The amazed youngster
biles and several attended and par
Complete line of
wept home without Injuries, but it irf
ticipated.
The hours were devoted
POULTRY
a safe bet that next time he will look
Painting Supplies
to games, stunts and races with fi
before he leaps.
nally a baseball tourney with Bred
’
C. Black and Albert C. Jones as um
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
Masury’s R. R. Color
A caller at The Courier-Gazette of
pires.
A fine supper'was served to
fice this week was Charles J. Mc
the
tired
young
"athlyles"
and
the
produce the best house
Callum of Warren and it was hard to
big time was over.
PROMPT RETURNS
*
paint obtainable
believe him when he declared that on
the 9th of the present month he had
PARK THEATRE
registered a total of 79 years.
“I
know." he said, “because General
The attraction today is "Tlie Law ForAndrew Jackson died on June 8,
1 ids" with Baby I’eggy ahd an all star cast.
1845, and I was born the following
Here is a drama of hearts crushed under tlie
day. ” But age is a relative matter
fist of the law, and blooming again under
93-101 Clinton St.
warmth of an innocent child’s faith, i
with Mr. McCallum, for every day
A call will bring a sales the"Men,
” starring I’ola Xegri will be seen
finds him busy in the Warren shoethe Park Monday and Tuesday.
Fur
man with color cards and at
BOSTON
factory. where he has oversight and
thaw who remember Miss Xegri in "The
Spanish
Dancer,
”
’
‘
Shadows
of
Parts.
”
etc.,
care of the machinery, besides find
we’ll sa.v that ‘iMen” Is going to prove a
advice
on
any
class
of
ing time to stitch several hundred
100-tf-Th
106% Hgger and better production than either
of these
Robert Frazer. Robert Edeson and
pairs of shoes daily. That is the oldwork.
a
fine
cast
support
the
star.
—
adv.
fashioned hale and hearty kind of
citizen.? that Warren always has been
Prompt delivery on phone
noted for turning out. Mr. McCallum
went to work with the Ricb & Hutch
orders
ings shoefactory in 1878 and has
scarcely known an idle day since
P.
that time.

Y

!

GLOBE

GLOBE

GLOBE

AT
YOUR
DISPOSAL

A
GALLON

Plaid and plain polo cloth coats.
Misses' and Women's, $10.75, in our
Bargain Basement.
Also a few
tweeds priced at $10.
Be sure and
visit our Basement Department.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv.
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T KARLS.
(Opp. Rear Hotel Rcckland)

16 Park Place.

Telephone 745-W

T.H.WHEELERCO.

For
Radio
Read
Boston

the
News
the
Globe

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W.

STRONG

WATCHMAKER ANO JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

THOMASTON, MAINE

Tu&S-tf

THE THOMASTON TIE

REPENTS AND RETRACTS

Rising Again Stars In Easy
setters By Tony Perloup In Acid Throwing Case Are
Victory
Over Camden
Made Public By the Victim.
High—And Now For Next
Wednesday.

■Repentance of his criminal act is which Mis. Risteen refers is signed
expressed in letters received by Mrs. “B. K. Perloup" and reads:
"For 16 months I and Lillian M.
I SAW TOM FOLEY
Lillian M. Risteen, and alleged to
Young have kept company and
have been written by B. R. (“Tony”) i always I can say that she conduct
at tho Rockland-Camden game
Perloup, the Italian barber, who herself as a lady and no matter what
Saturday. The popular Norththrew acid in her face at the Oriental I've said in a fit of anger I'm willing
end druggist had rather shoot
Restaurant.
Knowledge
of
the to make good, as I do regret the un
clay pigeons and
woodcock
tatements made by Perloup in Su necessary talk which I've made in
than do anything else you can
preme Court did not reach Mrs. the times gone hy just to be hateful.
think of, but he is a follower of
ltistcen until a few days ago, when And this day of oirr Lord. Jan. 28,
all outdoor sports that come
she read the official report in The 1924, will turn a new leaf and re
his way, and baseball is one
Courier-Gazette.
Mrs.
Risteen's spect her as a lady, as she is worth
of his favorites.
When I first
Opinion of rerloup's statement, and it. 1 swear this is the truth and
knew Tom he was clerk at the
his own retraction, arc contained in nothing but the truth."
Thorndike Hotel.
His hand
• « » •
the correspondence which follows:
shake always carried with it a
• • • •
The letter of June 9. which is men
real welcome and there was a
tioned by Mrs. Risteen, is dated Box
Vinalhaven, June 11.
ring to his voice that every
A. Thomaston and reads thus:
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
body liked, and in these re
Being a victim of acid throwing Lillian Dear: —
spects he has certainly not
* *««
I do not have the courage to write
and out of the hospital only three
changed.—The Sporting Editor.
Rev. B. I’. Browne of this city had
weeks, I have just been allowed to even these few lines, but I must, and
the honor of preaching the sermon
read The
Courier-Gazette dated I do hope you allow me to congratu
at the United Baptist Convention
tApril 19. 1924, in regard to the I’er- late you for coming out of the hos
held in Sanford this week. The dele
Rockland 10, Camden 3
loup and Risteen case. The public pital. ltls a great relieve to me that
gates present from the First Baptist
Rockland High played its last an see by this letter dated Jan. 28, you came out. Of course you cannot
church were Rev. and Mrs. Browne, home game of the season Thursday 1924, three days before the crime imagine how sorry I felt for what
Ur. and Mrs. II. W. Frohock. Mrs. H. and its easy victory over Camden happened, that there was no truth happened, by letting my temper get
I. Hix. Mrs. I-’. M. Ulmer and Mrs placed It in a tie with Thomaston whatever in Perloup's statement at ting the better of me.
You must
Hope Brewster.
High for the Knox and Lincoln the trial. As I lay between fife and know that after that I found out
• . . «
championship.
death in the hospital he stood in what I did, what my feelings were
Rev. O. W. Stuart will preach a
Rising was an absolute puzzle to court like a coward trying to dis alike. I was the most miserable per
children’s sermon at Littlefield Me the visitors, and if three of his team grace me in the eyes of the public son on earth, and I'm not getting any
mortal church Sunday morning at mates had not squeezed five errors and I was not there to defend myself. l>cace of mind now. Whin I think
19.39. Bible school is at noon and into two innings there would have
■But I wish the public could hear of the past, life with me is hell on
Christian Endeavor conies at 6.15. been another shut-out to the Rock my side of the story. He stated that earth.
Evening service at 7.39. Mr. Stuart's land twirler’s credit. Eighteen of the he did not know what he was doing.
I was somewhat pleased to hear
subject will lie “The Gospel—Its Su Camdenites whiffed, the only man to But at last his mind has cleared up that you were able to leave the hos
preme Purpose." Misses Doris Dag hit him safely being Ogier, who did so he has nerve to write me this let pital in good liealth. and I want t )
gett and Evelyn Jacobs will sing.
not long survive that achievement as ter dated June 9, 1924. which I re thank God -for that favor to me, as
• * • •
Knight threw him out at third. Ris ceived last night.
Let this be a when you iyft the hospital m.v
Sunday at the Pratt Memorial M, ing further endeured himself to the warning to all American girls not to prayers were answered. Your re
E. church will lie observed as Chil fans by making two singles and i keep company with an Italian as lease from the hospital in good health
dren’s Day. In the morning there double In four times at hat.
was ip.v daily pray.
tljcy won’t respect you.
will lie a short sermon by the pastor
The game was settled beyond per
1 will close now trusting that you
■Mrs. Lillian M. Young Risteen.
on "The Importance of Childhood,’ adventure in the 4th when Rockland
• • • •
wifi acknowledge my message.
followed by a baptism of the chil made six hits (five of them in suc
I remain humbly yours.
The letter of Jan. 28. written by
dren of the church. In the evening cession) and five runs.
,
Tony.
Perloup three days before the crime, to
there will lie given a Children's Day
Twice an element of comedy was
concert by the Sunday school. Prayer injected into the game. The first in
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.39 fol stance came in the 6th inning when
team. Mr. Clunie announced the Athletic Field, Thomaston's follow
lowed by a meeting of the official Gerrish popped a fly to Fred Stewart.
award of baseball letters: Arthur ers have plenty of alibis to convince
I hoard.
The Rockland shortstop held lhe ball Stevens captain, Raymond Flagg, themselves that it was all a mistake
• • ♦ .
the fraction of a second anil then Carl Hilton, Charles M. Giles. May anti could
never happen again.
Episcopal Church Notices: Trill dropped it. Stewart recovered the
nard
Gcnthner,
Clarence
Goff. "There's nothing to it,” says Henry
ity Sunday—Holy communion at St ball and hove it across to his brother
"Thomaston will win
Charles Oliver,
Oscar Campbell, McDonald.
Peter's at 7.39 and £t 19.39. with ser with little expectation of catching
easy."
Next Wednesday is the big
George Burns, Adelbert Pendleton.
mon at later service. Evening prayer the runner, but thinking that he had
• • «
day which will fijl Hi)' story.
and sermon at Thomaston at 7.39 filed out the Camden runner stopped
The
seuson
of
summer baseball In
.Monday—St. Barnabas Day, Holy short of first and went back to the
Camden opens June 28, when (he lo
There is a definite periodocity
communion at St. Peter's at 7.3(1 a bench, it is doubtful If (lerrisli has
cals wifi play an Augusta team. The
■f Infantile I’arulysis. It conn s
m. The Guild at Thomaston will learned yet what the crowd was
Auburn American Legion team plays
■very four years and is duo
meet at the church Tuesday at
laughing at.
there July Fourth. The Camden this summer.
2 p. m. St. Peter's Guild at the rec
The second agitation of visibilities fans are greatly pleased at the sign
Rockland Red Cross.
tory Thursday evening at 7.39. Short
came in the 7th inning when Massnlin ing of Itatph
(“Hap") Price, the
hut important session.
drove the ball into center garden for Bliles pitching ace, as announced by
• • * *
a clean hit. The ball went between this paper several Issues ago.
1855
1924
The Salvation Army, Capt. and
* • • •
Gerrish's legs and with nothing to
•Mrs. George Simons in charge has
stop it continued to roll until Gerrish
Local baseball fans who keep an
dcMemorialsas
week day services as follows: Mon
recovered it away out in deep center,
day—Soldiers’ meeting. 8. p. m.; beyond the reach of Billflint's voice eye on the big longues are watching
Tuesday—Women’s Home League, 8 Now Massalin is neither a fairy nor with pure delight the wonderful race
|). m.: Wednesday—Public Service, 8 a sprite; on the contrary he is built now being waged in the American 1 E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
p. m.; Friday—Holiness meeting, 8 on the same generous principle as League by the Red Sox, Yankees,
WALDOBORO, ME.
p. m.; Saturday, Free and easy, 8 his worthy coach, and when he Tigers and Browns.
•
«
•
•
p. m.
Sunday services include Hol started on the grand circuit of the
BORN
Jimmy Young of last year's Rock
iness meeting. 11 a. m.; Salvation bases the headless horseman in “The
Dennison—Rockland, Silsby Hospital. June
land
locals,
was
in
the
city
11. to Mr. and Mrs. C’lifford Dennison, a soil.
meeting. 8 p. in.; Company meeting Legend of Sleepy Hollow" had noth
Fred Fernald.
(S.S.), 2 p. m.; Young Peoples League. ing on him. It would have been nice Thursday on his way to attend — Dean
—4’aniden, June —, to Mr and Mrs.
the
graduation
of
Union
High
School,
6 p. m.
Good music and good sing to call it a home run, ^ut the pal
James Dean, a daughter.—J’riseilla Isab.Iof which he was formerly principal. wclght 8% lbs.
ing.
pable error of the Camden cento Young has been playing a great game
• • • •
fielder intervened.
for Bates this (spring.
He is plan
MARRIED
Sunday morning at the First Bap
The Ayerdome was net a comfort
Gray-Thompson-‘Southport, June 7. Donald
tist church the pastor, Rev. B. P. able place for the spectator® Thurs ning to spend the summer at his
Gray
of
Xeuagen
and Miss Lucy Thompson
Browne, will preach on “The Un day afternoon for a strong southeast home in Rumford, but by and by of Southport.—
'
changeable Christ." There will be wind off the north side of an iceberg some professional team will he want
special music by the choir. Sunday swept continually across the field ing a good mar and the old home
DIED
stead will miss Jimmy.
Would like
school at 11.45. Beginning at 7.30 p.
Bixby (’aindeii, June II, Miss Lillian Bix
and. as the Dry Goods Economist
uniform.
in. there will he a lively song serv ■would express it, .winter overcoat to see him in a* Rockland
by, aged 4J years.
• • •
Perry—Camden, June 13. Sir Edward Bax
ice followed by a talk by the pastor with fur lining and fur collars, are
ter Perry, aged 60 yean.
The
Rockland
locals,
who
play
in
and the choir will sing "Hast Thou
Barbour- •Camden, June 13, Victoria, widow
etill in vogue.
Togus tomorrqav had their first prac of Isaiah Barbour.
Not Known,” Pflueger. Young Peo
The score:
tice
Thursday
night,
and
had
no
Hastings—South Hope, June 1. Erwin E.
ple's meeting on Tuesday evening at
Rockland High
trouble in polishing off Chisholm’s Hastings, aged 51 years
7 o’clock followed hy the prayer
(Peterson Hollis. \ V . June 12, Cbarb
Y’anigans.
The lineup for the Togus (’ Peterson, a native of Vinalhaven. Fun ral
ab r lih tb |io
meeting at 7.39, when the delegates
game will be: McPhee c. Foster p, at Ills lute home toduy.
to the State Convention will report. Thornton, 31)
Watton 11). Donald Gregory 2I-. liimThe Sunday school picnic will be held Fd. IStowart,
CARD OF THANKS
lfck ss. Oney 3b, Wyman Foster, Pelat Oakland Wednesday afternoon andlMurphy, 2b .
<We wish to express our sincere thanks and
ley, Lamb. Mealey and Thornton out appreciation
evening if tlie weather is suitable; ifIFk. Stewart,
to friends and neighbors who
field.
Manager Wotton would ap were so kind and helpful during our re- ent
stormy, it will be held Thursday.
Rising, p .. .
hereuvenient
;
also for tlie beautiful floral
preciate it if some motorist would
Knight, c ...
offerings
volunteer to convey three players.
Ludwig, of ,
(Mrs.
Blanche
Hastings. Mr.’ and Mrs.
STRAND THEATRE
• • • *
Everett Hastings, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Cameron, If
Norwood,
Mr.
and
Mrs. H.
Bobbins, Mr.
Pease, if .. .
(Little else -is being discussed in lo- and Mrs. Ernest Hastings,
Mrs. Annie Flint.
Crowded houses all this week have at Massa lin. rf
caO
sporting
circles
than
the
great
tested to the popularity of the Greenwich
game which is to be played by Rock
Village Revue, which is closing its week’s
engagement today to the mutual regret of
35 19 11 12 2 7
Don’t insure your automobile until
land High and Thomaston High In
the members. and of tlie theatre’s patrons.
Camden next Wednesday to decide you have heard how $1.00 bought
Camden High
Interest in this company instead of lagging as
George Roberts & Co., Inc.,
the days went on. has steadily increased, and
the championship of the Knox and $2500.
ab r bh tb po a
the patrons have found it quite easy to
Street,
Rockland,
Lincoln League.
Although defeated 10 Limerock
Leonard,
p
....
4199
2
3
understand why.
Portland insisted upon
54-72
in the recent game on the Broadway Maine.—adv.
the company remaining over another week Richards, 2b ... 4 2 9 9 2 3
Ben Loring is an ace among comedians, and
lie lias surrounded himself with a company of Dailey, rf ......... 1 9 9 0 0 0
all stars.
It is well to remember that there Mayhew, rf .... 3 0 9 0 2 0
are two performances tonight, the first be Ogier, ss ........... 4 0 1
1 0 3
ginning at 6 and the second at 8.30.
Today’s picture is "Tlie Supreme Passion ” Stockwell. 31) .. 3 9 0 0 1 1
It discloses the methods employed by a girl Ames, if ........... 3 9 0 9 0 0
to learn whether she vfcas loved for her Gerrish, cf .... 3 9 0 0 0 0
beauty of body or her beauty of soul.
The
leading role is played by Florence Dixon who, Skewea. c ......... 3 9 9 9 8 2
before she won moving picture fame, was Manning, lb ... 3 0 0 0 9 0

1

RISING

that cool and dainty Coco Cola miss.
Kenneth McDonald stars Monday and .Tues
day in “What Love Will Do.”—adv.
RESOLUTIONS OF

RESPECT

Pioneer Grange
Whereas the Supreme and Divine Master
has entered bur Grange and taken unto him
self our worthy Brother, Calvin Taylor to
that Grange on high.
(Resolved, That the removal of Brother Tay
lor who for many years was a constant at
tendant at our meetings leaves a vacancy
that will be sadly realized b.v the Order,
but the memory of his presence and faithful
service in tlie past will live on to inspire
us in our good work.
(Resolved. That, wa the memliers of Pioneer
Grange, extend our deepest sympathy to
those relatives who have been bereft of his
comradeship, and that we set apart a page
in our record book to his memory and these
resolutions be placed thereon—A copy to lie
sent to relatives, also a copy sent to Toe
Courier-Gazette for publication.
And as a
token of respect our charter be draped for
a period of 80 days.
Lewis L. Robinson,
Randall Robbins,
Bertha Esancy,
Committee on Resolutions.
East Union, June 10.

31 3 1 1 24 12
Rockland .... 02050030 x—10
Camden ........... 000000 1 0 2—
Two-base hit. Rising. Bases on
balls, off Leonard 1. Struck out, by
Rising 18. by Leonard 7. Double
plays. Frank Stewart (unassisted)
Leonard and Manning.
Hit by
pitcher. Stockwell.
Stolen based,
Murphy. Ludwig, Cameron. Sacri
lice 'hit, Thornton.
Passed ball
Knight 1. Skewea 2. Umpire, Wot
ton. Scorer. Winslow.
• • • •
Ncwbert Was Not Out

Many persons wondered why Coae
Sturtevant made such a vigorou
protest in the recent Rockland
Thomaston game against Newbert
being declared out at third through
interference by the player who wa
coaching him.
But the matter was
referred to the American Sports
Publishing
Co., which
sustain
“Styvle’s" contention. A letter from
John B. Foster, editor of that publi
cation, was received by Mr. Sturte
vant yesterday and reads thus:
•"If no play was being made at the
base the runner was not out.
The
rule in regard to that is so plain that
I cannot see how an umpire can mis
take it.
Of course the ball is in
play.
The ija'l is in play when it is
A SPECIALTY
out in right field and the fielder Is
running for it.
The ball always is
TRY US
in play, except when it Is dead, hut
no play was being made for the run
ner at third 'base and that is what
the rule means.
If the ball was out
221 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
in short right In the second base72-tf
man's hands it is very evident that
no attempt was being made to get
the runner at third.”
FURNITURE
• * • •
OF ALL KINDS FOR SALE
George W. Singer has presented
Arthur Stevens of Lincoln Academy
Second Hand, But Clean and i
with the medal be offered early in
Good Condition
• the season for tlie player on the Lin
coln Academy baseball team making
F. A. CURTIS
the best individual record. The se
Rear of Fireproof Garage
lection Kjtz made bl' vote of the
-■■■" i
« J --------- -----------------

CAR
WASHING

FLYE’S GARAGE

VS.

FEEHAN
These two young gladiators in the baseball arena
meet—

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 18
in the greatest Baseball Classic ever staged in the
history of school athletics in Knox County. The
game will be played at the Trotting Park,

CAMDEN
at 3:00 o'clock

/

ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
vs.

THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL
for the Championship of the Knox and Lincoln
League—a playoff of a tie.
Umpires

McDONOUGH, August,

McNEILLY, Portland

BASEBALL
and War—War to the Teeth !

TICKETS 50 CENTS

TICKETS 50 CENTS

Every-Other-Day
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WALTER R CHRYSLER'S

TRAFfir^
■TALKS

PILLS

FOR HEADACHES
Chronic Headaches, Bilious Head*
aches and Bilious Attacks quickly
disappear when taking this new
fruit medicine made from fruit juices
and tonics.

Sweeten
the Stomach

25e or 50e at all dealers

THE ROAD “MOPE”

or direct from

FRUIT-A-TIVES limited
Ogdensburg, N.Y.

The road “mope,” the man who
wanders along a well used highway
at ten to twelve miles an hour is
more of a menace than a speeder.
The “mope” is the man who com
pels others to cut around him and
cutting around is a common cause
of accidents.
“Mopes” should be legislated off
highways. It is much safer to keep
in a straight line at 30 or 35 miles
an hour, especially in these days of
four-wheel brakes.
And speaking of four - wheel
brakes, no thoughtful driveT will
make sudden stops just to frighten
the driver back of him whose car
isn’t equipped with such brakes.
Some drivers using four-wheel
brakes for the first time have had
the rear of their cars smashed in
making too sudden stops.
Always be thoughtiuL
« U

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

all his dealings, a kind indulgent
husband and father, an obliging
neighbor and friend. He was a
members of Pioneer Grange which
I Nearly 250 children have signed up order was represented in a body at
! for the summer reading course the funeral. Besides his wife and
I which the State Library is promoting children he is survived by two
j through the local library. During brothers—Ernest Hastings of South
the week, each 4th, 5th. 6th and "th Hope and Everett who resides in
grade in the city has been visited by Warren, and three sisters—Mrs. H. L.
the librarian and the plan presented Robbins, Union, Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
Warren and Mrs. Annie Flint. Rock
to tile children.
land. Funeral services were held
The idea of encouraging summer!from hls late home Wedesday after
reading is being promoted in this noor- ll*v51 «»/<;»«. former paswav: Each child is given a list of,torof the chureh of Immanuel Rockbooks which have been carefully se- ian(1' ollleiating. The floral offerings
lected by the Bureau of Library Ex were •beautiful. Interment was in
tension at Augusta. From this list East Union cemetery.
Week t
Sutmay s—2 p. m. to 5 p. m.

Walter P. Chrysler Announces—
It is now time to state our positive conviction
that the good Maxwell is the best four*cylin*
der car in America at anything like its price*
The high goal set up by the new organization more

than three years ago has been reached. The last year’s

the child chooses ten books. When
these hooks are read the child takes
WARREN
rapid development of sweeping superiorities in
an examination covering the subject
matter of the books, to assure his j Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Waltz who
and
and all phases of
.having read them. These examina I have spent the winter in Canton.
tions. given at the focal library, are
then forwarded to the State Library Me., where be has a position teachthat.
and if the child has passed them sat- j Iing, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Vesisfactorily he is given a certificate! per Rokes for the summer.
signed by the State Librarian, the
Mrs. George E. Gray is serving
of
Director of the Bureau of Library home made ices and sherbets at her
Extension work and by the local li home on Union street.
brarian. Should the child read all
One of the Mulcahy moving vans
of the books on the list a large blue from Newton. Mass., was in town
seal of the Slate Library will be Wednesday to convey Mrs. Dy<sOn
less you
far
has ad
placed upon the certificate.
Crowther’s
furniture to Enfield,
• • • •
Mass.
vanced
pay
to
The certificates are to be presented
Warren youngsters anxiously await
in the fall and there is much rivalry the window display of July 4th fire
between the different rooms as to works promised to appear about one
yourself
buy
which class will win the largest week before the holiday at the Garnumber.
I diner Drug Store.
Excellent copies of the hcidts re
"Warren Locals” baseball club is
quired by the lists are to be loaned . much indebted to A. T. Norwood,
to the local library by the State Li- among other benefactors, for the as
brary, these copies to lie reserved for sistance he has given them in ob.
the use of the children who have taining uniforms and supplies at a
registered in the book clubs.
substantial reduction.
After the child has read two of the
President and Chairman of the Board
Misses Gertrude Robbins and Mary
lequired books he is entitled to a pin Hawes of Union visited relatives in
Maxwell Motor Sales Corporation
with the slogan "I belong to the town recently.
Public Library Reading Club.”
Mrs. Frank Lehan and daughter
.Jane who have been visiting in
Rocleland children have read, more, Massachusetu. have retUl.ned homp
books this year than any year in the
Mrs. Howard Norwood and son
history of the library. Shelves of Howard. .Jr. of Bangor, are guests of
books have been deposited in the va Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
>
rious schoolrooms and under the care
Rev. H. E. White of Rockland will
of a pupil librarian these have cir supply at the Baptist church at Sun
culated among the pupils, showing a day morning service.
marked requirement in the child's
Miss Mildred Kenniston visited
■ability to read and its taste in se Mrs. Edward Pelley in Thomaston on
lecting the better sort of books. It Tuesday.
is hop<
that next year may start
At the ball game between Union
with a shelf of books in each school II. K. and XJ'arren H. S. Tuesday the
room.
s.’ore was 23 to 3 in favor of Union.
. The summer reading oourse is hav
Mrs. A. T. Norwood artd Mrs
ing the hearty cooperation of the Herbert Kenniston motored to BanIII II
teachers, who realize keenly the Igor Monday accompanied b'y Mrs.
|i
i’ll
value of outside reading of the pro- j E|]a
of Cambridge. Mass, and
per sort. Do not miss the opportun Mrs. H. L. Robbins of Union.
ity to interest the youngster you
Rev. J. M. Remick returned Wed
know in this contest for the right nesday from Berwick for a 'few days’
sort of summer reading.
stay in town.
Be sure you understand about the
Mrs. Nina Gregory and daughter
special vacation privileges. Because Mrs. Foster Fales of Rockland, ac
FLYE'S GARAGE, ROCKLAND
you are to be far from the library companied by friends motored to
this summer does not mean that you Warren Thursday in their Chevrolet
H
must go without books. Ask at the sedan.
library about this.
Frank Shorten has returned from
ii
Georgetown University for the sum
EAST UNION
mer vacation.
The baccalaureate address will be
J llll
Ill
Mr. and Mrs. Gilley of Milford, delivered Sunday evening at
7
Mass.. and Mr. and
Mrs. George o’clock, standard, ‘by Rev. C. D.
Warren called on Mrs. Rose Marshall from out-of-town. The couple left ployed in in an office in Augusta,
SOUTH WARREN
Mank of Springfield, were recent Paul, pastor at the Congregational!
Tuesday.
directly after their marriage by auto- Mr. Gray has employment with an
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. X! Titus. church. Special music by the choir, j
liallard Libby has bought a new mobile, followed by the well wishes automobile company in Boston.
Alvah
Robbins of
Somerville. assisted by the Thomaston High j
Eddie Gamage of U. S. C. O. StaMr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland were Ford truck from the Warren Garage, of their many friends. For several
Mass., called on relatives at this School Orchestra. The
Mr. and Mrs. C. .1. Copeland, .years Miss Thompson has been em- tion 8, was at home Saturday.
graduation .callers Sunda y on Mr. and Mrs. Vesplace Friday.
exercises will be held Tuesday even-! per Rokes. Atkins Corner,
Charles Maxey and family with
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Doman were
ing at Glover hall at 7 o’clock ! James Storer is driving a new ! friends from Cushing motored • to'
visitors with their daughter Edith
DON’T DELAY-PAINT TO-DAY
standard time.
’ Oldpmobile ear.
Bangor Sunday.
in Woburn, Mass., last week.
C. E. Overlock and family were at
The chemical was called out i Charles Libby is having his buildA number from Pioneer Grange at Thursday morning for a wood’s fire'ings painted.
Charles Cazaliis’ at Pleasant Point
tended Knox Pomona, held in Mar on the Middle road said to he one of j Moses Orne of East Friendship
This is
Cleaning Helps Month
Sunday.
tinsville Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cutting at
the worst the town has experienced! was a weekend guest of his daughMr. and Mrs. Fountain of Lynn,
tended commencement at the U. cf
in several years.
■ ter-in-law. Mrs. XI. P. Orne.
who are spending a few days in
Mrs. Dana Smith is substituting at| Mrs. Esther Newbert attended the XI. Their son Ned was one of the
South Union, were recent callers of
•
the Security Trust Co. branch during Star meeting in Warren Friday even graduates.
Mrs. May Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ray of St.
the absence of Miss Avis Newman.
ing.
A. W. Payson has a new Overland.
Mrs. Cora Austin and grandson George were at Walter BuekLin’s Fri
The dance of Saturday night was
Merritt Hyler of Rockport, were re day.
,
SOUTH THOMASTON cent guests at Ellis Hyler'a.
largely attended.
Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Prior, Anson
Merton Payson came home from
Mrs. Laura Copeland took a party Bucklin and Mr. and Mrs. Anson
Portland Saturday, returning Sun-! Friends of Mrs. Ava Brazier will to Martinsville Saturday to Pomona. Prior of Thomaston were callers on
day. He was accompanied by XIiss regret to learn that she is a patient Her guests were Mrs.Ether Newbert. friends here Sunday.
Alice Nickerson and Louis and Earl at Silshy Hospital with an illness of] Mrs. Alice Spear. Mrs. Nettie Cope
Walter Bucklin and family with
Etter.
land and Mrs. Rose Marshall. Good friends from Thomaston were in
Will Lothrop was in Oakland for a serious nature,
roads, good weather and a royal South Hope Sunday.
a few days recently.
i State Patrolman A. F. Sleeper is welcome from the home grange made Mrs. Oscar Copeland Wednesday for
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Rines and Mrs.! having the State road t resurfaced. it a day long to he remembered.
The Grange Circle will meet with
Martha Kelloch of Warren were! The work is being done' by Ford
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Marshall an all day session.
Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs. R j trucks owned by Robert Grierson and called on Austin Burton in Cushing
Robbins.
! La Von Godfrey.
Sunday.
MONHEGAN
• • • •
June 7 was the natal day of Estell
Mrs. Ardelle Curling and Mrs.
Barbara, daughter of Mr. and Mrs Louise Hewett were guests of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Welch of
Erwin E. Hastings
Boston have opened their cottage for
Erwin Hastings died at his home Samuel Jackson. This little miss liasi John Spear last week.
...
in -------South —
Hone -----June ---------1 after _
a -----brief the unusual distinction of having six
Amasa Morse returned to Bangor the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Lotz arrived Thurs
illness from pneumonia at the age of i lv'ng grandmothers. Mr. and Mrs , wjtb his son Frank and will remain
day and will occupy the Fuller cot
untH ,he (M 0( July.
51 years. His sudden death has Josiah Slinson of Stonington
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Oliver of tage this summer. Mr. Lotz is much
caused sorrow and regret in the com great, great grandparents; Mr. and
improved in health after spending
munity where he had been a life long Mrs. Sterling Barbour of Stonington,
the winter in North Carolina.
resident. Especially in the home will great, grand parents; Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Garretson and Miss Whilttier
his loss he deeply felt where his wife Judson Putnam of this place, grand
are early arrivals. Miss Garretson
and three small children needed his parents, while Mr. Putnam's mother.
occupying her rooms in the Cabot
J care and support. Much sympathy is Mrs. Mary Putnam (“Aunt Min") is
building ar.d Miss Whittier her cot
expressed for the sorrowing family. great grandmother, all on the Put
tage at Lobsthr Cove.
Deceased was the son of the late nam side of the house. Mrs. Hattie
Mrs.
Miss Ethel Howland is putting up
'Phaddeus and Martha (Boggs) Hast Jackson, grandmother, and
Kalira
Tripp,
great
grandmother
of
a cottage on the property she bought
OUR house needs painting every few
ings and resided on the farm where
from Capt. Ed Brackett. A party of
he was born. Being of an ambitious this place constitute the Jackson
years—and unless the surface is pro
nature he had always displayed much side. If grandparents do it, it seems Wife Said She Would. Result, workmen from out-of-town are doing
Re-finish with
tected you are due for considerable property
Porch and Lawn
the work.
interest in his farm duties. He had as if »Miss Estell may he a badly
Furniture Enamel
depreciation — also loss of neighborhood
Louis Marcus of the Stonington
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
completed his spring work and was spoiled child as the saying goes.
Miss Elizabeth Crockett and Aino
Furniture Co. was in town last week
presti’e.
,j
, looking forward to a most prosper
Compound Made Her Well
his first visit since last fall.
ous year when he was stricken with and Andrew Anderson were mem/iers'
and Strong
Mr. and Mrs. Martin James ar
Paint liberally and now, if there is any
illness from which he was unable to of the graduating class in Rockland
rived Wednesday at the Island Inn
i rally. Deceased was a quiet, indus last night.
indication it is needed. Delay is very
The Wessaweskeag Inn is a blaze
trious man, upright and honest in
East Hardwick, Vermont.—“Last where Mr. James is chef and his wife
expensive.
with lights every night while merry winter I was not able to do any work assistant during the summer.
dinner parties from all over the
Alex A. Jaxravny, electric en
at all. I had backConsult the Home Beautiful Paint Stock
State show that others besides
ache, headache, gineer of New York City, is in town
Protect with
Keagites appreciate our ’’Most suc
AtUa Screen Paint
sideache, and was for a few days' vacation.
Chart.
cessful industry."
sick all the time
Richard Williams and family of
for six months.
NEWAGEN
Whitinsville have moved here for the
We read about
Miss Lucy Thompson of Southport
summer while- Mr. Williams has em
Lydia E. Pinkployment in the quarry in Long Cove.
ham’s Vegetable and Donald Gray, son of Postmaster
Compound in the Gray of this village, were united in
Every man in town, who is physi
newspapers, and marriage June 7. at the home of the
cally able, has employment. One
my husband said bride's parents in Southport. The
can’t get a man to do a day’s work
to me, ‘Why don’t wedding was largely attended by
for love nor money here. Joe Baum
you try it?’ So I fridnds and relatives, several coming
runs a jitney for workmen to Clark’s

riding,

performance, leave no

driving,

t doubt of

Unless you are abreast

what

Maxwell has lately been doing—un
know how
it

—it will

Motor Sales Company has moved into

the Blake Building, formerly occupied by
the Snow-Hudson Co.

We have the following used cars for sale:
CHEVROLET TOURING,

DODGE SEDAN,

VELIE TOURING

IE. JL. PELLET
Garage 655 Main Street. Rockland

Yes,

It’s a Kineo

Made at Bangor, Me.
At lower prices than
you have ever had offered
you since before the war.

Do you know you can
buy a Star Kineo 8-20
Range with high shelf, for
$60.80, delivered any
where in Maine? This
range is sold under the
highest guarantee to give
satisfaction.
The Kineo Furnaces
and Heaters are sold un
der this same guarantee.

V. F. STUDLEV INC.
SOLE AGENT FOR KINEO GOODS
283 Main Street - - - Rockland, Maine

H. M. DE ROCHEMONT
1Q6 Pleasant Street

PLUMBING

HEATING

Telephone 244-W.
e-o-d-tf-117

Headache
Safe, sure relief from the nausea, pain,
misery of Kick Headache is found in
the genuine “L.F." Atwood’s Medicine—
Considered a home necessity by thou
sands of women for 71 years. Try
it. Large bottle 50 cents—1 cent
a dose. All dealers.
’L.F.” MEDICINE CO.,
Portland, Maine.

Hours of cooking that
you escape make

PORK AND
a wholesome and delectable
dish, ready at a moment's notice.

Keep yourself supplied
THERE ARE 99 SUPERBA PRODUCTS

inform

you

before you

any new car*

I

EDWARD T. PAYSON

Special

Make that House

HUSBAND SAID
WHY NOTTRYIT

a Beautiful Home

y

WETHERILL’S
Atlas

said I would, and
he went and got me a dozen bottles.
It has done me more good than I can
ever tch, and my friends say, ‘ What
have you done to yourself? You look
so well. ’ I tell th£m it is the Vegetable
Compound that mjikes me so well and
strong. There is no use to suffer with
backache and pains. I will tell every
one what it has done for me. ’’—Mrs.
Fred. Primo, Route No. 2, E. Hard
wick, Vermont
Housewives make a great mistake
in allowing themselves to become so
ill that it is well-nigh impossible for
them to attend to their household
duties. 98 out of every 100 report
they were benefited by its use. For
Know the tremendous pulling power
sale by druggists everywhere.
of Courier-Gaxette ad*.

Island every day and Arnold Allen
runs one to Rockland.
Mrs. Grace Sleeper of Malden, is
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. Al
bert Davis.
The village school closed yesterday.
Mrs. Edward Elwell was the guest
of her husband in Portland the first
of the week.
Church picture Sunday evening at
8 o’clock. "The Indians cf the South
west." Seventy slides with lecture.
A graphic portrayal of Indian cus
toms and his capability of develop
ment by a Christian civilization
presented.

Home Beautiful
Paint Stock

A*k how much you need.
You can buy just enough
—no waste. Full instruc
tions furnished. Be sure
it’* Wetherill.

Simde Colds

indicate a need oF

SCOTTI
EMULSION

GEO. D. WETHERILL &. CO., Inc.

to build resistance

boston

PHILADELPHIA

Memphis

You first realize what

Scott’s Emulsion
is, by the strength »it

WETHER ILLS

brings to the body.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N J.

ATLAS

PRODI CTk

W. J. ROBERTSON

2>S2

TEL. 124-3.

LUMBER and BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES.

Thoma*t*n

Page
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DRTLAND LADY GIVES
ADDITIONAL TESTIMONY
Irs. McCormick Tells How
Tanlac Corrected Troubles

and Restored Health.
"What Tanlac does it certainly
ea well, for it restored my health
yedr ago and 1 am still feeling fine.”
its Is what Mrs. Mabie McCormick.
Paris Street, Portland, Me., deited mother of seven lovely children,
is to say for the famous treatment.
‘Four years of stomach trouble had
ought me down to where 1 barely
id strength to do my housework
id care for my children. The gas on

SOMERVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Il D. Ilrown of this place
(I B R. t'onney and (Jordon Rice of Hartrd, Conn , were recent visitors of Mr and
rs E. S. Bannon in Liberty.
Mrs Irma Pratt was a recent visitor of
rs. Caro K. Turner.
Mr and Mrs. F. A. Turner and daughter
>re Saturday evening visitors at It. D
■own’s

Confers Deserved Diplomas
Upon a Graduating Class
of Nine.

With a capacity crowd of towns
people in attendance, the annual
my stomach made my heart skip and graduation exercises of Union High
palpitate until it would fr'ghten me, School were held on Wednesday
and my nerves were completely un evening
at
the
Congregational
done.
church.
Nine graduates, six girls
‘Life was more or less a burden to and three boys, received their di
me then, but since taking Tanlac it’s plomas: Christine Norwood, Lucille
a genuine pleasure. Tanlac just M. Jones, Sara A. Hilt, Florence A.
seemed to soothe’ and settle my Hesse, Dorothy M. Bean, Ruth Ar
stomach from tile very first, and rington. Harold S. Wentworth, Ed
three bottles made me so healthy and ward S. Ames and Carleton Mans
happjb that I go about my duties
field;
*
every day singing. Tanlac was a
The crepe paper decorations of the
blessing to me that 1 can never for
class colors, green and white, were
get.”
attractively’ arranged, and wer£ evi
Tanlac is for sale by all good drug-' dence of the untiring work of the
gists. Accept no substitute. Over high school students. The stage,
40 Million bottles soldi
hanked with evergreen, was arched
with vertically hanging green and
Tanlac Vegetable Pills, for consti
white streamers at the foot of which
pation. Made and recommended by
was hung in green letters the class
the manufacturers of TANLAC.
motto: “Thru trials to triumph.”
The lights were rosy hued under
The Shoepscot Fish and (lame Association ‘ their covering of pink paper carnamet with Mr. and Mrs. .1. F Booker Tliurs- jjons
•Mr. and Mrs. J. It. Tobc.v and children
To music played by Marston s Or
were callers at F. A. Turner’s Sunday
chestra the graduates marched in,
,E E. Roberts and H F Libby of Water led by the class marshal, Edward S.
ville were at F. A. Turner’s Tuesday.
..........for
... _
........ Lightning
........ n Ames. The bt ys were attired in (dark
H F. Libby, .agent
Electra
Installed rods for
f
Rod Co., lias installed
Mrs. Mar-I suits and the girls brought about an
garet E. Turner, Weeks’ Mills
II ('. Brown made a business trip to Au innovation in graduation dress, wear
ing white middy suits with green
gusta Tuesday.
crepe de chine ties.
,

PEACE OF MIND
OR WORRY?
Sound, substantial investment gives the
Owner peace cf mind, but speculative securi
ties are often the cause of much worry.
Choose wisely and invest safely.
Open an account with the Rockland Na
tional Bank.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine
■1EMBER FEDERAL -RESERVE SYSTEfJ

s?'At tKe STg'n~oM^
National,Dank;

McKinley said—
“Modern conveniences account for modern
progress.”
The check bock convenience Is as far
ahead of paying in currency now as cur
rency was ahead of wampum in its day
The man without a check book is behind
the times.

ll'ij

We invite you to open a checking ac
count at this Bank.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

-

Limited United States Depository

Foot of Limerock Stret

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

SAVINGS
*

After the invocation by Rev. E. J.
Webber the salutatory address was
given in a pleasing, easy manner by
Lucille M. Jones. Following her
words of welcome. Miss Jones took
for her subject, "Japanese Immigra
tion.” In a wav which showed a
comprehensive ’knowledge of the
phase of our national problems, the
saiutatorian outlined the history of
American-Japanese relations, pointed
out the difficulty of assimilating the
Japanese immigrant. spoke of the
"Gentleman's
Agreement,”
and
showed the wisdom of fair immigra
tion laws which should not discrimi
nate or infer that the Japanese, for
instance, were a decidedly inferior
race.
Speaking as one who had just lis
tened in on the radio, Miss Sara Hilt,
class historian, gave briefly the rec
ord of the Union High School Class
cf ‘24. Out of the original 30 fresh
men only Six were graduating. Hu
morous incidents were stressed, but
before closing she paid a fine tribute
to Janies Young, principal of the
school for two years.
Equipped with Mercury’s wings.
Miss Bessc- 'lad discovered the future
of the class members. It was of
great interest to all to learn the
fateful occupations tile graduates
were to follow. Cirleton Mansfield
and Ruth Arrington, it appeared,
were professional dancers. Miss Nor
wood was a nurse, and. in the same
hospital. Miss Hilt, having acquired
her doctor’s degree, was superin
tendent. Harold Wentwortfh had in
vented the first machine to reach
Mars. Edward Ames, it developed
was a baseball umpire. Lucy Jones
had become the wife of a wealthy
French duke, while Uorpthy Bean
served as a mission teacher in far
away Africa.
The next class part was the advice
to underclassmen given by Harold
Wentworth.
“Be serious in your
work, be courteous in your conduct”
was his advice. Humorous personal
advice
to
individuals
followed.
"Above all,” said he. "take the class
of 192) as a model.”
The Presentation of Gifts conducted
by Carleton Mansfield kept the au
dience in laughter. The gifts were
humurcus and useful, and ranged

BANK

For all insect bites, red
bug, chigger, bee, wasp,
mosquito, etc., apply wet
baking soda or household
ammonia, followed by
cooling applications of—

ROCKLAND, - - • MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3

VICKS
wV R

Saturdays, 9 to 12

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

Alexander Smith* Sons

The Best floor Coverings
are Wool Seamless Rugs
ASK your dealer to show you the

famous

• • • ,

ITES-STINGS
ROCKLAND
•

7

STATE OF MAINE
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the County of Knox.
Respectfully represents Walter T. Duncan
if Rockland in said County, Guardian of
Elizabeth G. Duncan *of said Rockland, that
said minor the owner of two ninth undivided
of certain Real Estate, situated in Rock'and,
in said County, and described as follows:
Beginning in the southerly line of Thomas
ton street, and at the north westerly corner
of land of Frank Stetson; thence southerly
on land of said Stetson, three hundred feet,
more or less, to land «»f John Ingraham ;
lienee westerly on land of said Ingraham,
two hundred feet, more br less, to land of
one Post : thence notlierly on land of said
'oat and land of one Duucan, three hundred
feet, more or less to said Thomaston street:
thence by said Thomaston street, easterly,
two hundred feet, more or less, to the first
mentioned bound, together with the buildings
thereon.
That an advantageous offer of six hundred
dollars lias been made therefor to your
petitioner, and that the interest of all con
cerned will be promoted by an acceptance of
sa id offer.
*
Wherefore pur petitioner prays that lie
may be licensed to sell and convey at pri
vate sale in accordance with said offer,
said real estate for. the purpose aforesaid
Dated at Rockland this twenty-ninth day
if May, 1924.
WALTER T DUNCAN, Guardian
KNOX COUNTY —
In Probate Court, tir’d at Rockland, on the
29th day of May, 1924.
On tile petition aforesaid. Ordered, That
notice be given, by publishing a copy of said
petition, with tills order thrrton. once a week
for three weeks successively, prior to the
third Tuesday of June next, in The CourierGazette. a newspaper published in Rockland,
that all persons interested may attend at a
Court of Probate then to be held in Rock.and, and show cause, if any. why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge
A true copy—Attest :
66-S 72
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register

apo ub

Owr IT Million Jm U-d Yearly

a>

Tapestry, Velvet,
9
and Axminster Seamless Rugs
made by the Alexander Smith & Sons
Carpet Company, the foremost mak
ers of Rugs and Carpets since 1860.
Rugs for every room in pleasing patterns

every one.
Maximum durability in proportion to cost.

Trade mark stamped on back of every ruj.

Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Co,
NEW

YORK

from a jug of laughing gas presented
APPLETON
to Miss Jones to a ha.by girl doll,
given to Harold Wentworth with the
Mr •. Lenora Fish recently visited
remark that he could bring it up her sister, Mrs. Alice Fish, Union.
according to his own fastidious taste.
Mrs. Cora Clarry of Appleton is
. * . .
boarding at A. L. Fish’s.
In the class will carefully drawn
W. J. Bryant was in Hockland this
up by Edward Ames, all the property, wee!;.
tangible and intangible, belonging to
Mis. Newbert, Mrs. Stanley, Mrs.
Union High School was given away. Pitnua and Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Fish
Some gifts were serious, others hu attended the graduation exercises of
morous. Principal Guy Lord and As Union High School Wednesday evensistant Daphne Winslow were not j Ing.
forgotten.
l.aurin Clark is improving rapidly
Miss Christine Norwood, who had
Principal C. G. Lord of Union High
attained the highest average rank in School, accompanied by his sister and
her class, was valedictorian. She several cf his students -called on A.
puk for the subject of her essay the j, ] jsj, (j.j, wech.
‘Passion Play." In an interesting way
Mr. Hannan, the meat peddler, Is
she told cf the cause and origin of on deck again. He has moved to
the play, the setting, the characters, Mi I ain's Mills and will attend to the
and the play's development until now meat business here.
a structure housing C.000 people is
Francis ,Gushee is having exten
provided so the pageant may be en sive work done on his buildings.
acted even in unfavorable weather.
Johnston & Mank pre building i
In her closing words Miss Norwood new double garage.
fittingly sipoke of the feelings held
A Pentecostal baptifm will take
l>y the graduates, how gladness and place Sunday at the noon hour. Rev.
sadness were mixed with gratitude J. H. Lord of Belfast will officiate.
to those who had made the High
School course possible; to her class
mates the motto must be the guide.
Just previous to the awarding of
In a surprising short time simple
diplomas, appropriate and impres camphor, witchhazel, hydrastis, etc.,
sive remarks were made by Superin as mixed in Lavoptik eye wash,
tendent Frank D. Rowe, Referring strengthens eye so you ran read or
to the theme of the valedictorian, Mr. work more. One small bottle shows
Rowe said it was a remarkable fact results. Aluminum eye cup free. C.
that people were even in these days H. Moor & Co., druggists.
turning more and more to the teach
Estate of Elizabeth M. Wall
ings of Christ. Some of our greatest
KXOX COUXTY.—In Court of Probate held
industrial leaders, he said, were find a' Rockland on the 20th day of May, A. D.
ing that the Golden Rule far from 1924.
.1. Willard Wall. Executor of the will of
being an impracticable ideal, was Elizabeth
M. Wall, late of St George, in
sound, and worked out successfully .aid County, deceased, haring presented ills
first and final account of administration of
in practice.
estate for allowance:
In behalf cf the town he then pre said
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
sented the diplomas.
weeks ancceaaleeiy. in Tile Courier-Gazette.
Because of unusual conditions,'the
Published in, Rockland, Jn said
County, that all persons Interested may at
commencement hall which followed tend at a Probate Court to be held at
was held in East Union Pavilion Rock'and, on the seventeenth day of June
rather than Union town hall. Mars next, and show cause. If any they have why
the said account should not be allowed.
ton’s Orchestra which had played at
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge
A
true copy—Attest:
the graduation exercises, furnished
66-S-72
HENRY
H. PAYSON. Register
music for the dance.

How to Strengthen Eyes

Estate of Mary A. Haskell

SEARSMONT

Protect your Health

Budweiser
It’s thoroughly aged

not

green or unfinished. Consume
the quality products of

the House of

Anheuser -Busch
St. Louis
Also manufacturers of

GBJ&T.

BOUQUET
A-B GINGE.R ALE
BE.VO

MALT-NUTRINE

Buy by the case from your Dealer

Rockland Produce Co.
Diltributort

Rockland, Me.

-------

j

The Farm Bureau held an all day meeting
June 3 with Mrs. Emma Hills, 10 members i
in attendance.
Two tireless cookers were J
(M-mpleted, dinner was served and a good
time enjoyed.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mrs. Eben Cobb, subject and demonstration on “Health.’’
Tl’eston Bickford has bought the house
known as the Frank Googlns place and will
so n move his family there
F.ank Fuller lias bought a new Studebaker.
Mr and Mm Eben Cobb, accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs Frank Whitten of Belfast have
returned from a pleasure trip to Ellsworth.
A F Barnes, Suipt of Schools and It. J.
Libby, State Agent' for Rural Education are
n aking an inspection of all the school build
ings in this and the other towns in Mr.
Barnes’ district.
The schools close Friday for the summer
vacation
E" b"Hunt and Frank Cooper entertained ,
an auto party of 50 men at the hotel Friday
night at 6.30.
A sumptuous supper was ,
served consisting of chicken with vegetables. i

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 29, 1924. he was duly appointed Consenator of the estate of Mary A. Haskell of
Rock'and, In tlie County of Knox, and on
this date was qualified to fill said trust by
giving bond as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are des.red to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL.
Rockland. Maine
May 29. 1924.
June7-14-21
Estate of Charles H. Grindle

NOTICE
Thu subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Juiv* 4, 1924, she was duly appointed ad
ministratrlx of the estate of Charles H
Grindle. late of Vinalhaven, In the County of
Knox, deceased, without bond as the law
directs, and on this date was qualified to fill
said trust
All persons having demands aguinst the
vstaK'. are desired Io present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto ate re
<l'>irl'- to make payment Immedlajely to
M. MONTELIEl GRINDLE
salad's and a variety of pastry
The parly
,
.
Vinalhaven, Maine.
was made up from Waldoboro, Jefferson,
,llll'<1 '*• * ______________ June <-14 -1
I nity, Belfast and other towns.

Estate of Elbort Rappieye

STATE OF MAINE

Eastern Standard Time

Knox, ss.
Trains Leave Rockland for
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in and
Augusta. A 57.00 a. in., 17.30 a. m., tl 10 p. m.
for said County of Knox, on the 29th day
B.nigor, A{7 (X)a. m . 17.20a.m., tl.lOp. in.
of May. In tlie year of our Lord, one thou
B »s; »’i. A 57.00 h m . t7.:;0 a. m., tl. 10 p. m.
sand nine hundred and twenty-four.
B aiis«ick,A57.90a.tn . t<-30a. in.. |1.10p. m.,
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the 15.35 p m.
last Will and Testament of Arthur S. Little
L - \ i -n. A57.00 a. ri., |7.30 a. m., |1.10 p. m.
field, late of Rockland, in said County having
New York. 11 1')p. m.
been presented for probate, and application
1’ irtland. AJ7.00 a. ui., |7.30 a. m., 11.10 p. m.,
having 'been made that no bond be required |5.35 p. in.
of the executor named in the will.
W-Uerville, AJ7 00 a.m.,17.30a m.,tl.l0p. m.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
Y» »ah.i.h, ?»g7.0,)a.tn., |7.3O a.tn.. fl-10 p. m.
persons interested, by causing a copy of this |5.3a p. m.
Order to be published three weeks suc A T isser.gcrs r»r~ . :.dc own ferriage Bath to Wool
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a news wi a.
f 1‘
except Sunday.
paper published at Rockland, In said County,
I*. C. irv ' LASS,
M. I- HARRIS,
that they may appear at a Probate Court I /7--4 Y. P
..-n l Mgr. GenT Passenger AgL
to lie held at Rockland, in anil for said
County, on the 17th day of June. A. D. 1924.
at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
the petitioner should not lie granted
ADELBERT L. MILKS, Judge of Probate.
A true copy - Attest :
BANGOR LINE—SPRING SCHEDULE
-66 -S 72
HENRY If. PAYSON, Register

Estate of Ca'vin C. Taylor

Estate of Samuel D. Pierce
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS
At a Probate Court I,eld at Rock’and in
and for said County of Knox, on the twentyninth day of May, in the year of our Lord,
one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-four
A petition asking for the appointment of
Helena M. Pierce, as administratrix on the
estate of Samuel 1> Pierce, late of South
Thomaston, In said County, having Ixen pre
sented
Ordered, That notice thereof he given to
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
tills order to be published three weeks suc
cessively In Tlie Courier-Gazette, a i»<wspaper
published at Rockland, in said County, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at Rocklahd In and for said County, on
the seventeenth day of June. 1924. at nine
o’clock In the forenoon, and shew cause, if
any they Jiave, why tlie prayer of the peti
tioner should not be granted
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest :
66 S 72
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS
At a Probate Court held at Rockland In and
for sold County of Knox, on the twentieth
lay of May. in the year of our Lord, one
■housand. nine hundred and twenty-four
A petition asking for the appointment of
Edward (’. Payson, as administrator on the
estate of Calvin C, Taylor, late of Hope, in
<ald County, having been presented and ap
plication having been made that no bond lie
required of said administrator
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested. by causing a copy of this
Order to be published three weeks suc
cessively in The Courier Gazette, a newspaper
published at Rockland, in said County
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
be held In and for said County, on the
seventeenth day of June, A D. 1924, at
nine o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of the
petitioner should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILES. Judge of Probate
A true copy—Attest:
66-8-72
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register

and all sizes, at prices within the reach of

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Estate of Arthur S. Littlefield

Estate of Elizabeth G. Duncan

UNION HIGH SCHOOL

Five

Estate of Jane E. Hopkins

STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDEN

Leave Rock'and daily except Sundays at
8 00 1’. M. (Standard Time) for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston, dally except Sun
days at 6 00 p M. (Daylight Saving Time).
Leave Rockland, dally except Mondays at 3.00
A. M. (S'andard Time) Camden 3 43 A. M •
Belfast 7 15 A M ; Bucksport 8 45 A M.;
Winterport 9.15 A M.; Due Bangor 10 00 A.
M
Return Leave Bangor, dally except Sun
days at 2 00 P M. : (Standard T'me) for
Boston and w^y landings, due the following
morning about 7.00 A. M
MT. DESERT & BLUEHILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
Standard Time

Leave Rock’and dally except Mondays at
5 A M tor North Haven, Stonington, South
west Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Seal Har
bor. due Bar Harbor 11 A M.
Return Leave Bar Harbor dally except
Sunda vs at 1 00 P. M for Rockland and way
landings.
BLUE HILL LINE

Estate of Josephine M. Cramer

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX, SS.
t
At a Pudiate Court held at Rockland In
and for said County of Knox, on the twen
tieth day of May. In the year of our Lord,
one thousand, nlqe hundred and twenty-four.
A petition asking for the appointment of
Clarence L. Cramer as administrator on the
estate of Josephine M. Cramer, late of Wash
ington. In said County, having been presented
and application having been made that no
bond be required of said administrator.
Ordered, That notice thereof l>e given to
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
tills Order to be published three weeks sue
cessively in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a new
paper puh’ished at Rockland, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court
to )>e held at Rockland in and for said
County, on tlie sevmteentli day of June, A
D 1924. at nine o’clock In the forenoon, and
show cause. If any they have, why the prayer
of. the petitioner should not he granted
ADELBERT L MILES, Judge of Probate.
A true copy— Attest :
6C-S-7i
HENRY H PAYSON. Register

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS
At a Prolwte Court held at Rock’and In
and for said County of Knox, on the 23d
day of May, In the year of our Lord, one
thousand, nine hundred and twenty-four.
A petition asking tor the appointing of
Inez H. (onant, as administratrix on the
estate of Jane E. Hopkins, late of Vlnai
haven. in said County, having been presented
and application having been made that no
bond be required of said administratrix.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
a’l persons Interested, by causing
copy of
tills Order to be published three weeks suc
cessively tn Tlie Conrler-Gazette, a news. aper published at Rockiand. In said County,
•hat they may appear at a Probate Court to
lie he’d at Rockland In and for said County,
on the 17th day of June, A D. 1924. at
nine o’clock In the forenoon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of the pe
titioner should not be granted
ADELBERT L MILKS. Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest:
66-S-72
HENRY’ n. PAYSON. Register.
Estaie of Merritt A. Johnson

STATE OF MAINE
KNOX ('OI’NTY —
In Court of Probate, held at Rockland, on
the 20th day of May.
Clara W. Johnson, widow of Merritt A
Johnson. Ute of Rock'and, in said County,
deceased, having presented her application
for allowance out of the personal estate of
said deceased:
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, once
a week for three weeks successively, in The
Courier-Gazette, published In Rockland, In
said ( ounty that all persons Interested may
attend at a Probate Court to be held at
Rockland, on the 17th day of June next, and
how cause. If anr they have, why the
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
ADELBERT L. MILER, Judge.
A true copy—Attest :
66-S-72
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
Esta‘e of Susan A. Wellman

KNOX COUNTY —In Court of Probute he’d
at Rockland on the 29th day of May, A. D,
1924
Willie C. Wellman. Executor on the es
tate of Susan A Wellman, late of Hope, In
said County, deceased, having presented his
first and fianl account of administration of
said estate for allowance;
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively. In The Courier Gazette
published in Rockland, In said County, that
all persons Interested may attend ut a Pro
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
17th day of June next, and show cause, if
any they have, why the said account should
not he allowed
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge
A true copy—Attest:
66-8-72
HENRY II. PAYSON. Register.
Estale of Elizabeth L. Wylie

STATE OF MAINE
Knox, ss.
At a Probate Court held at Rock’and In
and for said County of Knox, on the twen
tieth day of May, in the year of our Lord,
one thousand, nine hundred and twenty-four.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be the
st Will and Testament of Elizabeth L.
Wylie, late of Warren, in said County, having
been presented for probate, and application
having been made that no bond be required
of the executor named In the will.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested, by causing a copy of
this Order to be ptfoilshed three weeks suc
cessively in The Courier-Gazette, a news
paper published at Rockland, in said County,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
be held at Rock'and. in and for said County,
on the seventeenth day of June, A. D. 1924,
at nine o’clock in tlie forenoon, and show
cause. If any they have, why tlie prayer of
the petitioner should not be granted.
ADELBERT L MILKS, Judge of Probate.
A true copy—Attest:
66-8-72
HENRY H. PAYSON, Register.

Standard Time

Leave Rock’.and dally except Mondays at
00 A. M for Dark Harbor, South Brooks
ville. SargentviBe. Deer Isle, Brooklln, South
Bluehill, due Bluehlll 11.00 A M.
Return—Leave Bluehlll daily except Sun
days at 12.30 I* M. for Rockland and way
landings

At Boston connection Is made via the Bos
ton and New York Line express, passenger
and freight steamers for New York and point!
South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

York

Portland-New

Freight Service

Direct Freight Service between Portland
and New York is resumed from the New
State Pier, Portland, Me
Sailings Tuesdavs. Thursdays and Saturdays eacn way.
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Rail
roads.
F S. SHERMAN, Supt . Rockland. Maine.
It. S. SHKRMAM, Agent. Rockland. Me

Estate of Osgood B. Collins

. STATE OF MAINE

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

Knox, ss.
At a J’robate Court held at Rockland in
ami for said County of Knox, on the 20th
The direct route between
day of May, In the year of our Lord, one ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAthousand nine hundred and twenty-four.
VEN,
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be
ISLAND
the last Will and Testament of Osgood B
Collins, late of Appleton, In said County,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
having bun presented for probate, and ap
plication having been made that no bond
(Subject to change without notice)
be required of tlie executor named In the will.
EASTERN STANDARD TIME
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons Interested, by causing a copy of
VINALHAVEN LINE
this Order to he published tliree weeks
successively in The Courier-Gazette, a news
Steanwr leaves Binn'.liaven at 7 a m. and
paper puh’ished at Rockland, in said County, l. 90 p in , for Rockland daily except Sundays.
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
Returning. haves Rockland
(Tillson's
be he'd a‘ Rockland, In and for said County, Wharf) at 9 30 a. in and 3.30 p. in. for
on the seventeenth day of June, A. I). 1924, Vinalhaven.
at nine o’clock In the forenoon, and show
STONINGTGN & SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
cause, If any they have, why tiie prayer of
the petitioner should not be granted
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 3.30 a m.
ADELBERT L. MILES, Judge of Probate. Stonington
6 45 and North Haven at 7.45 a.
A true <-.i|)v Attest:
m. for Rockland
66 S 72
HENRY H. PAYSON. Register.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 p m. for
Estate of Annie C. McLellan
above landings also Isle au limit when pas
NOTICE
sengers.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
W. S. WHITE,
Manager.
May 26. 1924. he was duly appointed Public
Rockland. Maine May 15. 1924.__________
Administrator of *ho estate of Annie C
McLellan, late of Thohiaston, in* the County
of Knox, deceased, and on this date was
County »f Knox, deceased, without bond as Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
the law -directs
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the same for
Telephone 323
settlenunt, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Inunedlatly to
38 Summer Street, - - Rockland
FRANK II INGRAHAM.
Rockland. Maine
58-tf
May 26. 1924.
May.’Il J;ine7-14
Estate of William T. Littlefield
NOTICE
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
The subscriber hereby elves notice that
on May 20. 1924, he was duly appointed ad
Diseases of the Eye;
ministrator d.b.n. of the estate of Wil
liam T. Littlefield, late of Rockland, In the
Refractions, Etc.
County of Knox, decased. without bond as
the law directs, and on thLs date was quali
407 MAIN STREET
fied to fill said trust.
Hours: 9 to 12 A. H.| I to 5 P. M.
All persons having demands against the
Residenco, 21 Fulton Street. Tel. 391-J
estate, are desired to present the ‘ame for
Office Telephone 493-W
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to inc
or to Ensign (Jtls of Rock’.and, my legally
DR. T. L. McBEATH
appointed Agent for Maine
CHARLES W. LITTLEFIELD.
Montclair, N J
Osteopathic Physician
May 20. 1924
May31-June7-14
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Estate of Luigi Carini
Telephone 136
NOTH E
38 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Graduate of American School of
May 23rd, 1924, she was duly appointed ad
Osteopathy
ministratrix of the estate of Luigi Cnrlnl,
late of Rockland, In the County of Knox, de
ceased, and on tills date was qualified to fill
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
said trust by giving bond as the law directs.
All persons lias ing demands against the Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. m., 1 to 4 and
estate, are desired to present the same for
7 to 8 p. m., and by appointment
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
Day or Night Calls answered from the
quired to make payment Immediately to
ANNA CARINI.
office
Rockland. Maine

May31-June7-14

May 23, 1924

Estate of Ellon G. Fiske

400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephone 160
54-tf

NOTICE
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 20, 1924, they were duly appointed ad
ministratrices of the estate of Ellen G. C. M. WHEELER, D.C. Ph.C.
Flake, late of Rockland, In tlie ( ounty of
Chiropractor
Knox, deceased, without bond as the law
directs, and on this,date were qualified to fill
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
said trust.
Graduate Palmer School of Chlropractie
Ali persons having demands against tlie
Office Hours;
estate, are desired to preth/nt tlie same for Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays, 10-12; 2-5;
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
7-8. Tuesdays. Thursdays. 10-12; 2-5;
quired to make payment immediately to us or
Saturdays. 10-12. Tel. 886
to Walter H Butler our legally appointed
Agent for Maine
LOUISE (J. FISKE,
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Boston, Mass.
KATHLEEN
FISKE
GOVE.
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
Estate of Emma F. Allen
Haverhill, Mass.
KNOX COUNTY.—In Court of Probate held
May 20. 1924
May31 June? 14
Residence until 9 A. M. and by Appointment
at Rockland on the twenty-third day of May,
Estate of Charles H. Achorn
A. D 1924
Telephone 184
Ana P St Clair, Administrator on the es
NOTICE
tate of Emma F Allen, late of Rockland, in
The Hiibscrilicr hereby gives notice that on
THOMASTON, ME.
said County, deceased, having presented his May 29. 1924, she was duly appointed exe
first and final account of administration of cutrix of the last will and testament of
said estate for allowance :
Charles H. Achorn. late of Rockiund. In tlie
W. A JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
Ordered. That notice threof be given, three (’ounty of Knox, deceased, without bond ns
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette the will directs, and on tills dale was quali JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
published in Rockland, in said County, that fied tn fill said trust
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
all persons interested may attend at a
All persons hating demands against the
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
Probate ( ourt to be held at Rockland, on the estate, are desired to present the same for
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
seventeenth day of June next, and show settlement, and all indebted thereto arc re
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EN
cause, if any they have, why the said ac quired to make payment immediately to
LARGING.
count should not be allowed.
ELLA M ACHORN.
ADELBERT L. MILES. Judge.
Rockland, Maine.
370 Main Street, Rockland
A true copy—Attest:
May 20. 1924
May31 June7 14
66-S 72
HENRY’ H. PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Charles G. Kelley
Estate of Adelbert J. Kent
NOTICE
NOTICE
w.
c
Tlie subscrilicr hereby gives notice that on
The subscriber hereby gives notice that May 29, 1924. lie was duly appointed admin
SANITARY ENGINEER
on May 29, 1924, she was duly appointed istrator of the estate of Charles G Kelley,
guardian of the estate of Adelbert J. Kent, late of Union, In tlie County of Knox, de
of Rock'aiul in the County of Knox, and on ceased, wltiiout bond as the law directs, and
Plumbing and Heating
June II. 1924, was qualified to fill said trust on thLj date was qualified to fill Haiti t^ust.
by giving bond as Mie law directs.
All persons having demands against the
Telephone 664-W
All persons having demands against the estate, are desired to present the same for
estate, are desired to present tlie same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re- I
ROCKLAND, ME.
S-tf
settlement, and all indehtinl thereto are re quired to make payment Immediately to
:
quired to make payment immediately to
F E. BURKETT,
|
MllS. EMTELI.A F. KENT.
Union. Maine. •
JttM’kland. Maine.
May 29. 1924
May3l-.lune7-14 j
June 11. 1924.
Junel4-21-2X
H, M. de ROCHEMONT

M Cartney

l.

Estate of Martha A» Littlefield
NOTH’E
NOTH’E
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
The
subscriber
hereby gives notice that on
May 20, 1924, she was duly appointed ex
LIBERTY
eciitrix of the last will and testament of June 5, 1924 lie was duly appointed admin
..
,,,,,,,,
.
. .
' Elbert Rappieye, late of Owl’s Head, in the istrator of tlie estate of Martha A Littlefield,
e ?. nn<
'*?* rf>t,irned home ! < (,uni;y of Knox, deceased, wltiiout bond late of Vinalhaven, in the County or Knox,
after spending the winter In Maszachusetta. I
t^e will directs, and on this date was deceased, and on June 7. 1924, was qualified
to fill said trust by giving Ixind as the law
and K°y L<?,lf(?t,t arc I qualified to fill said trust.
wo.king on the highway
A!] |)crsons having demands against the directs.
All tiersons having demands against the
^'estate, are desired to present tlie same for
on the Lin Hannon farm
wliere lie
will
- ...........
... ...
. saw settlement, and ail Indebted thereto are re estate, are desired to present tlie same for
a large amount of lumber.
settlement, and all Indebted thereto arc re
quired to make pavnient immediately to
Harland Ripley Is bunching staves* for
quired to make payment immediately to me
AGNES E M RAPPLEYE
Aril ur Overlock to ship away.
Owl’s Head, Maine or to Ensign Otis of Rockland, my legally ap
'Mr. and Mrs. S T. Overlook and friends
pointed agent for Maine,
May 20. 1924.
June’-14 21
called on George Rhodes recently.
CHARLES W. LITTLEFIELD.
Montclair. N J
Mrs. Clara Larrabee has closed her spring
Estalo of Clara J. Teel
term of High School at Washington.
NOTICE
June 7, 1924
Junel4-21-28
iMr. and i.Mrs E A. Leighir visited Mrs.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
Granville Turner Tuesday
May 29, 1924. she was duly appointed exe- J
Howard Lelghcr is working for Earl Boyn- ’ cutrix of the lastwill and testament
of ;
ton in Washington.
Clara J Teel, late of St George, in
the <
Bernard Leiglu r of Coopers Mills visited his County of Knox, deceased, without bond as
parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. E A. Lelg>lier Sunday, the will directs, and on this date was quallCENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Otis .bines called on E A Lclgher Sunday, fled to flli aakl trust.
The Famou, ShtM Mu,lc yak aaa adverClifton Leighvr is working for Andiew . All persons having demands against tlie
ti,«d In all tha leading ma,ajln,».
Rokes.
estate, are desired to present the same for
Carl Sukcforth and family and Mrs. Josie I settlement, and all indebted thereto are reOver
221
selection,—tend
(or
Sherman called on Mrs E A. Leiglier Sun- quired to make payment Immediately to
j
entalofue
day
]i
NELLIE M. AVERILL,
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Ma.
St George, Maine.
Mrs. Gertie Bradbury called on her grand- |
Maj31-June7-14
parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Overlock Sunday. 1 May 20, 1924

-----------------------

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Estate of S. Henry Gardner. Jr.

NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
May 29, 1924. she was duly appointed exe
cutrix of the last will and testament of S.
Henry Gardner, Jr., late of Rockiand. In the
(’ounty of Knox, deceased, without bond as
tlie will directs, and on this date was quali
fied to fill said trust.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present tlie same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately* to
DA MIE JULIA GARDNER.
Rockland. Maine

May 20, 1924

May3l June?-14

Estate of Harriet Boardman

106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. 244-W

117-tf

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Erskine & Co.

NOTH E

The subscriber hereby gives notice that on 417 MAIN ST.. --- - ROCKLAND
May 29, 1924. she was duly appointed execu
trix of the last will and testament of Harriet t
Boardman, late of Thomaston, in tlie County J
of Knox, deceased, wltiiout bond as the will
directs, and on tills date was qualified to fill i
Ladles! A»k your l»nif|Ui S
said trust.
I
(’ht*ekaa-tep • l>l«Moad Itraa
All persona having demands against tlie •
, Cilla in lied and Gold nicullic\
|
sealed with Blue Rlbboa. '
estate, are desired to present tlie same for I
I Take no other. Bay of j
settlement, and all Indebted therteto are re- j
DraaaUt. Akk for CUI-Ctfl
quired (o make payment Immediately to
DIAMOND BRAND FIL
CLARA R BABB.
|
years known as Best. Safest. Always
Machias, Maine.
SeUBYMtLMrtlSTSi
May
1924.
May31-June7-14

CHICHESTER S PILLS

I

Vi,

&

iH **'

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day
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Not
if‘Freak” ‘
Shoes

in town and are occupying their summer
home, Pinecrest
(Mrs. J. S. Mason of West Somerville. Mass.,
13 tiie guest of Mrs A. R. Haltord.
E Gill of B iston Mis rented tit? Studley
cottage at Meguntieook Lake for tlie season
/Mrs. Victoria Barbour widow of Isaiah
Barbour died Friday morning after several
months of ill health.
Funeral services will
be held Sunday at 3 p in.. R v. 11. 1 11 dt
of tlie t’ongrt gational church will offleiaie.
Mr and Mrs diaries Morton of Quincy,
Mass . are at Swan's Nest for a two w?iks
stay
Mr. and Mrs. Gookin are occupying their
cottage at the Lake for tlie season
Mrs. Dawley and daughter Maude are at
their cottage at Lake Meguntic k.
'Miss Charlotte Ingraham and Miss Marjory j
Curtis are home from Nasson Institute for
the summer.

WALDOBORO

WHY WALK?

PLANTS

FOR

WANTED

SALE

(Twenty of Mrs II. F Nadi’s friends as
sisted her In celebrating her birthday Friday
evening.
Gards were enjoyed'and Mrs. Nash
and her daughter. Mrs. Thomas served sand
(ANNUALS)
When they have such
withes, cake and coffee.
This was tlie
Asters, Pansies, Snapdraqon, Zinnias, Verbenas, Salvia, Sweet
second party given by Mrs Nash this week,
Wonderful Bargains in
the first being in honor of her wedding an
Atyssum.'Ageratum, Arctotis, Clarkie, Cosmos, Lobelia, Mignon
niversary when she and Mr. Nash were sur
ette, Red Nasturtiums, Phlox, Fringed Petunias, Scabiosa.
prised by a party of friends.
Mr and Mrs.
USED CARS
I Nash were tlie recipients on both occasions
HARDY PLANTS
To assist and act as waitress.
: : at the : :
of beautiful and appropriate gifts.
Baby’s Breath, Bleeding Heart, Canterbury Bells, English Prim
An important event In tlie Masonic history
Good proposition to right party.
of Waldoboro occurred Wednesday evening
Slender Foot Arch Fitters nre
rose, English Muskrose, Forgetmenots, Hardy Pinks, Irises,
when Grand High Priest David L Wilson of
Jacob’s Ladder, Foxglove, Lady’s Slipper, London Pride, Lark
not orthopedic shoes but slen
Bath presented a dispensation to the Royal
Rockland Country Club
spur, Mountain Daisies, Madonna Lilies, Pink Spirea, Polyanthus,
Arch Masons of Waldoboro and vicinity with
der appearing “style” shoes that
To Be Sold Regardless of Cost
tlie power to confer four more degress in this
Sweet William. White Spirea, Yellow Daisies, Yellow Lilies, Yel
70-tf
town
Tin* following officers were appointed
fit feet no other shoes will
low Alyssum, Lupin.
'
*
LISTEN IN
bv him: High Priest. R L. SheafT; King.
fit.
Fred Simmons; Scribe, Thomas Leavitt;
VEGETABLE PLANTS
ROCKPORT
15 Fords—4921 and 1922 models,
chaplain, Gardner Burnes; treasurer. Henry
Cabbage, Sage, Cauliflower, Summer Savory, Rhubarb, Celery.
Mason; secretary. WHliani Labe: captain of
$35 up—going this week.
For Sale
the host, Herman Castner; principal so
We also have Sheep Manure, Bone Meal, Potting Soil and
t-.-.
Miss Julia Valderwood who has
Ford Sedans, $275 to $300.
journer, Thomas L Richards; Royal Arch
FOR SALE Very best quality early cut
Window Boxes.
been the guest of her sister. Mrs.
captain Carl Longren: Master of the first
Ford Coupes, $250 to $325.
hay $18 ton delivered
Drop |M>stal to LUKE
vail, John Bradford, master of the second
William Whitney returned Wednes
K
BREWSTER, R. F I). Rockland. Me.
Ford Roadsters, $200 to $250.
vail, Steidien Jones; master of the third
day to her home in VInalhaven. She
72*74
vail, Otto Hasuner; sentinel. Samuel Brown.
Ford half-ton Trucks, from $65
After the appointments a banquet was en
[was accompanied by her nieces.
up. .
FOR SALE 30 foot launch equipped fori
RdCKLAND,
ME.
joyed
at
Bond
’
s
restaurant.
G9S75
Misses Feme. Cora and Marian
TELEPHONE 321-5.
sailing summer parties, excellent all around |
1-ton Truck—Cab
and
Body,
Richard Barthehuess will he seen in the
boat
Price reasonable. Wrlto to FOREST |
Whitney.
striking creation, “The Rond Boy" at the
1922 mode', $235.
COX ARY, Sunshine, Me., for appointment.
Star Theatre tonight.
This is one of the
J Mrs. Jacob Newbert who has been
1-ton Truck—Cab and Body—a
72-71
star's most telling successes and is sure to
confined to her home by illness is
bargain at $250.
draw a #arge audience as lie lias a host of
FOR SALE—Auto-player piano, good con-1
I convalescing.
admirer.; in town.
True, they relieve and prevent
1 Star Sedan—the cat’s eyebrow.
condition, $125.
RANKIN BLOCK, 6081
One of* the most charming social events of
Mrs. Mary F. Newbert of Rumford
Main St.
72*74
1 Star Depot Wagon—new as a
arch weaknesses but their cor
the season .took place Tuesday evening when
is visiting relatives in town.
June bride, $575.
j
Past
Matrons
and
Past
Patrons
night
was
FOR
SALE
OR
TO
LET
For
tlie
summer
;
rective features in no way im
I Mrs. James Ke.itp and Mrs. Wiiobserved by Wlwurna Chapter, O E. S.
At
1 Star Touring Car—1922 model
the residence of the late Capt. diaries E. |
pair their pleasing lines.
•5
30
supper
was
served
in
the
dining
hall.
Hall,
Miiliilf
Btnet
Hclgliis
mmv
Talbot
I
Ham l-ias^ett i f t Cirr.den were guests
—a Hum-dinger.
The table for the guests of honor was dec
Ave) ten room liwelling with rei’ctition ball, I
of Mrs. Gertrude• Havener WcdnesVim helf-ton Truck, $200. You
orated |n apnle blossom tints, dainty bas
hardwood floors, bath, laundry, electric lights,I
day.
kets filled with the blossoms adding to the
can’t beat it.
two fireplaces, spacious cellar and large at-T
beauty.
Tlie past matrons seated at the
tic, plenty oK well-located clothes closets. L
Wes’e.v Thurstcvn is at home from
Chevrolet half-ton Truck, $125
table were Mesdames Carrie Miller, Nellie
Lot 290 ft. frontage and 100 ft depth with I
Portland this wc ek.
—fairly given away.
Wade, Carrie Palmer, Eudora Miller, Viva
beautiful shade trees and a number of well |
Noyes. Bessie Kuhn. Lillian Reed and Lena
Herbert S. Incr.iham left Friday
1 Model 83 Overland for $50
selected fruit trees in bearing.
Large,
Benner. Tlie past patrons were E. J. H Mil
roomy stab’e.
Refer inquiries to ARTHUR I
for Weirs. X. II... vv’.c re he will be
Marked down this week.
ler, I G. Reed. K. L. Deymore and Fled
I.
ORXE,
417
Main
St..
Rockland.
Me
72-tf
err ployed at Th We?. < ; jr the sum1 1518 Maxwell, self starter, two
Eugley.
Tlie place cards were miniature
gavels for the matrons and squares and com
mer. This is his ninth sc ison at this
new Card Tires, $35.
FOR SALE—4’ure bred Shetland ppny.blaekl
passes
for
the patrons.. Tlie supper was in
young and gentle; pony cart, harness and I
popular resort.
1 Model 90 Overland—nice run
If the “ordinary" shoe docs not
charge of the following efficient committee:
saddle;
at very reasonable figures.
Apply!
Mrs. Charles Gerry h as returned
ning condition, $103.
Rose Clark. Isabelle Labe, Rena Crowell. An
A. AV. GRE<i()RY, J. F. Gregory Sons Co..,
give the required support, slip
nie Waltz. Ida Stahl
Tlie chairs at the
An Oakland Six that's a winner
frr n !>anville X . 11.. vvh ere she was
Rockland.
71-76
meeting tliat followed were filled by Carrie
your'fect into
called by the ilh .ess of her sister.
—, io big bargain.
FOR SALE IMare 7 years old. sound and I
Miller as W. M ; E. .» II. Miller as W P ;
Mis. Bc’inili Griffin, who se condition
LOOK IN
kind, weight between 1500 and 1600; a fine I
Carrie Eugley. as A. M.; Carrie Palmer as
horse,
only too heavy for me. Second house T
conductress
;
Viva
Noyes
as
associate
conis ft 11 tied t ' I- s in, whit improved
at our
• • * «
below Wentworth Corner on Friendship road |
ducfhws; I. G Reed as secretary; Lillian
NEW
FORD CARS, TRUCKS
Mrs. Minerva I: Piper announce.EDWIN W. SEAVEY, R F l> 2. Box 90. |
Reed as treasurer; Bessie Kuhn as Adah;
A delightful hour was spent by The
AND TRACTORS
Warren, Me.
71-7i
the ettcaf.emi nt of her d .ughter Mis.Mary Wade as Ruth; Lena Benner as Esther;
Courier-Gazette correspondent at the
Nellie Wade as Martha ; Eudora Miller as
They are ready for immediate
Be'.fn I’.vt.ctt Piper t> Mervyn Bi d
FOR SALE The Mill River Schw’Jiousc 1
faptist vestry Wednesday afternoon,
Electa
;
Kervin
Deymore
as
warder
ami
Fred
ami lot.
delivery
of Be’fast. Tin- marriage will taki
Eugley as sentinel.
A reception to the
when the pupils of the grade schools
Tlie Wadsworth street schoolhouse and lot.
WE HAVE
place in the late summer.
Past Matrons and Patrons followed.
A de
under the skilful nVinagement of
Tlie Bailey schoolhouse and lot.
lightful feature was tlie presentation of pinks
News
ias
been
received
cf
the
1
two-seated
Express
Wagon
Tlie
Gleason street schoolhouse and out
Mrs. W. H. Sanfborn, director of mu
to the guests of honor by the pnsent
buildings—the lot not Included.
death
cf
H.
I..
Withee
’
s
mother.
Mrs
Prison
Road
Wagons
Worthy Matron. Ida C. Stahl
An appro
sic, gave an exhibition of music and
AT
OUR
ICE
HOUSE
DOOR
Apply
to the SELECTMEN OF THOMAS I
440 Main Street.
New and Second-Hand Harness
William Worstcr < f Blanchard, which
priate poem was given by Mrs. Stahl with tlie
acting that won much applause for
TON^Maims___________
71-73
presentation
Past Matrons Carrie Miller
occurred
June
in
after
i
long
illness.
ALSO
those who took part and praise for
FOR SALE—Am buying larger boat, so ami
and Nellie Wade were each presented with
Opposite
Waiting
Room
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Fred
A.
Snow
are
1
Brand
New
Overland
Sedan
offering my lobster boat for sale; 20 ft.I
jewels.
A pleasing program was arranged
Mrs. Sanborn’s work.
Mrs. Sanborn
long, 5 ft. beam. 4 h p. Bietor. good C0Bdi-|
(A Little Beauty)
occupying their c ttage at Ballard
by Mfs Era SheafT, IMrs. Ma Viles and Mrs
desires to express her high appre
long, 5ft. beam, 1 li p. Victor, good condi-1
Gwendolyn Sampson, Past Matrons of other
For
Cash
or
Installment
Plan
Balk.
Mr.
snow
who
lias
recently
ciation of the faithful co-operation Milton French, Harold Roundy. Rob
tion.
$50 easii takes lie:-.
Communicate I
chapters.
Mrs. Gertrude McTeer of Wis
by mail. E. G. SIMMONS, ear. I. L SnowT
casset. Associate Grand Conductress, was
and support given her by every ert Creighton and L. C. Sturtevant. resigned his pastorate at Turner, is
EVEN
OLD
MAN
STATIC
guest of the chapter.
teacher whose help throughout the The banquet of 1924 lc.'t a gjod im sop'.yir. the Baptist church in
FOR SALE—THE FRANK CLOUGH FARM,
IClyde Benner is at home from Clark Uni
WOULD WHISTLE WITH JOY
Thoma.-ton for a few months.
Telephone 291-M
of 38 acres, opposite Oakland Park. A good!
year contributed so largely to the pression upon all.
versity, Worcester. Mass . for his vacation.
7-room
house witii barn connected by wood,
A. C. Moore was in Yinaihaven
IF HE COULD LOOK IN AND
Mr. and Mrs. K L. Deymore left Wcdnes
success of the afternoon. This is the
shed and carriage house.
Electric lights.I
day
for
South
Freeport
where
they
will
Wednesday and Thursday.
program presented:
nice
water,
good orchard. Plenty of wood,
LISTEN IN AT THE
ROCKLAND, MAINE
spend tlie summer.
CAMDEN
A large auto truck arrived in town
for
home
use
A
number
of
acres of blue
Mrs Airs. Ralph Deane and Joseph Jones
(Mazurka,
Saint Saens
berries with good field and pasture.
Isl
-----Thursday and moved Capt. David S.
were in Rockland last week
Higli School Orchestra
located
on
'State
road
and
car
line.
This,
Next week will be a busy tlmc_for Kent-S household goods to Norwich
Rev. Guy MctRiaidee and Miss Mary Cast
Picnic Day in the Woods—
is a very attractive place and would make,
ner have been delegated to tlie Baptist State
iSonps from Progressive Course Book One Camden High graduating class. The Conn., where his family will reside.
a fine summer home.
Apply to L. W. BEN
Sketch
C9-72
Convention in Sanford
THIS WEEK
Junior Prize Speaking will be held
NER, Real Estate Agent, 2 North Main I
Mrs. Irving Cain and son Robert
Rev Steid.cn H. Talbot and family were
Sub-primary Grades I-lT
71-73
Street,
Rockland.
70-7;
in town Tuesday en route to Rihodt Island
May Day Fete
A. E. M. Gretry at the Baptist church Monday night. are spending a month with relatives
where he has a mvv pastorate.
FOR SALE—in Portland Rooming house,
Grade IV
The Alumni banquet takes place in Whitinsville. Mass, and Andover.
Slumber Song,
'.Mr. and Mrs Nelson Thompson of Sche
1 rooms well furnished and dean.
Can,
Loomis Wednesday night at the Baptist
Wanted
UNION
arrange for light housekeeping.
Inquire at|
nectady. N. Y , are guests of .Mrs. Annie
Grade V Girls
N. H.
70*72
Music Everywhere.
Thompson.
M. White church and the graduation exercises
WANTED -Five women for demonstration ( ill RIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
Miss Katharine Robarts* Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W Scott have been at
Grade V Boys and Girls
employment.
Easy work, short hours, no
at 8 o’clock the following night at school class enjoyed a picnic at
Preaching service in the M. E
FOR SALE Tulips. CIIALES H NVE, 111
Humoresque,
tending the graduation exercises at Wallston
Dvorak the Opera House.
Lost and Found
s. lliiu’. Apply Ito; KLAXD < HAMBW OF John St.
70*72
The Graduation Orcutt’s Beach Friday afternoon.
church Sunday morning at 10 3”. Seminary this week
Their daughter, Miss
Orchestra
COMMERCE
72-74
Violet Song.
FOUND—PfM’ket Book containing small
Verdi Ball winds up the festivities on- Fri- |
FOR SALE Motor boat 16ft feet l«mg. 2>c I
Miss Helen Clancy is visiting The pastor will take for the subject Velma, is one of the graduates.
WANTED
—
Boy
to
work
in
THE
<
OI
’
RIER
Herbert Cudworth is moving his family into amount of money.
Grade VI
Owner can have by
horse power, in good condition. HERBERT,
day night.
of his sermon ‘The Poor Widow’s
friends in Boston and vicinity.
Apply to MR PERRY.
In Happy Youth,
Cramer
Clarence Davis’ house on Depot street
paying the expense.
W. J. HOPFSES, GA&ETTK Office.
KALLOCH, inquire at St. Clair & Allen’s.
Gen. George Presson. V. S. A., has
Malcolm Creighton
The Bible class of the1 M. E. church Two Mites,’’ There will be a solo
Friendship. Maine.
72*lt
70*75
WANTED—A position to do houscclenning
Long. Long Ago,
Thomas Haynes Bayly been invited to the Board of ’Brade will have a cooked food sale Tuesday by Otho Hatch and an anthem by the
TENANT
’
S
HARBOR
by
hour
or
day.
CALL
793J.
72*74
LOST—30x3% <*re on rim. somewhere in
FOR SALE The Del Bartlett place in I
tirade Yll
at its meeting of June 27 to spedk on afternoon, at the Rockport Ice Co.’s choir.
city.
Reward. »L. W. McCARTNEY, 3
Ttalia Beloved,
Donizetti
Vote for J. O. Brown for Represen the
WANTED—Man to oversee County trade. Union, situated on east side Sennebec Pond.f
“The National Guard.”
Gay Street Place.
Tel. 986-W.
71*73
Grade VIII
store.
Pay starts at once.
AH or part time. Apply to RILEY BRADFORD. R F D 2,|
tative,
first
North
Haven
man
in
the
Warren
70-78
Chester Leonard the young son of
America,
LOST—Eastman Kodak -Post card size. 1EDERAL NURSERIES. Rochester. X Y.
VINALHAVEN
field
for
ten
years.
—
adv.
70*72
Unison
72*lt
Mr. and Mrs. Lile Leonard who fell SIR EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
Liberal reward
I-H1LIP HOWARD 71-73
FOR SALE—Four new 5-ft, mowers, 2 new,
*♦ ♦ »
Each machine warranted.,
from an auto truck recently and was
WANTED—Maid for general housework. 4-ft. mowers.
LOST—Saturday, June 7. between Thomas
Price $75 each.
WALTER S BENNER. R.,
T. H. S. Graduation
Arthur Brown arrived Thursday from
ton and Woolwich tire 34x4H mounted on For information call 46-11, THOMASTON
injured seriously is making a good
F.
D.
City.
Box
70
Tel 609-M.
70The sudden death yesterday morn <on to spend the summer months with his
71-73
rim. Notify ROCKLAND GARAGE. 70-72
Tlie class of '24, Thomaston High recovery.
parents.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Fred
Brown.
ing of Sir Bdward Baxter Perry,
FOR
SALE
—
Nice
6
weeks
old
pigs,
WANTEDDraii
able
hoarding
place
for
School was graduated at Watts hall
M4ss Lillian Bixby died Wednes aged 69. at his summer ’mint on Meliss Lettie Carter of Rockland is the guest
aged lady.
Inquire at 25 CLARENDON ST., Two yearling heifers and a last fa"_
of her cousin. Miss Bertha Miller.
Wednesday evening.
The decora day at her Washington street home.
Summer Cottages and Board or telephone H24 R
calf.
FREDERICK F MONItOK. ‘*1
71*73
gunticook street, Camden. removes
Meredith Trefrey has returned from Uni
Thomaston, Me. Tel. 647-14.
tions were very simple.
The front
An electric cooking demonstration a noted figure in the realm of music. versity of Maine for the summer.
TO LET—Cottage at Ginn’s Point. Crescent
WANTED—Neat girl or middic aged woman
of tlie platform wa« banked with will be held under the auspiejs of
Bliss Leola Nichols was home this week to
FOR SALE—30 pigs $6 each;
four!
Beach, fully furnished, flrepla'Pv and garage. for very liglit work in family of two; one
He was known as the blind nianist.
graduation.
E. H SMITH, Gicnmere
Tel
MRS F H. SANBORN. 80 Pleasant Ht
Tel. who prefers to go home nights
Hours 9’to shoafs.
green boughs, with red lilacs in
the G. A. B. Club next Thursday in celebrated for his musical abilities attend
'Mrs. Howard Dunbar of Rockland is vis
9-23 Tenant’s Harbor.
70*72
903
-W
71-tf
6
No
washing
or
ironing.
TEL.
439.
serted. Vases containing tulips were Golden Cross hail. Miss Josephine
iting
relatives
in
town
in Europe as well as in this country.
TO LET Seven room cottage. “Tlie Out __________________________________ 7Utf_
FOR SALE 2 Airedales, botli of good dis
set at intervals upon the front of the A. Gotts, a well known authority on Mr. Perry had arrived on the morn
Mrs Frank Donovan of Lynn, Mass., is the
look.’’ at Crescent Beach
Apply to MRS
WANTED—Position as boatman wanted position ; rabbit hound, 1 coon and skunk
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
stage.
MEDICINE
cookery, will be the demonstrator
SARAH TOLMAN. Waldoboro. Me.
70-tf
through the summer months.
A. C. MIL hound, at reasonable prices.
MRS A. O.
ing steamer Friday from Annville. W;l?i a ms.
iTlie exercises were simplicity it
LER, VInalhaven, Maine
71-73
START, West Rockport. Tel. Camden 152-41.
At the regular meeting of Seaside Pa., where he was pianoforte inRobert Se’.iger of Camden was in town
FOR SALE OR TO LET -Ocean House.
70*73
Thursday
self and carried out in an informal Chapter, O. E. S., Monday evening,
Port Clyde. Me.
14 chambers, garage. BllWANTED—Capable woman to work in fam
struc^r at Lebanon Valley College.
Mr. and Mrs Oscar Waterman. Miss Ber
iard Hall partly furnished. Address ALDEN ily of three.
One willing to go in country
FOR SALE- House of seven rooms at Gienmanner.
The classes were mar the Associate Matron. Mrs. Mary
nice Clements and Kenneth Gillis of North
ALL
E. STUDLEY. R. No 2. WaJdoboro.
66-tf
mere witii about a quarter acre of land J
C C. CHILDS. Union. Me. Tel. 11-21
shaled in to the music of the High Joy, in behalf of the Chapter, pre
Haven were in town Thursday to attend the
71-tf
ST. JOHN’S DAY IN CAMDEN
Would make a good summer home.
ED
graduation and bail.
TO LET—For tlie summer, furnished house
School orchestra of ten pieces. Lu sented to Mrs. Anna P. Grinnell, a
WARD A .SEAYEY, Warren, Maine
Lock
PURE
THORN
Mr and Mrs. R. Mont Arey left Saturday
WANTED—Girl for kitchen work.
of seven rooms at South Cushing, Maine,
Box
190.
69*74
ther Clark, leader, and Miss Gladys signet ring, bearing the emblem of
70-tf
Camden
Comma ndery,
Knights f< r Boston where they will visit relatives be
pleasantly located on the Georges River DIKE HOTEL
Long pianist.
The High School the order, in recognition of her faith Templar, on St. John’s Day will have fore leaving for Pliiladellipliia.
$150 for the season.
AXXIE FILLMORE,
FOR SALE WOODWORK MACHINES 18
WANTED—At once, girl for general house
Marguerite
Chapter,
0.
E
S
.
will
observe
Mars
Hill.
Maine
63*7l-tf
surface planer and matcher; 12 inch
chorus .sang two selections.
ful services as soloist for the past as their guests Palestine Commandwork
MRS. HAROLD COXXOX, 73 Sum inch
Matrons' and Pataons night Monday and
buzz
planer; 36 inch band saw: 10 inch
A speaker for the evening had been few years. The Wtartby Matron. ery of Belfast. In the morning there Mrs. Scott Littlefi’ld will receive the de
70-72
TO LET OR FOR SALE—At a ba-galn, iwo mer St
lathe, complete witii bed; variety wood work
furnished summer cottages, 8 and 9 rooms, at
arranged for in the person of H. G. Mrs. Bertha Sylvester, gave a very- will be a parade in Camden, after grees.
These ceremonies will be followed
er: rip saw table; gang saw arbor; double
of
WANTED
HOUSEKEEPER
in
family
Owl’s Head, Maine Address B F. HUSSEY, three
emery wheel stand witii carborundum wheels;
Libby. Professor of Debating and interesting report of the meetings of which a steamer will be taken for by an entertainment and banquet.
Address BOX 174, Camden, Me.
30 Church street., Everett, Mass.
46*83
'Raymond Lunge who has been the guest
sliatting. hangers and Belting..
HERBERT
70-7:
Public Speaking at Colby College. the Grand Chapter recentlyir hethl in Deer Isle, where a 1 ibster dinner will of ’Miss Doris Flfleld left Friday for Kenne
Tel
COTTAGE
AT
CRESCENT
BEACH
—
To,
wantp’r" -General maid in family of two. B. BARTER. 276 Main St , Rockland.
For
He based his address upon Phil. Portland. Following the meetirjg an
-23
GS-tf
s^wed. In the afternoon there will bunk
rent for the summer; has five sleeping rooms Must he Protestant and have some knowlHarry Snow has returned from Bates Col
3:12.
The address was interesting, en,t€rt?ininfJ’r?Sram WaS giVe."' a?d be a ball game anil other sp ,-ts. I:.
and large living room, with flreplftce, fine
Colds
FOR
SALE
FARM
My
farm
situated
in
Wages excellent. Good
lege for the summer.
kitchen.
Every room furnished.
Fine well e’ge of cooKing.
instructive and elevating.
The au refreshments of ice cream and cake the evening, upon the return to Camuntil Sept. 13
Apply CHAMBER OF Union, Me., consisting of 150 acres, equally
Mr. anil Mrs. Merritt Lenfest arc at Seal Bay
and
of water.
E. B HA8TINU0.
43-tf
divided
in
tillage,
pasture
and
wood.
Sold
COMMERCE. Rockland
70-72
for the summer.
dience paid close attention to its were served.
den, there will be a buffet supper at Farm
on easy terms
50 tons hay. with or with
SELL OR RENT—Summer cottage at
il’erey Merrill left Thursday for Lisbon
Throat
WANTED To buy or rent wheel chair out. A. E. VOSE, Rockville. Me
delivery and at its close gave the
67*71
the Masonic hall. Deports received Falls and will return Saturday with a large
Pleasant Beach, South Thomaston.
Beau MRS
WALTER
MARTIN.
Emery
Star
Route
The Good Time Club met Thursday night by Eminent Commander Sir James F motor truck belonging to the Maine Farmers
speaker well merited applause.
tiful location.
Cottage romfortable and
Troubles
FOR
SALE
—
Fitted
hard
wood
$15
per
cd.;
T
«i
_•
6
•
______________________
ih.
12
_
Mrs. Nell Wiley at Lincolnville who
well equipped for at least six persons. Good
The singing of the class ode and with
small fitted round W’ood $11 per cd ; defied
served a baked bean supper’Which was'much Burgess indicates a large turnout of Supply Co.
WANTED—First class laundress for four cord wood $13 per cd.; round cord wood $11
garage.
ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland, Me.
the presentation of the diplomas by enjoyed. A large birthday cake was a sur members of the local Commandery
39-tf
days a week.
TEL. 183-R, Rockland.
pVER SIXTY-EIGHT YEARS OF SUCCESS
per cd
Address MIKKO LDFMAN, K. F.
Vote fcr J. O. Brow'n for Represen
Principal L. C. Sturtevant without prise to the club president as were the cups who will show true Camden hospi
70-7
D. Box 102. Rockland. Tel 263-11. 67*72
and
saucers
and
beautiful
vase
which
were
remarks brought the exercises to a presented to her
WANTED -The 2 volumes of Eaton's His
A most exciting ball game tality to the 150 Sir Knights from tatlve, first North Haven man in the
Miscellaneous
FOR SALE New Cabin Launch 29%x6%
close and passed the eiass of '24 was followed by a social evening in doors, Belfast.
field for ten years.—adv.
70*72
tory of Thomaston.
MRS. W. A NEW- Oak planking and frame. 25 ii. p. Standard
POULTRY FARM AND GOOD HOME FUR- GOMBE, Thomaston.
tlie guests leaving at a late hour : Mrs
70*75
into history.
Engine, jump spark, 4 cyl 4 cycle.
DR
niture. Equipment; Only $800—-Pleasant
Raymond Co’burn and mother Mrs. Millie
Sea Shells and Grit For
WANTED—Machinists, marine engine re ALLY>E PEABODY. Thomaston, .Me. 65-tf
The members of the class are Leland of Ellsworth were special guer-ts.
healthful surroundings, convenient depot
Before you insure your automobile
pair
men,
and
boat
builders
CAMDENFOR SALE—Thomaston Bowling Alley with
town; excellent advantages for family; 7
Stanley Clark Kalioch. Dorothy Helen
Mr. and Mrs Clayton Locke of Lexington. be sure you learn about “The First
Baby Chicks
acres for poultry, fruit, truck; apples; well ANCHOR ROCKLAND MACHINE (().. Cam tenement overhead.
Kellar. George Thomas Newbert, Mass., are at Camp Alderbush, Meguittlcook and Only Policy of Its Kind In Amer
67-72
Bunker Blacksmith Shop on Green street
Lake, for a two week’s stay.
located house, barn, large poultry house. den-. Me.
Harold Weibster Whitehill, Georgie
Would make fine garage.
Wcmin to sell at once includes horse, poul
iMr. and Mrs. E B. Dukeman of Los An ica.”
George Roberts & Co., Inc.,
WANTED—Family of four would like place 60x70.
Dwelling house on Beechwoods street, 7
try. implements, tools, furniture, etc., all for to board near golf course during month of
Taylor Wyllie, Ralph Otis Bourne, geles, are guests of Mrs. Dukeman’s sister. 10 Limerock Street, Rockland. Maine.
rooms,
excellent
condition.
Painted
or
Woven
Stripe
and
Mrs
Fred
L
Gilkey.
$8<m,
part
cash.
Details
and
how
425
hens
July.
Address T. K HEALY, 10 Sherman
Clarence Hayes Lunt, Sadie Frances
54-72
Flint farm. Beechwoods street, 6 rooms,
netted farmer $1,142 72 in year page 19
IMr. and Mrs. Stillman Kelley have arrived —adv.
Khaki Waterproof Wagon Covert,
Oliver, Chester Herman Slader.
2 acres.
House in good shape.
llltis. Bargain Catalog money-making farms.
8c to 11c per square foot.
Newhall farm. 40 acres, fields, buildings
WANTED—Two table girls at the THOSXCopy free.
STKOl’T FARM AOBNt’Y,
xcellent condition.
33 acres wood lot,
DIKF. HOTEL.
47 tf
906DG Old South Bldg , Boston, Mass
Telephone 225-R
The Alumni Banquet
arming tools.
72 It
WANTED—At all times Shaggy eats and
5-room house on Erin street. Good repair.
One hundred and
fifty-one sat
Highest prices paid. TEL. 352-14,
REDUCTION in price hard wood $2 15 per kittens.
These are bargains
Inquire DR. ALLYNE
W. F. TIBBETTS
ft fitted: $7 per % cord fitted; sol' wood JOHN S KAN LETT. Rockville. Me._31-tf
down to the tables at the annual ban
’EAB0DY, Thomaston
65-tf
slabs fitted $1.50; shims 11 big bun lies $1.
61 FRONT ST., ROCKLAND
quet to the graduating clasp of the
FOR SALE—Fairbanks-Morse
Electric
OLDEST GRADUATE OPTOME
SOUTH END WOOD YARD, C. F Prescott
To Let
Thomaston High School given by the
51Stf
Tel. 462-J.
72*74
Insist on Merrill's Shells for your
TRIST IN KNOX COUNTY
Alumni Association at the Knox Ho
TO LET—Two rooms for liglit housekeep
Poultry, and Merrill’s Baby Chicks
INC., 10 Lliiui$100 A WEEK. MAN WANTED WITH AM
(April 15, 1896)
tel Thursday evening.
It was a
62-tf
BITION industry and small eapkal.
You ing, iiKgMrn conveniences. 34 FULTON ST ,
as they contain all the minerals of
72-tf
can
make
above amount or more, distributing Tel. 4lFw.
merry company intent upon having a I
And fitting comfortable glasses at the
the ocean which is necessary to the
FOR SALE—New General Electric Motors
Rawleigh
’
s
Quality
Products
to
steady
Con
TO
LET
—
5-room
flat,
modem
improve

good time.
The well laid plans of
-5-10 h. p, with starters and switches; 60
health of baby chicks, and should
sinners.
Several fine openings now avail ments, to he vacated soon.
right price ever since.
94 Rankin St. vele, 220 watts, 3 phase.
Apply D.
the committee were carried through
able
Wc teach and help you do a hi* Apply (RIB’S GIFT SHOP*
be fed freely, and will be found a
72*74
HA ITER, 13 Rockland St , Rockland. Me.
70Tu&Stf
business
and
make
more
money
than
vou
without a hitch.
The attendance
60-tf
All the Latest Song Hits
preventative for leg weakness.
ever made before.
Give age. occupation,
TO LET—3 furnished rooms and kitch?nwas the largest for several years but
references
\V. T. Rawlelgh Co., I>ept. M ette. liglit housekeeping: adults only. MILSold by
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic, (Swan’s
mine host Leighton was equal to the
E 3913. Freeport. III.
63-S.78
TON M GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St. T I. 373-M
ilan l.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
72*tf
ication close by shore.
Garage and outKNOX GRAIN CO.
occasion and served a fine banquet.
SINGLE AND DOUBLE HARNESS for sale
uildings, water in house
Acre and half
Rockland, Maine
64-76
A very pleasing feature was the
cash or easy payments.
Have 1 set second
TO LET—Furnished rooms. 34 MASONIC f land.
Specials
Fine place for summer home. At
hand would trade for wood
C. F. PRES KT.
Tel 46-2
72-74
presence of several of the Academy
bargain.
Address DR. I. B. GAGE. AtCOTT. Rockland
Tel 462-J.
72*74
57*tf
scholars whose school days dated
TO LET—Garage for 1 ear at corner of intie, Me
WINTER CABBAGE PLANTS 50c per hun Broadway and Masonic street.
GUARAN
back to the fifties of the previous
FOR SALE—Covered body for ton truck, as
dred, early fall cabbage plants 75c per Hun TEE CLOTHING & SHOE CO.
72-74
century.
dred; tomato plants 35c per dozen; aster
C. E. GROTTON. Tel. 14-3 CamTO LET—Furnished front room
10
plants 33c per dosfcn.
L. E. CLARK, Lake
•Among the number were Mrs. Mary
57-tf
PLEASANT ST.
71*76
Ave . City.
Tel. 8C4-R.
Tltf
T. Andrews, Miss Mary J. Watts, Al
FOR SALE—Farm at West Rockport—80
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
TO LET—Furnished room, modern 21 MID cres.
HOME MADE DOUGHNUTS—Made by
fred C. -Strout and William .1. Tobey
Best money maker in Knox County.
71-tf
Mrs Etta Martin on sale at Knight Bros. DLE ST.
125Stf
!asy terms.
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St ,'
whose combined ages amount to 341
Market, Webber Market Co., E. C. Patter
: ; of s j
TO LET—Tenement at tlie North End.
C. dockland
Telephone 663-2.
53-tf
years.
A short business meeting
son’s and F. <). Haskell’s.
70*72
A. HAMILTON
71-73
FOR SALE—9-room house; hot water heat,
was held to listen to reports ar.d elect
ICE.
WOOD.
TRUCKING
—
Hard
Fitted
S. D. BEATON
TO LET—Modem centrally located rooms ?ment cellar; modern Improvements; large,
Wood $16.00 cord. Shims 10 bundles $1 00. for liglit housekeeping: also other rooms— arden.
officers.
The treasurer reported
New grocery business well stocked.
R. H. WITHINGTON. Tel. 361W
70-tf
$133.54 on hand.
The building com
in private family.
14 OAK St.
Telephone I. G GURNEY. 3 Park St., Camden. 47-tf
Will Be Furnished
.
117-W.
70*72
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, phot edge,
mittee reported money in hand to
FOR SALE—Small gas heater. cheap.
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL
IN THE FUTURE
42-tf
TO LET—Newly furnished rooms, !ind light
pay for all work contracted for.
MAN MORSE. 359 Main St Tel. 868-M
housekeeping
rooms,
excellent
location,
good
Pledges of labor in grading the
f
C9-tf
FOR SALE—Second hand Brunswick Cabi
: : by : :
home.
MRS. W II. MILLIGAN, 16 Sum
net Phonograph ; 2 Comets: 1 Bass Drum ; I
grounds were made and a movement
69-74
AUTO PAINTING BY HERBERT .ULMER. mer St.
Flat Back Mandolin. STUDLEY INC., Music
was started toward improvement in
expert, auto painter and finisher at STEVENS
TO LET—Storage for furniture, stoves, pi Dept.. Rockland
36-tf
GARAGE. 37 Pacific St Tel. 363-R.
outside appearance.
The associa
anos
Good clean rooms.
Inquire J. H.
67*72
MELVIN. 21 Gay St, Rockland, Me
Tel.
tion voted a gift of $30 to the school
FIRE, THEFT, PROPERTY DAMAGE AND
62-tf
Used Cars
RETAIL ICE DEALER
ORDERS TAKEN FOR Machine Hemstitch 624-M
building fund.
Principal L. C. Stur
ing.Pieot Edge and fancy work
MRS. JO
TO LET—Furnished rooms for light house
LATE
MODEL
DODGE 3-passenger Coupe,!
tevant gave notice that the Athletic
Tell. 361-W
SEPH NASSAU, 12 Edwards St.
67*72
keeping for couple.
MRS. II. BRl’WSTER, disc wheels, many extras
COLLISION
A-1 condition,
71-76
Association would transfer $100 to
72 Camden St
Tel 335-1.
57-tf
wonderful trade if sold at once.
Cash or
PUBLIC AUTO—A. WALKBR BREWSTER
the same fund.
The officers elected
P F. NORCROSS. Rixkland
Tel.
Residence 24 Maple St. Tel. 588-J. Prompt
TO LET—2 Small Camps furnished at Hos teinui.
302W.
73-It
were: Miss Rita Smith, president;
attention to all orders.
65-73
mer’s Pond by tlie week, or by tlie month.
EDWIN A. DEAN, Roekland, Maine
Tel.
FORD COUPE, 1921 price $200—good con
Henry McDonald, vice president;
321-5
69-80
dition. TEL 395-J.
71*73
such work call 349-M Rockland.
Miss Leila -Clark, secretary and
JOHNSTdN. 16 Pleasant St.
TO LET—Furnished house on Summer St.
At Expiration of the Policy
1917 TWIN SIX PACKARD, model 2-33, hi
FLOWERS SOON FADE
treasurer.
The issue of the Alumni
MRS. A C. McLOON, 33 Grove St.
Td fine condition.
Price low for cash.
A. C.
TRUCKING. MOVING AND
ERRANDS
the only memorial that endures it a
Annual as read by representatives
67- tf
JONES. 5 Talbot Ave . phony 576-R. o
done promptly. Go anywhere.
C. 0 HAR 233-M.
carefully built
from the different classes produced
INSURE YOUR AUTOMOBILE WITH US
FIREPROOF
GARAGE,
phone
889.
70*tf
ADEN.
Tyl 136-.51 or 629-J.6l-tf
TO LET—June 20th modern and convenient
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
j
much merriment and was highly in
ihe room apartment, shed and cemented cel
1922 DODGE SEDAN; 1921 Dodge Touring
of granite or marble that retains its
lar. gas and coal range, city water, elec- 1921 Ford Coupe; 1920 Ford Touring.
All
teresting.
The singing of a quin
ROCK
and
delivered.
Work
guaranteed.
THE "AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY
,
trie
lighis,
flush
closet,
gas,
iiard
wood
floors
in
perfect condition.
Price reasonable
53-tf
beauty and withstands time and the
LAND HARDWARE (X). Tel 791.
tette composed if Misses Mabelle
Stake Body, Closed Cab, Two
i on lower floor, all in fine condition.
ROB- BENJ. MILLER. 26 Rankin St., Rockland.
elements.
Brown, Jessie Stewart. Jessie Craw
‘ ERT 1 . ( OLLINS. 375 Main Street. 67-tf
>M*2 Tel 692-J.__________________ 70*72
Spare Tires, 1923 Model, A1 Con
■ ■■i
■
............... —.......... —
Wc give careful attention to distinct
the Rockland Hair Store. 3C8 Main St. Ma
ford. Christine Moore and C. Helen
TWO "OVERLANDS, Revere Sport Model,
dition.
Price
Reasonable.
orders
solicited.
HELEN
C.
RHODES.
legible lettering.
Russell, all costumed was the most
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish Cole 8 Sedan, 4 cylinder Cadillac, 1. A. C.,
l-t»
• Rockland for sixty years.
Large Ford Touring, Dodge Runabout.
STEVENS
See our designs and note our reas
taking number in the program and
'** *•*•, a’MI bottle 30c. BURPEE FUR- (iARAGK, 57 Pacific St. Tel 563 R.
NEW AND SECO*
onable estimates.
GENERAL AGENTS
won great applause.
The closing
-ANY.
1-tf
67*72
ing. Crock.-” M
■ I
and S'.’ ,«<JJi«A)mfiela. N J. 2^52
number was a take off on the pirate
PJFRED S. MARCH TrucS,etnetcat1
,ic steam heating plant used
BIG TRADE IN RLO 7
pa______ _
425
Main
Street,
Rockland,
Maine
TEL.
124-3.
tf.®
scene in the Prince and the Goose
CALL 672-M
ncludes radiators and colls in good condition A. C. JONES, Appersoa'
-/l The New Monumental Warerooms
62-tf
l down. THE COURIER- Agents.
Tel. 576-R or Fireproof
Girl.
The pirates were A. C. Strout,

Miss Rita Smith is at Northampton
attending commencement at Smith
College.
Mrs. Arthur Elliot and son A'.beit
spent Wednesday in Hebron.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gleason of Ar
lington and daughter Mrs. Walter
ladder of Taunton, Mass, are the
guests <rf Mra. Harold Gleason.
ltev. F. A. l.uce will preach at the
Baptist church Sunday morning and
wetting.
Miss Harriet-Burge's is attending
commencement cf Smith College at
Northampton.
She will be absent
one week.
The J. B. Pearson & Co. factory
will dose today (Saturday) for two
weeks.
Miss betitia Creighton who has
visited Mrs. A. D. Davidson in Win
chester, Mass., several weeks, is at
home.
St. John’s Episcopal church ser
vices Sunday
will
be—Evening
prayer with music and sermon at
7.30 preceded by the church school at
6.20.
The Guild will meet at the
parish room at 2 p. m. Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Flint and
young daughter and Miss bincoln of
Now York called upon Mrs. A. F.
Rice. Miss M. J. Watts and Capt. W.
J. Ttlbey Monday.
Misses Ida and Myra Blunt of
Boston spent the weekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Blunt.
They came
here intending to buy a home but
were unable to make satisfactory ar
rangements, so have bought a fine
residence in Camden where they will
make their future home.
They have
conducted White Rock Cottage at
Bayside the past twelve years.

Capable Girl or

Woman

Waldoboro Garage

EDWIN

A.

DEAN

ICE
FOR SALE

$3.00 per Ton

ROCKLAND FUBBER CO.

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.

Waldoboro Garage

In Everybody’s Column

FATHER
JOHNfJ
FOOD,

MERRILL’S

AWNINGS

•♦••

OREL E. DAVIES

SHEET MUSIC
20c and 25c

i

WE ARE RETURNING
TO OUR POLICYHOLDERS

|

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

THE
ICE CUSTOMERS

25 PER CENT
OF ALL PREMIUMS PAID FOR
Automobile

R. H. WITHINGTON

INSURANCE

FOR SALE

FORD TON TRUCK

E. C. MORAN & COMPANY

S. D. BEATON

captain, W. J. Tobey, E- OB. Bur»ess,

J1 Park

St., Cor. Brick,

ROCKLAND

42-tf

Every-Other-Day
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FLAG DAY PROGRAM

Social Circles

sanborn pupils recital

Thursday afternoon in the flower,looked hall of the Elks’ Home was
hold the annual piano recital of puL------- :
~
-------'
=~
n .dillllon to personal notea recording
H'" °f Mrs. Ruth E. Saniborn, two
departures and arrivals, the department
Lobster Stew
|,u”.lla o£ Mrs’ L‘lian
Capping aaespecially desires Information of social hap
A
sisting with varying selections.
Appenings. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
Steamed
Clams,
Drawn
Butter
Pried
Shore
Haddock
a concert from 6.30 to 7.30 preceding plause wag gpnerously i,cstowed by
by mail or telephones will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................... 7s............ 771-770
the program proper. The address the guests and was well-merited bySaratoga Chit's
will be delivered by Bradford C. Re- li”‘ performers.
Mr. anil Mrs. R. S. Sherman with
Special Clams in Batter, French Pries
donnett of Wiscasset, one of the , lSid,n,'y Bird chanticleer of the parMrs. F. 8. Sherman arrived In New
State's ablest orators. The program
PaYpd with excellent conception,
Plain Lobster, in Shell, Saltincs
York at 7 o’clock Thursday morning,
Jeannette Smith gave an enjoyable
follows:
traveling from Boston on the fifth
rendition anti Helen Bird s work was
Tomato and Cucumber Salad, Mayonnaise
Opening—"Star Spangled Banner,’’
westbound trip of the S. S. Boston.
distinctive.
Those playing duets
Rockland Band
Introductory 'Kxerrl.es,
with Mrs. Sanborn showed interestAssorted Cake
Edward G. Meservey lias returned
Exalted Ruler and Oflk-ers
! ing capability.
Lillian Berliawsky’s
Prayer,
to Bangor, after a fortnight's sick ’
Ginger Ale
'
Coffee
performance was so good, that her
Rev B. .1. Clifford
leave.
Chaplain M. 8 Prison
little whim of closing with the chord
i Selection,
before the last in no way lessened
Oakland Style Pried Clams in Batter
Rockland Band
The Chapin Class will have a picnic
the appreciation spontaneously mani
Flag Record,
supper at Mrs. Jessie Bobbins' cot
French Fries
Saratoga Chips
E. V. I’lke
fested by the audience. Gladys Al
tage, Ash Point, Monday night.
All
Allar Service.
ley’s arm, hand and finger action was
Esquire
and
Officers
Bread
and
Butter
guests are requested to take a bowl,
Jin faithful imitation of her teacher.
Auld Lang Syne,
a cup and silver and to meet at W.
Officers and Members
Ruth and Marian Teel dtspilayed
OPEN 11 :C0 A. M. TO 10:00 P. M.
Elks Tribute to the Flag,
O. Hewett Co.’s store at 5.30 p. m.
painstaking ability. Nathalie Jones,
John
A. Karl, I’. E. R.
Lunches
at
All
Hours.
Special
by
appointments
made
by
tele

daylight time.
Selection—Southern Melodies,
after but five months of study,
phone for any time.
Rockland Band
gracefully fulfilled her manifold re
Reading of Prize Eusaya and awarding of
Miss Marion Webb, who has been
sponsibilities.
Harrison Sanborn,
prlr.es
the guest of Miss Gwendolen Wolfe
You are invited, to try our unexcelled cuisine and prompt
Address,
Jr„ whose work has been cf the ab
in Ponkapog, Mass., has returned to
Bradford €. Redonnett
service and to enjoy the friendly atmosphere
sorbent variety, gave1 a praiseworthy
America,
her Masonic street home.
of our casino.
account of himself.
Katherine
Rockland Band
Prizes in gold will he awarded to J Creighton deserves special mention
Mrs. William Leonard and Miss
members of the schools in Knox as soloist as well as in th^ picasing
Annie Leonard left Friday for New
------------------------------------ -- :------------------ county for the best essays written J trio which proved the individual talYork, where they will join Mr. Leon
Mrs. E. W. Freeman entertained the wit'h cards and it tvas rather late about the American Flag, especiallyicnts bf the Thomaston group,
ard.
Chunnny Club Tuesday in honor of when the party broke up. All speed for this occasion. The members of Annie Leonard and Freda Sylvester
Mrs. iJeola Rose is in New York the birthday of Mrs. It. S. Clement of records for Cushing roads were bro- Rockland Lodge will march to the in difficult selections showed devotinn and skill.
Frances Chatto
for a visit of several weeks with her Rath. The club presented Mrs. Clem ken by a Buick with a bell on the theatre in a body.
performed well her task ns did Vanent with a piece of cut glass.
radiator when a mysterious (lash
daughter, Mrs. Ogarlta Rose Itugg.
gie Perry and Muriel Ripley.
Dim
light swinger appeared in a dark
inutive Ruth Dondis was in a class
Thursday night there will be no patch of woods.
iMiss Hilma
Bradstreet
went
by herself, counting all but audibly,
Thursday to Vlnalhaven where she meeting of the Relief Corps, as the
marking the accents with her ewayFred Ludwig returned Thursday
will attend the graduation and spend annual convention takes place in
l ing bit of a body and accurately
Portland on that date. A large del from Auburn, where he has been
her vacation.
i presenting several well memorized
egation from 'Rockland will attend. visiting his sister, Mrs. E. A. Earle.
I selections.
Mrs. Sanborn accom
IMrs. Elsie Dodge Reed of New The sum of $90 has been raised dur
panied the songs and the recitation,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Rodney Weeks
castle was the guest of her former ing the year toward defraying the
, which gave apparent pleasure, as
pupil. Miss Hilma M. Bradstreet expenses of past presidents who at and children of Detroit, accompanied
On Some Smell Lots of
'presented by the two young vocalists
by Strs. Emily Abbott, arrived yes
tend.
Wed nesday.
WOMEN’S WHITE CANVAS
who are winning added favors at
terday and have opened the BdXvards
OXFORDS
AND
PUMPS,
each appearance.
Mrs. A. C. Jones
Mrs. Bernice Havener and Mrs. cottage at Ash Point. Mr. and Mrs,
Rev. Ida M. Bradstreet is attend
Leather Soles and Some with
I joined Mrs. Sanborn in serving cakes
ing the Advent Conference at Port Doris Damon are spending the week Henry E. Edwards are enroute from
Rubber Soles—most all sizes
j anil punch, completing a thoroughly
end in Portland, the trip being made Jackson, Mich., by automobile -and
Clyde this week.
enjoyable afternoon.
The program:
in the lot
in the Damon car.
will arrive here in about a week for
their usual all-summer stay.
Allegro from Id Byrnnhony,
Mozart
airs. Damie Landers* has returned
Your Choice
Annie Leonard, Mrs. Sanborn
Misses Rhandetia and Grace Arm
front a vteit with her sister in Union.
j Beginnings,
strong, daughters of Dr. and Mrs. W.
Mrs.
98 CENTS
abel Oa?oo
W. Harrison Sanborn, Jr.
H, Armstrong, left on Thursday guest of Mrs. Chai
Charles S. Hall in
| Studies in F,
Bilbro
This is an exceptionally good
Mr. and Mrs. Clarke B. Frost en
Ruth Teel
night’s boat. Miss Rhandena for Con Portland the past week.
trade
tertained friends at the A. J. Bird
Hunting Song,
Dana
cord, N. II., where she will continue
Vangie Perry
cottage, Wheeler’s Bay, Thursday
J
Soprano
—
"A
False
Prophet,"
Scott
her
University
Extension
work
and
Mr.
and
Mid.
If.
N.
McDougall
WOMEN’S PATENT
LEA
evening. Picnic supper was served.
Reading—"The Usual Way,”
Fergus
tMiss Grace to Kent, Ohio, where she and Mr. and Mrs. M. It. I’illsburv are
THER CUT OUT NOVELTY
Miss Adelaide Cross
flanjo Song,
Schaefer
SANDALS
The members of Grade 7A greatly will be assistant to Mi»3 Lois Tre- booked today for- West Harpswell to
Muriel Ripley
enjoyed the class picnic which was fetheren, a former Rockland High attend the summer reunion of the
Barearolle.
Koehler
$2.98
to
$5.50
teacher,
in
the
State
Normal
College
Friday
Evening
Assembly
Cluib,
the
I
hetd Monday at Oakland Park. The
Polka,
Koehler
party being given by Mr. and Mrs.
Frances Chatto
lunch, a community affair, was espe as dietitian.
Something for the Children—
Funeral March of a Butterfly,
Cadman
C. W. Alexander of Portland at their
cially delicious. - The class thanks
Low in Price and Long in
Gladys Ailey
Charles A. Rose has reappeared at summer home. Fifty couples are
Mrs. Louis Fickett and Miss Lena
Indians.
Bilbro
WEAR
Flying Horses.
Thorndike for their services rendered his place of business after a fort cluib members and it is expected they
Nathalie
Junes
Solid
Leather PLAY
OX
night’s illness.
will all ‘ be there."
as chaperones.
*

OAKLAND SPECIAL SHORE DINNER

Rockland Lodge. B. P. O. E., will
hold its annual Flag Day exercises
tomorrow evening in Park Theatre,
where the Rockland Band will give

10flewFeatures

OMewFeatures
ONewFeatures

Dall-btarini truth!

Mtiiptf
JWf life dauM!

Have you had
your demonstration
of

F5he

SPECIAL

It BEATS...

PRICES

Mrs. Earle Cariette and daughters
Mrs. Georg? E, Horton has re
Mrs. William Gabriel a n and Mrs.
Lucius Ycrk have returned front Borothy and Marion are visiting Mrs. turned from Port Jefferson, N. Y„
Carlette’s sister, Mrs. Orlin Bishop, where she spent a few weeks with
Portland.
of Presque Isle.
Capt. Horton, visiting Mrs. William
Hortoft nt Bt istol, R. I.
Miss Katherine Metnnes has
A. E. Earle of Auburn and Mrs.
turned from Somerville, Mass.
Lilia Webber and Mr. and Mrs. N.
Benjamin F. Smith this week
Romaine Q. Merrick, chief prohi B. Flanders of Waldoboro are vlsit- opened Clifford Lodge, where he was
joined Thursday by his daughter,
bition director for New Y’ork and ‘n° at 1'red Ludwigs.
Mrs. Baldrige. At the same time Mr.
New Jersey, comes tomorrow night to
spend a week with his family at the
"What are you going to have for and Mrs. Clifford W. Wolfe arrived
home of Miss AdaPerry.
Mrs.
supper, Ethel?” asked Edward O'B.) from Boston and have opened TillMary Perry will motor back to Long Gonla. as they motored toward their: son Farm, their summer
home at
Uland with them.
Cushing cottage Thursday.
Five!Giencove.“The Barn.”
the scene of j

I

(Miss Doris Black is tittending c .m- surprised dismay that they had a receiving some touches that will add
to many
its attractiveness,
the grounds
mencement
at Wheaton
Colege.
whole
cottage
full of
friends
fortosup
 . so
Hi
___
minutes
later Mrs.
Oonia
found
her
joyous social occasions,
is
per, but she found too that the sup and drives of Warrenton are being
George
Adams
is
home
from
BowPer
cares
had
vanished
for
the
big|quite
extensively
gone
over
and
this
me
doin College for the summer vacation, table was groaning under a load of beautiful environ of the city is "all
___
eatables. A jolly evening was spent set” for another enjoyable summer.
Frank T. Pearsons
a guest for
the summer at Wanet Inn, Tenant's Harbor.
J^s. Lona Wyman of Portland and
little granddaughter Bcrl Blumenthal,
are visiting Mrs. Wyman’s mother.
Mrs. D. W. Bewail and sister, Mrs.
Wallace Weed. 10 Gay street. They
are also visiting Mr. and- Mrs. Austin
W. Smith.

THE

Sonatina,
Gypsy Song,

FORDS and BAREFOOT
SANDALS

$1.00
Sizes 8’. z2 to 11

Sizes 1P/2 to 2

$1.35
Kinds of Sneakers and
Tennis Shoes at
Money Saving Prices

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

•

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lamb of
Peterhoro, N. H„ are in the city for
an extended stay.

Should the persistent failure to bring peace and the
collapse of nations fill us with despair?

Miss Emily Perry of the class of
’24 Central Maine General Hospital,
is spending a two months’ vacation
with friends in Camden and vicinity.

Aitd now Christianity develops a rift.
Modernists
destroy faith in the Bible; the Finidanientalists hold for
unquestioned acceptance of creeds.

These conditions, foretold in the Bible, when rightly
understood unfold the Creator's beneficent designs for
man’s happiness on earth.

B. M. RICE

Take advantage of this service

Clementi

1

Last Time Today

Richard Talmadge

OUR

yet.

“THE FAST EXPRESS”
Chapter Eight

Monday-Tuesday

"The
Dangerous Blonde”
—With—

LAURA LaPLANTE

in

<7 ffammounl (picture

“THE WAY OF A MAN”
Chapter Pour
SCENIC

COMEDY
WED.

“YESTERDAY’S WIFE”

LAST DAY

DIMITRItnoouio
liUGlOWrrZKl

The drama of a girl cast into the depths

by a man—fighting her way up—reaping
her

revenge

around her.

on

the

men

who

flutter

In it yOu’ll sec the Negri of

"Passion”—again the fiery

love actress.

with
Rchert W.
Frazer,
Edescn &
Joieph
Swickard

From the story by Dimitri Buchowetzki Screen play lev
I’aul Bern

«t

NEWS

COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

"THIS

FREEDOM'

HERE

If you knew

We thank ycu for your splendid patronage.

[tobocc

LORING
and the

"GREENWICH VILLAGE REVUE”

as much about our
cigars as we do, you
would smoke enhj the

Feature picture today—

WA]\TT m ID

________ “THE SUPREME PASSION”

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
KENNETH McDONALD in
“WHAT LOVE WILL DO” '

ggg

I

to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our sec
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange new mod
ern furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

COMING—"UNDER THE RED ROBE"

Rockland

ST

^JEGCI

Remember, that there are two shows tonight—commencing

BEN

(Daylight Saving Time)
Seats Free
No Collection
International Bible Students’ Association

Essex

MONDAY-TUESDAY

And we are aoing to endeavor to give you the best performances
at 6:00 and 8:30

SCENIC

—Also—

It’»

IT’S

BABY PEGGY

"Fast Company”

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
lIBIIIIIMliB

..liiui.iilllllllllnnllll.

Hudson

—With—

TODAY
COMEDY

T1
Pi
1
Au 1 he dtrand

R M RICE Is a trav
eling representative of
die I. B. S. A
He
brings a view of world
events as
broadened
through
his contact
with
conditions
The
lecturer
uses
specific even’s of our
da\ that fulfill proph
ecy.
The
general
theme is cover'd in the
booklet, “A Desirable
Government.”
10c
postpaid.
Address I.
B. S. A , 5ft Glen
Street, Rockland. M?

Union and Limerock Streets, Rockland, Me.

SNOW-HUDSON CO.

it

Sweeps—as it Cleans.

Plaid and plain polo cloth coats.
Misses’ and Women’s, $10.75, in our
Bargain Basement.
Also a few
tweeds priced at $10.
Be sure and
visit
our Basement Department.
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—-adv.

throughout the country.

Grand Army Hall

Rockland youngsters and oldsters
too for that matter will be pleasant
ly interested in the engagement an
nouncement made yesterday with
Miss Helen Piper. Rockland's popu
lar teacher of Domestic Science, and
Mervyn Bird of this city as princi
pals. Mr. Bird is now an optometrist
in Belfast. The wedding will take
place in the late summer.

BEATS—as

—Also—

'flie world's future is involved in present perplexities.

Local Union, 1066, Carpenters and
Joiners, will meet the siecond and
fourth Tuesday in each month until
further notice.

HOOVER—that

For the second time in two years
a Rockland student at the University
of Maine has won the prize of the
Class of 1873. awarded annually to
that member of the Sophomore class
who has showed the greatest im
provement in mechanical drawing
during the first two years of his col
lege course.
i
The prize, which is the interest of
a $1000 Liberty Bond, has been won
this year by Charles A. Sherer of
this city, it was announced at the
University of Maine Commencement
Monday. Donald F. Hastings, who
is also a Rockland boy, received that
honor last year.

Every cue of his schemes has resulted in dismal fail
ure. Must people abandon hope ?

Monday, June
8.00 P. M.

vicinity a demonstration of the New

PARK

In what product of man's wisdom can wc take refuge?

Miss Elizabeth McDougall arrived .
home from Wellesley College Thurs
day night.

month to give every housewife in this

GOOD FOR ROCKLAND!

millions now living will never die

Charles Stream, who has been
visiting his former home in this city, j
left by boat Thursday night for the
Sailors' Snug Harbor, N. Y.

this

Harris
Call 530 and we’ll send a HOOVER man to your home.
Marian Teel
I Etude
I A Song of Joj’.
Kochi
I Duct,
Gaynor
Ruth Dondis, Mrs. San horn
Scherzo,
Haydn
Elizabeth fretghton
Duct,
Gaynor
Nathalie Jones, Mrs. Sanborn
, Minuet,
Beethoven
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Helen Bird
i Valse.
Moskowskl
I Katherine Creighton. Elizabeth Creighton
Evelyn (J’.eason
llellcr
E:ude,
Annie Leonard
float Song,
Selia riven ha
Freda Sylvester
Ellis Mills, home from Syracuse
Sunnier Musings,
University, is getting his summer’s
Spangles,
Torjusaen
MATINEE, 10c, 17c
rest as an employe of the W. H.
Katherine Creighton
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c
Huntington Woodman Glover Co.
Nocturne.
•
in
Jeannette Smith
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 7:00, 8:45
Soprano- 'To You.”
Roden beck
DAYLIGHT SAVING
“A Little Coon’sPrayer,”
Hope
Miss Margaret Harrington
By a Meadow Brook,
MacDowell
-The Theatre with the Big Pictures
Idilio,
Lack
Bouree in G Minor,
Bneh
THE THEATRE AROUND
Lillian Berliawsky
Morse
.Melodle Mignon,
THE CORNER_________
Sidney Bird
LAST TIME

CHURCH

NATIONS DIVIDED

The Sophomore and Freshman
classes of the High School presented
Principal Anna E. Coughlin with a i '
token of their esteem Wednesday in
the shape of a handsome desk set in i
old rose and gray.

Rockland

in

“THE LAW FORBIDS”

Mrs. E. W. Ames has returned
from Milton, Mass., where she was a
guest of her niece, Mrs. Elijah
Wildes, who accompanied her home.
to attend High School commence
ment.

Mrs. Grace Aylward of East Boston
is visiting Mrs. Clara Stream. 37 Ful
ton street.

Company * are

EMPIRE

AT WAR-

Mrs, Ajutha Peabody, daughter,
Mrs. Davis, and sons Elmer and Leon,
are visiting Mrs. Peabody's brother,
G. O. Wentworth, Maverick street.

When one of these HOOVER men
'calls at your home please feel free to
ask him any questions about the New
HOOVER, to have him demonstrate
it on any rug or carpet in your home.
He will call to render you this
HOOVER service and to show you
what the New HOOVER will do.

Five representatives of the Hoover

Central Maine Power Company

$1.25

All

as it sweeps
as it Cleans

Evelyn Gleason

Impromptu,

Sizes 5 to 8

NEW HO

279-285 Main St. Rockland
58-tf

SBfcEiBtS

i'll:': SISKSIs

710-716 Main Street

NEW LOCATION
.. ....................

-

................

:

e

?

Cor. Main and James

Tel. 896

NEXT

Every-Other-Day
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Page Eight
MONDAY’S

PRIMARIES

Will Be Marked By Eight Republican Contests and Six
Democratic Contests—Fells Are Open From 12 to 9,
Standard Time.
The primary (lection will be held VV. Haymond E -kine cf Rockland
next Monday, polls opening nt 12 and Arthur V. Patterson of Vinal
o’clock noon, and closing at 9 p. m. haven. The betting odds favor Pat
terson.
standard time, in both instanc?'?.
Both parties also have contests for
Although there appears to have been the county attorney nomination.
comparatively little discussion, there The Repul li an aspirants are ex-Muare in reality more than the usual nicipal Judge L. R. Campbell and
nun her of contests
Judge* of Probate A. L. Miles, while
V. S. Senator Bert M. Female? is • p- the Democratic dun comprises expoeed by ex-Congressman Frank E. Judge « f Probate Oscar H. Emery
Guernsey and Louis A. Jack. Mr. (f Camden and ex-County Attorney
Fernald’s friends do not believe that I hilip Howard of Rockland.
he will be refused the second te~m,
Each party has three candidates
although it is. claimed that Gin rn- f r the county commissioner nomina
sey’s iboom is receiving some imp tus tion. ’The Republican aspirants are
because of affairs in Washington.
Georg-' \V. Gushee of Appleton. J. D.
The race .for the governorship Pease of Hope and E. S. Vose of
nomination between Ralph O. B: < w- Cushing. The Democratic candidates
ster of Portland and Frank G. Far are William E. Bramii all of Friendrington cf Augusta is exciting by far, ? hip. J hn B. C ixckett cf North Haven
the most interest. The Kian is open- ' a nd Winfield S. Richards of Camden,
ly supporting Brewster, while th- >!d j
choice of a candidate for repline Republicans are staunchly sup- n, ....
to
the
Legislature
porting Farrington. Looks like a ... m
I: ck’.a nd
is
causing
as
toss-up.
: much local interest as the county
Both parties have a contest for contests, and lies between Glenn A
Representative, to Congress. In the Lawrence and Rodney I. Thompson,
Republican
party
Congressman who are both pledge! to work day in
White will have a strong following and day out for a Kennebec Bridge at
because of his personal popularity Bath.
and record in Congress, but on the
Thern is another Legislative Con
other hand many Republicans feel tes’. in the Vinalhaven class, where the
that Mr. White has not acted in ex Republican candidates are Leroy E.
act fairness with Cyrus X. Blar.haid (Ames of Vinalhaven and James O
and some of them do not hesitate to Brown of North Haven, and the
J I Democratic eundidates are Charles
the latter.
This will be a mm
Roman of Vinali.aven and Lamar
closer battle than was at
thought. In the Dt nwralic party) |„ the Thomaston -lass the Repul
B. E. Mcjntire is expected to have an lican cadidate is Hollis II. Gilchrest
easy win over Dr. Plummer.
cf Thomaston, and the Democratic
Neither party hits a content for candidate is Ralph W. Davis of
State Senator. George VV. Walker of Friendsh'p.
Warren will be nominated ’. v the
In the Reexport class the RepnbReptiblicae and Jesse Overlook “f; lican seeking the nomination is amVdashington by the Democrats.
! uel E. Norwood cf Warren, and the
For Judge of Probate Col. Edward i Democrat is Herbert N. Brazier of
K. Gould is unopposed in the Re i Rockport.
publican party, while Frank A. Tir- ! In the Camden class County Atrell, Jr., and II. L. W’ithee are fight jtorr.ey Zelrna M. ‘Dwinal of Camden
ing a wordless and bloodless battle ■ is the Republican candidate and
in the Democratic party.
»
I Miller B. Hobbs of Hope is the Dem
No Republican opposes Milton M ocrat.
Griffin, who hits given splendid strv- : Owing to the late hour of closing
ice as clerk of courts, but the Demo- j the pods and the fact that the first
crats have a three-cornered contest I rsturnS will not be received much
between Tyler M. Coombs and 41 r-! before 11 o’clock, daylight time. Thf
risen P. MacAlman of Rcckland and 1 .Courier-Gazette will be unable to
Ralph R. Rowell < f South T’toma- !(furnish returns 'by phone, except to
County
Treasurer Edward
those who are sending in the results
ston.
from other towns. Everybody is
Veazie is unopposed in the Republi cordially invited to be at our new
can party, and John L. Tewksbury is office while the returns are being
likewise the whole cheese in the tabulated. There is ampl? room,
Democratic party.
and the news will be freely given.
Both parties have a contest for
the sheriff nomination. In the Re
publican party Sheriff Rayipond E.
Don’t insure vour automobile until
Thurston is opposed by ex-Deputy you have heard how $1.00 bought
Marshal Lemuel A. Grant of Rock- >2500.
George Roberts & Co., inc.,
land, while in the Democratic party ’ 10 Limerock
Street,
Rockland.
54-72
there is a nice little battle !• tween ' Maine.—adv.

. IMPORTANT TO KNOW
Facts Concerning the Pri
mary Election Which Will
Be Held Next Monday.

VOTE

In response to many inquiries
Attorney General Hansford W. Shaw
has issued a statement in regard to
the operation of the primary election
law, as applied to' towns with over
2.000 .inhabitants, to cities with less!
than 35,000 inhabitants and to a few
instances where there is a special
primary law.
"No voter ha's a right to vote in a
primary election for candidates for
office, excepting the candidates of
his own party, for the reason that
by the .provisions of law. although
the primary election for ail parties
• s held on one day. the election is.'
to ail intents and purposes, an
election for tach party,'' says At
torney General Shaw.
■’No one can vote in a primary
election unli ss he is a qualified voter
in a voting district, and has been
enrolled in one of tlie political
parties.
"A person may change his enroll
ment at any time but shall ni t vote
if the enrollment has been changed
within six months prior to the elec
tion.
"The exception is made in the law
to cover the case of persons who
have not been enrolled in any party
prior to the election ar.d such voters
may enroll on the day of election by
signing a pajrer furnished by the
clerk, and may vote for the party of
his choice that day. but he must sub
scribe to an oath provided by law.
"Any person taking a false oath
i in any way violating the law re'ating to enrollment is subject to a
heavy penalty, if convicted.
"Tlie enrollment slips on tile in the
"lerk’s office cannot be dated back
so as to take the voter's case out
of the six months' prohibition limit,
rr.d any person doing so. or any of
ficial doing so. contrary to the law. is
subject tu heavy penalty, if con
victed.
"No Demi cratie voter can legally
oke part in a Republican caucus
If. howe.er. a Democrat, six months
prior to tlie election, has changed
Iris enrollment from the Democratic
narty to the Republican party, he
may vote in the Republican primary,
•ut he is a Republican and not a
Democrat, when he so votes, within
the meaning of the law.
"A Democratic voter who has not
been enrolled in any party may make
i new enrollment on election day and
declare himself to be a Republican
and vote in the primary for Republi
can candidates, and when he does so.
he votes ms a Republican.
"Any person violating any of the
nrovisions e-f the primary law is sub
ject to heavy penalties, if convicted."

FOR

No matter where you live, you
can now have running water len
der pressure in your home.
J

Modern plumbing, including
bathroom with hot and cold wa* ter, lavatory, shower, toilet, and
faucets in many convenient places
—think what this means to the
suburban or farm home.
With the present standards of living these conven :ences arc
a necessity. They make for comfort, health, sanit ation and
labor-saving. They were formerly to be had only i i the city,
but now,

Water

Systems
will give you all the advantages of city water service. Duro
Systems are built in many sizes and styles. They meet the
needs of a bungalow or a country club. They are driven
either by electric motor or gasoline engine.

A Duro system is worth all it costs
for fire protection alone. It is easily
installed in old or new homes—taking
water from deep or shallow well, cis
tern or spring.
Ask us to point out the many rea
sons why Duro costs less but is
worth more than any other water,
system you can buy.

A. T. THURSTON
ELECTRAGIST
444 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

*7/1

hade

jjothmg
me/ c

on

LoqK for the 5&H

Thi Republicans of this District be
lieve in President Coolidge and his poli
cies, and demand a candidate who will
support the President.

A vote for Blanchard is a vote en
dorsing the President. Make no mistake.

STAND BY COOLIDGE—Congressman White re
entered the Campaign (after having expressed a
purpose not to he a candidate) because of pressure
by the friends of Mr. Coolidge in Washington and
by the desire of some of the leading men in Maine
and in Washington.

THE BLANCHARD CLUB
OF FRANKLIN COUNTY
H. S. WING, See.

STAND BY COOLIDGE—Congressman White is
now in Mexico on a mission for which he was se
lected by PRESIDENT COOLIDGE.

STAND BY COOLIIXJE—Opponents of Mr. White
say that he did not stand hy Coolidge on the veto
vote on the Bonus Bill because he did not vote.
Congressman White did not vote, because he was
in Mexico, sent there by the President. The fight
was made in the Senate and not in the House.

COUNTY COMMISSIONER
an*-l that North Haven has never
been represented in county affairs.

JOHN 3. CROCKETT
72-lt

FOR

WALLACE H. WHITE

That was a popular byword a few years ago.
Make it apply to next Monday’s Primary Election
and vote for—

George W. Gushee

Maine has always returned her Congressmen as long
as they would consent to retipn.
To fail fo return Congressman White to nomina
tion will be a bad thing for Republican Supremacy
in the Second District of Maine.
i
Congressman \\ hite has observed everv possible
care to make no canvass of his own. He has been
punctilious in his procedure. His opponent has had
the field to himself.
Let the Second District Republicans forget all per
sona! issues and look only .« the good of the Country
and the District.
VOTE

Let George Do It!

WINFIELD S. RICHARDS

KEEP A GOOD MAX ON THE JOB

The Maine Senate Journal for tho
-ession of 1921 shows (p. 293) that on
W.-dnesday. Feb. 16. I introduced Into
the Senate a "Resolve in favor of the
Kern b-r River Rridge Company”
which was "referred to the Commit
tee on Ways and Bridges."
The Bangor Commercial of Feh. 17
i (the following day) had the following
1 item, relative to proceedings in tho
Senate:

FRANK W. BUTLER. Sec.

All I ask of Knox <• iunty vc tors
next Monday is to remember that 1
am a candidate far

STAND BY COOLIDGE1
—Coolidge is going to need
help in the House—sensible, experienced ar.d honest
men who will be powerful assistance to him.
Congressman White has a leading position on
Merchant Marine, is Chairman of the Investigation
of the Shipping Beard; is Chairman of the Com
mittee that is making all of the Radio-Legislation;
is author of the Bill for saving the Alaskan
Fisheries; is now sweating in Mexico at a PanAmerican Congress to settle intricate matters
relative to International air and electrical transmis
sion of intelligence.

Candidate for County Commissioner on the Re
publican ticket. His record is a good one, and it
is Appleton’s turn.

AT THE

PRIMARY JUNE i6th, 1924
THE LEWISTON-AUBURN WALLACE H. WHITE CLUB

Portland Lawyers

By William H. Whittum. Pres.; E. Farrington Abbott, Sec.

TO THE DEMOCRATIC VOTERS

are Overwhelmingly

OF KNOX COUNTY

I wi»h to thank you for tho fine
vote given me two years ago and hope
that I may be able to do even better
this year. I feel that my eight yearal
experience as selectman of the town
of Camden makes rr.e well quail- •
fied to serve you as Ci unty Cominis- !

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
t

Democrats will select a candidate for Congress next Monday. Please carefully consider
the fitness of

sioner. Thanking you in advance, 1
remain.

HON. BERTRAND G. MCINTIRE

CHOOSE

for Farrington

TN

the City of Portland there are 125 Re-

• publican lawyers.

Portland is the home

of Mr. Brewster, one of the candidates for

Yours truly,

WINFIELD S. RICHARDS.
Democratic Candidate fjr the Nomi

one of the most prominent Democrats in
Maine. Twice nominated for Governor by
the Democratic party. A sound conserva
tive business man in whom the voters of
Maine have the highest confidence.

nation r f C-.unty Commissioner.

---------- —j-----------------------

the Republican nomination as Governor of
Maine.
A canvass of these 125 Republican Law

yers shows that
93 are enrolled members of the

Farrington Club of Portland.

WISELY

13 others have declared their pre-

Election results may depend upon our Pri
mary nominations.

erence for Hon. Frank G. Far
rington of Augusta.

McIntire primary committee.

Of the remaining number, seven who
were questioned either expressed no prefer

ence or said they were for Senator Farring
ton’s opponent.

THE FARM SITUATION

OSCAR H. EMERY

Has Improved 10 Per C-jnt Past Year,
But There's Room For More.
TO THE

Town Hail

Mr. Blanchard became a candidate,
only, when Mr. White declared in the
public press and stated in private conver
sation, that he would not be a candidate
to succeed himself. Fair play, political
honor and integrity, demand Mr. Blanch
ard’s nomination. The issue is sharply
drawn.

The voters of the Second District have the choice
Monday, June 16th,bet ween a candidate who is estab
lished on Committees; occupies a most prominent po
sition in Congress, and a candidate who has ha-.l no
experience.

VOTE FOR THE

Tlie Kennebec Bridge Co. bill above
referred to provided for a bridge be
tween Bath and Woolwich to be con
structed of such width as shall he
reasonably convenient for the passage
of steam or electric trains and in ad
dition thereto a separate and suit
able way lor passage by people with
automobiles, horses, teams and foot
imssengers.
Notice of this hearing was adver
tised I attended the hearing before
the Committee, spoke in favor of the
I resolution and worked for it and
asked others to tli so.—which they
did. The resolution was reported ad
versely but 1 tried to do my part.
I -am a candidate for nomination to
represent Rockland in the next legis
lature and ask the voters to approve
or disapprove my action relative to
the building of a bridge across the
Kennebec between Bath and Wool
wich.
RODNEY 1. THOMPSON.
1 June 13, 1924.

SHERIFF

KEEP A GOOD MAX ON THE JOB

Political Advertisement

"Thompson of Knox—Resolve
in favbr of Kennebec River
Bridge Co.
It appropriates $5009 to make
a preliminary survey fi r the Ken
nebec River bridge, as set forth
in the Knnebec River Bridge
Company bill, survey to be made
under the d rection and super
vision of the directors of said
Company. The statement of facts
says that the building of the
bridge rquires the assistance of
the federal government as bridge
is an important part of a United
States military road. Preliminary
survey is requireil before the fed
eral government will take any
action whatever."

Political Advertisements

Advertisements

A candidate is to be nominated on
Monday, June 16th, to represent the
Second Maine District in Congress.

In the June Primaries

ERIDGE MAN

r

Political

Republicans Attention

FOR

W. RAYMOND ERSKINE

ORIGINAL KENNEBEC

Just Like Gty
Water Service^

Political Advertisements

Political Advertisements

Political Advertisements

Though the situation of the farm
ers is far from ideal, the average
condition of the American farmer
has improved nearly 19 per cent dur
ing the past year.
Tlie revised estimates of the De
partment of Agriculture show that
1923 crops had a total value of about
ten billions of dollars, an increase of
more than a billion in one year.
Total value exports of principal
agricultural products from United
States lor eight months ended Fed).
29. 1924, was $1,308,338,900, as com
pared with $1,233,716,000 for the same
period during preceding year, an in
crease of 6 per cent.
In a recent statement, the Depart
ment of Agriculture says:
"The
general agricultural outlook for 1924
indicates that farmers are undertak
ing a normal production program. It
is apparent, however, that agricul
tural production this year will still
he attended by difficulties arising
from high wages and other costs.
"Domestic demand for agricultural
products is at a high level. Foreign
markets, on the whole, seem likely to
maintain about the present level of
demand."

DEMOCRATIC

Senator Farrington by his training, his

VOTERS

professional relations, the prominent posi

OF KNOX COUNTY

The nominations for candidates for
the September Election, will be made
at the Primary Election held Mon
day, June 16. I have tiled the neces
sary names and my name appears on
the Primary Ballot for county at
torney. I suggest that a public office
is a public trust and the Democratic
Party should nominate candidates
who will, il' elected in September, be
faithful to the trust.
I invite you
to consider my qualifications for the
office of county attorney. If you
can and will vote for me. your help
will be appreciated, and if 1 am nom
inated and elected to the office of
county attorney, I shall attempt to
give the thought and energy that be
comes the office
Most respectfully,
O. H. EMERY.
Camden. Me., June 6, 1924.

PALERMO

tions he has held in civic and public life meets
every requirement for a candidate.

Albert W. Plummer
of Lisbon

VOTE FOR FARRINGTON FOR GOVER

NOR AT THE PRIMARY ELECTION,

Democratic Candidate

JUNE 16, AND SEE THAT ALL YOUR

in tho Primaries for

Representative to Congress

FRIENDS VOTE FOR HIM.

Second District
Thrice elected to the Legislature
from his Town, previously Repub
lican.
HIS PLATFORM
Government must be simplified.
It should preserve the peace, main
tain equal opportunity, conduct
public, not private, business, and
let us alone. Self government is
the ideal.

FARRINGTON CLUB OF AUGUSTA,

Sanford L. Fogg, Pres.

71-72

Fred Norton was in Augusta Thursday
Mills visited her parents, Saturday and Sun
where he bought a new automobile.
day.
Charlotte Hayes is visiting in MontvIIle.
•Mrs. Ellen Turner went Monday to AuMrs. Ellen Turner has returned home from
Know the tremendous pulling power
i gusia to visit relatives.
visit with her son at East Palermo.
Clyde Tillson and daughter of Belgrade
of Courier-Gazette adi.
(Mr. and (Mrs Georgg Fuller of Weeks’

Lake wore dinner guests Thursday at G. F.
Norton's.
K. J Howard was a business caller In
China Monday.
iMr. and Mrs. Higgins of Albion were Sun.
day callers at Sanford Greeley's.

Pearl Brown and family of Weeks’ Mills
were visitors at Will Grady’s Sunday.
Isaac Quigg has bought two large trucks.
Mrs. Cox and son Grover of Liberty were
callers at Martin Trask’s Saturday.
(Harry Morse was iu Washington Sunday.

